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. ·I-· 
Al\J INVESTIG.t\TION INTO THE POTENTIAL 
OF THE MICROCOMPUTER AS AN AID TO TEACHING WRITING 
IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
ABSTRACT 
Over the last few years the number of microcomputers being used in 
primary schools has increased quite rapidly. The increase has been 
encouraged by many projects and schemes, which have declared the 
microcomputer to be a powerful resource that can enhance teaching and 
learning. In particular, writing has been frequently identified as a 
curriculum area which could benefit. This thesis is an investigation 
into the potential of the microcomputer as a resource to aid the 
teaching of writing. The research involved teachers with 8hildren in 
the seven to eleven age range. 
The investigation began with a research programme, which involved 
fifteen teachers from different schools, who acted as case studies, 
and took part in a range of classroom microcomputer aided writing 
activities. The research included the monitoring of children's 
writing, classroom organisation, teaching methodologies, and the 
teachers' observations and opinions regarding the effectiveness of the 
microcomputer as a teaching aid. 
The majority of the teachers who took part felt positively that the 
use of the microcomputer had been advantageous to their teaching 
provision. However, the results did not show a great extent of 
support, or indicate the particular areas and activities where 
provision could be enhanced. One important finding which did emerge 
was how much the teachers' teaching aims, objectives and current 
practices were correlated to the way the microcomputer use was 
implemented and developed. With reference to this finding a second 
research programme was initiated. 
The second programme involved a further group of fifteen teachers 
who were based in the same school. The research included the 
monitoring of the teachers' knowledge and understanding of the 
teaching of writing, children's writing development, classroom 
organisation and methodologies, observations and opinions. 
The results from this second research programme indicated that the 
microcomputer could be a valuable classroom resource, but there were 
certain considerations for it to be used effectively. Teachers need to 
know and understand what they want to teach, and how it is best 
achieved. The development of the microcomputer use needs to be within 
clearly defined whole school curriculum intentions, and relevant 
approaches to curriculum provision. The findings carried significant 
implications for school in-service work, and each teacher's 
professional development. 
Anne Liddle 
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CHl\P'IER I 
THE DEVEIDPMENT OF A TEACHING FRAMEWORK 
l . l INTRODUCTION 
Any investigation related to teaching must be based on certain 
underlying assumptions about the purpose of education and what 
teaching entails. The first part of this thesis (Chapters I,II,III) 
establishes: 
a) an educational framework for teaching in the primary school 
which sets the principles for the teaching of writing; 
b) a framework-for a writing curriculum; 
c) current classroom practices in the teaching of writing. 
This chapter considers the teacher's role in regard to educational 
aims, objectives, classroom provision and management, and the 
consequential implications in teaching writing. 
l . 2 THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER 
In the last century training institutions appeared to function 
around the principle that schools were created from a single mould and 
what happened 1n the schools fitted a regular designed pattern. The 
function of the training establishment was to perpetuate this 
-2-
stereotyper and the ·Master of Method' was employed in the model 
school to ensure that each new generation of teachers was poured into 
the same approved mould.(1) Society demanded that each generation 
should learn sufficient to be able to sustain and hopefully shape and 
develop the community, and this was a teacher's assignment. The role 
of the teacher was seen as the transmitter of acquired information, 
knowledge, skills and attitudes to the next generation to maintain the 
status quo of society. This perceived role was attacked by such people 
as John Dewey as early as 1916,(2) with his philosophies restated in 
the Hadow Report (1931),(3). However it wasn't until the publication 
of the Plowden Report (1967) (4), which supported Dewey's views, that 
the teacher's traditionally accepted role began to be more widely 
cha 11 enged . 
-the curriculum is to be thought 
experience rather than knowledge to be 
stored." 
(Hadow Report, 1931, quoted in 
Schools', 1967, p194) 
of in terms of activity and 
acquired and facts to be 
'children and Their Primary 
Over the last few decades the social, economic and technological 
developments have been rapid and dramatic carrying with them 
tremendous implications for children's educational needs.(S) For 
teachers to fulfil their role of catering for these needs the levels 
of skill, understanding, imagination and resilience, go far beyond 
the commonsense approach and mechanical competence fostered by schools 
and institutions 1n the past. Today for a teacher's role to be seen 
as purely 'information giver' would appear to be inconceivable, as the 
·3·· 
amount of information .:lVailable would be impossilJle fu.r teachers to 
transmit. Now teachers must decide what basic infonnation and 
knowledge children still needr what else they need in order to acquire 
and expand knowledge for themselves, and how these needs are to be 
satisfied. 
Further educational considerations result from the significant 
social changes that have recently taken place. Millions of unskilled 
and semi-skilled jobs have been lost depriving many children of their 
anticipated working security and in many cases the incentive to learn. 
Fewer job vacancies tend to increase selectivity which in turn 
increases the demand for higher educational qualifications and 
standards. Unemployment and changes in occupational habits have 
increased opportunities for leisure activities and the need for the 
development of personal interests and relationships. (6) 
The development of technology has not been solely confined to 
industry but has made significant contributions to the daily 
management of peoples lives. The effect on teachers is two fold, 
firstly, to equip children with the necessary knowledge and skills to 
control and use technology to their personal advantage, and secondly, 
to identify and incorporate pertinent technological learning 
experiences within their teaching provision.(7) 
The role of the teacher can be identified through the educational 
··4·· 
aims to be pursued. Tbis role will develop and changer as aims must be 
constantly reviewed to meet the changing individual and social needs 
of the children. 
"I shall take it as self-evident that each generation must 
define afresh the nature, direction, and aims of education to assure 
such freedom and rationality as can be attained for a future 
generation. For there are changes both in circumstances and in 
knowledge that impose constraints on and give opportunities to the 
teacher in each succeeding generation, It is in this sense that 
education is on constant process of invention," 
(J,S,Bruner,"Toward a Theory of Intruction", 1966, p22) 
There have been several investigations into educational aims by 
members of society and industry, These studies placed great importance 
on: the development of children's initiative, confidence in dealing 
with others; the ability to make judgements; solving problems and 
developing personal relationships, (8) Recent publications, 'The 
Warnock Report' (1978), 'The practical curriculum', (Schools Council 
Working Paper 70,1981), 'Primary Practice', (Schools Council Working 
Paper 75,1983), 'Better Schools', (A Summary,,DES 1985); each 
identified a set of comparable educational aims, 
"There is a wide agreement about the purposes of learning at 
school, in particular that pupils should develop lively, enquiring 
minds, acquire understanding, knowledge and skills relevant to adult 
life and employment and develop personal moral values," 
(D,E,S,, "Better Schools", A summary, 1985, p4) 
The content of these aims imply that the role of the teacher can 
not be one of 'telling' but of 'facilitating growth', with the 
teaching emphasis on the determining of what and how learning 
experiences should be provided, in order for the growth to occur, 
··5·· 
1 " 3 CliRRICULUiVl OBJECTIVES 
Within the last fifty years there has been a great deal of 
emphasis given to the exact content of what should be taught 1n 
schools and the setting of curriculum objectives. The benefits of 
defining objectives are stated to be many and wide ranging. Bloom et 
al (1956),(9) stated that determining objectives aided communication 
between teachers, and enabled them to understand more fully the 
relation between the experiences they provide and the learning which 
takes place in the children. Macintosh (1976), (10) felt that clearly 
defined objectives gave the teacher something to work towards and 
acted as a basis for measuring and evaluating outcomes. Gronlund 
(1970), (11) suggested that by stating teaching objectives as learning 
outcomes this would provide direction for the teacher, help them to 
choose the subject matter, teaching methods, and materials to be used, 
and provide them with a guide for assessement. 
An analysis of curriculum objectives put forward in current 
educational documents indicates three groups of objectives:- global, 
general, and specific. 
1.3.1 Global Objectives 
An example of global objectives can be found in the D.E.S. booklet 
"The curriculum from 5-16", (1985, pages 42 to 47) It states that the 
curriculum offered to every pupil should be:-
BROAD: it should introduce the pupil to a wide range of knowledge, 
understanding and skills through a variety of curriculum areas, 
. ·6·· 
BALANCED~ each aspect should be alJoted sufficient time to make its 
special contribution through a variety of teaching approaches~ 
RELEVAN~~ subjects should be taught so as to bring out their 
applications to the pupils' own experience and to adult life, and to 
give due emphasis to practical aspects, 
DIFFERENTIATED~ what is taught and how it is taught need to be 
matched to pupils' abilities and aptitudes. 
1.3.2 General objectives 
These relate to the areas and elements of learning and experience 
to be covered in the curriculum. 
The areas and elements are commonly considered to be~-
Areas~ aesthetic and creative, human and social, linguistic and 
literary, mathematical, moral, physical, scientific, spiritual, 
technological. 
Elements: knowledge, concepts, skills,attitudes. 
1.3.3 Specific Objectives 
For significant teaching to take place a number of decisions must 
be made regarding the exact areas of knowledge to be acquired, the 
precise skills that the children need, how concepts are to be 
developed, what attitudes are most necessary to foster, and how 
evaluation of achievements will take place. 
.. ·;. . 
If what it is we want to achieve is first indicated in expressions 
of generalityg these need to be unpacked into much more specific terms 
or little positive guidance is provided for educational practice. To 
be of value we must eventually analyse these ends down to particular 
achievements we wish pupils to reach, detailed enough for us to be 
able to judge how to promote these and not other achievements with 
which they could be confused, and detailed enough for us to be able to 
judge when pupils have and have not reached them. 
(P.Hirst, Knowledge and the Curriculum,l974, pl6) 
Examples of specific objectives for a range of curriculum areas can 
be found in the "Currriculum Matters", (HMI Series.l985-l988). 
Although the setting of specific objectives such as prescribed in the 
series provides a basis to obtain curriculum structure, progression, 
cohesion, and implications for classroom teaching, they still do not 
have the detailed precision referred to by Hirst. They are narrow in 
the sense that they are confined to the outcomes expected of the 
curriculum, and have few references to the nature and learning 
conditions to be provided. There 1s a danger that the specific 
objectives stated might be taken as implying that the curriculum can 
be defined in linear, hierarchial and observable outcomes. 
To meet the educational aims described earlier, the curriculum must 
also contain opportunities for children to achieve personal 
development, flexible attitudes and self sufficiency. To break down 
these learning outcomes into specifically obtainable objectives would 
be virtually in~ssible. To assume such a task would mean that general 
assumptions would have to be made, and the diversity of children's 
individual interests, abilities, attitudes and aspirations would 
virtually have to be ignored. 
·-8-
The curriculum to be taught needs Lo provide for two distinct 
elements, one being the cognitive/pyschomotor which includes the 
knowledge, concepts and skills to be acquired, the other being the 
affective, which includes the attitudes, social and life skills to be 
fostered. (13) The cognitive/pyschomotor element can be covered 
through the defining of specific learner outcomes. However, they can 
only be accomplished if the teacher is aware of the detailed structure 
and nature of the outcomes, how and when the outcomes are to be 
achieved and applied, the respective dependency and integration with 
other learning outcomes, and the assessment and evaluation that is 
necessary for successful development.(l4) The affective element 
demands the teacher's complete awareness of the range of specific 
learning situations which can be provided, in order that the children 
are exposed to the most appropriate experiences at any given time. The 
teacher must also be aware of the relevant teaching activities and 
materials which could support the provision of the experiences, and 
most significantly, must understand the nature of his/her role and 
involvement in the learning taking place.(l5) 
The precise curriculum activities with regard to both elements, 
must always be determined within the school and classroom context, and 
with consideration for every child's individual needs and development. 
1 • 4 TEACHING METHODS AND STRATEGIES 
Any statement about teaching cannot be totally divorced from its 
-9-
direct connection with learning·, and the1efore it is difficult to 
attempt an analysis of teaching methods and strategies available to 
teachers without reference to the intentions and content of what is to 
be leamt. Methods and strategies can and do vary considerably to meet 
the needs of the learner, and it is probably the teacher's ability to 
decide and change the strategies and styles which has most 
significance for successful teaching. 
The curriculum is not the intention or prescription but what 
happens in the real situations. It is not the aspiration but the 
achievement. The problem of specifying the curriculum is one of 
perceiving, understanding and describing what is actually going on in 
the school and classroom •................. The central problem of the 
study is the gap between our ideas and aspirations and our attempts to 
operationalize them. 
(L. Stenhouse, An Introduction to CUrriculum Research and 
Development, 1976, p2) 
To differentiate between teaching methods and strategies and 
identify particular features can be compared with trying to divorce 
teaching from learning. However, for the purposes of the research and 
the necessity to establish facts upon which considerations and 
comparisons can be made, some of the main characteristics which can be 
associated with each aspect will be formulated. With reference to 
dictionary translations, teaching 'methods' have been identified as 
the procedures which the teacher employs to provide classroom 
activities, and 'strategies' as the considerations which the teacher 
includes in the management of the classroom activities. 
Some of the main elements which can be attributed to methods and 
-·10-
strategies have been identifjed through~ 
a) studies conducted by Adams (1970) r Walberg and Thomas (1971), N. 
Bennett et al (1976), Dunkin and Biddle (1974), M.C~lton et al (1980). 
b) an analysis of curriculum projects, 'Environmental Studies' 
( 1967-71), 'school Maths Project' (1961), 'science 5·-13' (1967-75), 
'Health Education 5-13' (1973-78), 'Art and Craft Education 8-13' 
(1969-72), 
1 . 5 ELEMENTS RELATED TO TEACHING METHODS 
Curriculum content ..... the most general approaches are:- the 
teaching of separate subjects; the integration of subjects drawn from 
different curriculum areas; the integration of curriculum aspects 
drawn together into one curriculum area of knowledge. 
Curriculum emphasis .•.. ie. the kind of learning being promoted:-
the acquisition of skills, knowledge, concepts, information; 
developing personal qualities; establishing understanding. 
Organisation ...•. ie. how the children arranged for work:- in 
groups by ability/mixed ability/friendship, as a class; individually 
placed. 
Curriculum management ..... ie. how the learning activities are 
arranged:- all the children are given the same task; children are in 
groups working on different levels of the same task; children are 
-11-
grouped with each ~roup given different tasks, children are given 
individual tasks. 
Relationships .... ie. how the teacher interacts with the children:-
the teacher dominates; talking between children is restricted; the 
children talk with each other but only when necessary with the 
teacher~ the teacher plays a dual role sometimes as a learner with the 
children sometimes as the guide1 children are encouraged to talk to 
each other and to the teacher. 
Motivation .... ie. how the children react to learning:- children are 
rewarded for work accomplished correctly, purpose of the task is used 
as the focus for achievement, task is set so that success can be 
realised, children are given verbal or sign encouragement 
Assessrnent .... ie. how results are monitored and recorded:- teacher 
acts as observer, teacher discusses work with children, children 
report on activities, teacher marks work; the children are tested. 
1 • 6 ELEMENTS RElATED TO TEACHING STRATEGIES 
Learning situations •..•. ie how these are provided:- the knowledge, 
skills or facts to be acquired are stated by the teacher through 
examples, and then the children are given further examples to pursue, 
the teacher determines what has to be learnt, and then provides 
··12-
situations in which the children are encouraged to acquire the 
knowledgef skills etc. for themselves, the teacher guides the children 
into providing their own situations in order to acquire knowledge, 
skills and concepts. 
Learning experiences .... ie. the nature of the children's 
involvement in the learning situations:- the children are directly 
involved in a practical way in relation to the learning to be 
acquired; they are experiencing the learning in a 'second-hand' way 
through books, pictures etc.; the children's experiences are provided 
through simulations, role play, games etc.; the experiences are of a 
theoretical nature. 
Learning outcomes .... ie. how are these outcomes determined:- the 
teacher controls them through pre-determined objectives; they are 
flexible and result from the interests and pursuits of the children as 
they learn, with the teacher acting as a facilitator and guide. 
Learning control .... ie. how is the rate and progression of 
learning controlled:- the teacher totally controls all the variables 
in respect of the class of children; the teacher controls the 
variables in respect of individual development; the work is arranged 
so that the children control their own rate and progression; some of 
the variables are controlled through the use of resources or arranged 
programmes of work. 
--13·-
Evaluat1on of l.Pnrni_ng .... ie. how is the learning developed~ the 
children's work is marked and further direction decided, the are 
children are observed as they work and the learning taking place 
adjusted and directed accordingly, the teacher has diagnostic criteria 
in the learning situations/ experiences being provided; the teacher 
makes assessment of each child's performance, the teacher makes an 
assessment of his/her own performance. 
1.7 SUMMARY 
In respect of educational provision and teaching there appears to 
be five areas for consideration shown in Figure l, (page 16). It is 
against these areas that the potential of the microcomputer as an aid 
to teaching writing will be considered. 
l) Educational Aims ..... these act as a philosophical guide towards 
what we want the children to achieve. They should incorporate 
individual personal needs, the needs to function in society, and the 
needs to make sense of the world around and cope with change and 
development. These aims should be represented in the teaching of 
writing through activities which reflect the different associated 
needs and purposes. 
2) Global objectives .... these form the educational framework which 
teachers use to formulate learning and teaching intentions. Examples 
. J.4 . 
of tbcsc objecLives could be~ Llle need to be able to cormnunicate; to 
have personal and academic standards; to develop moral values; the 
ability to work with other people, to develop and enquiring mind, to 
be able to solve problems, to be able to use information etc. Writing 
should be presented as a significant aspect of communication. The 
teaching of writing should promote relevant cognitive and affective 
development. 
3) General objectives ...• these focus on an exact subject or area of 
knowledge to be provided in respect of the educational aims and global 
objectives. These would involve the knowledge~ skills or processes to 
be pursued by the children, with consideration to the structuring and 
integration of writing with other curriculum areas and subjects. 
4) Specific Objectives ... these are the precise activities or 
experiences which are to be presented. These will have been determined 
with consideration to structure and sequencing of the knowledge, 
skills, information and concepts to be learnt and developed through 
writing. They should be relevant to individual needs 1 achievements and 
progression. 
··l~·. 
5) Teaching MeUKXJs and Strategies 0 o o o these must be determi nen with 
consideration both to the nature of the specific objectives and with 
understanding of the childo They will involve the manner in which the 
learning is to be facilitated and the organisational support that will 
be neededo ~1ey will include the exact involvement and interaction of 
the teacher and the child in the learning situationso They must also 
contain an element of assessment in order to determine the achievement 
of the child, the success of the teacher, and present a basis for 
further teaching and learning decisionso 
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CHAPTER II 
THE DEVEIDPMENT OF A FRAMEWORK 
FOR THE TEACHING OF WRITING IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
The potential of the microcomputer as an aid for teaching writing 
can only be considered through an examination of its use in vaJid 
educational situations. This chapter establishes a framework for the 
teaching of writing, which was then used as a basis for the subsequent 
classroom microcomputer research activities. 
The framework relates to the general educational teaching 
framework developed in Chapter I (page 16) linking educational aims, 
objectives and teaching methods, to a primary age writing curriculum. 
2.1 EDUCATIONAL AIMS 
Throughout history writing has often been acknowJedged as the mark 
of cultural development. As early cultures developed they invented and 
adopted writing systems, now writing is accepted around the world as a 
necessary requirement for people to exist, make use of, and contribute 
to their environment. 
Frank Smith (1) puts forward three reasons for the cultural need of 
writing ~ 
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1) It~ evident utility as a tool for COMMUNICATION. 
2) To provide a more or less permanent RECORD (of history and law). 
3) The value of writing as an ART, the product of creativity. 
Gunther Kress (2) also strongly associates writing with the 
ability to function in the world. 
'the ability to produce written messages is equally necessary for 
sharing in and contributing to knowledge and to ideological activity, 
and for gaining a measure of power. Hence the unequal distribution of 
the uses of and participation in reading and writing have fundamental 
social, economic, and political consequences. Inability to use and 
control the forms brings with it exclusion from the benefits 
associated with their exercise 
(Gunther Kress, Learning to write, p 10) 
The inclusion of writing in the school curriculum has been 
undoubtedly recognised as essential to the fulfilment of educational 
aims,in respect of the needs of children as individuals,and as members 
of society. 
2. 2 GWBAL OBJECI'IVES 
If the ability to communicate is a requisite for educational 
fulfilment then children must know and understand what communication 
entails, and acquire the relevant skills. The acknowledged four modes 
of language which make up the system of human communication are 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. The modes are composed of a 
range of interrelated and interdependent skills and concepts as well 
as some peculiar to each specific mode. Children should be able to use 
writing as an integral part of the complex system of language but be 
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able Lo recognise and utilise its own uniqueness as a communjcation 
tool Q 
Halliday (3) attributes three functions to language~ 
a) the "ideational" function by which language is used to help 
develop structure within learning experiences, 
b) the "interpersonal" function which is necessary to all social 
needs, 
c) the "textual" function which is to do with understanding and 
making use of language itself, 
These three language functions can act as the foundation for the 
teaching and learning of writing. Writing can be identified with them 
in the following way~ the first as a cognitive tool to help the 
exploration, clarification and understanding of learning experiences, 
the second to satisfy personal and social needs and requirements, and 
thirdly as a means of expressing ideas thoughts and needs, responding 
to situations, and developing writing in the context of communicating 
generally. 
2 • 3 GENERAL OBJECI'IVES 
These objectives focus on the exact purposes for writing 
experiences. Frank Smith lists ten points for the use of language 
which he states are equally applicable to the utility of writing, 
writing can do everything that language in general can do. 
(Frank Smith, Writing and the Writer, 1982, pl4) 
The ten points are~ 
1 INSTRUMENTAL~ language as a means of getting things 1 satisfying 
material needs. 
2 REGULATORY~ controlling the behaviourf feelings or attitudes of 
others. 
3 INTERACTIONAL: getting along with others, establishing relative 
status: establishing separateness. 
4 PERSONAL: expressing individuality, awareness of self, pride, 
pleasure, anger grief. 
5 HEURISTIC: seeking and testing knowledge. 
6 IMAGINATIVE: creating new worlds, making up stories, poems. 
7 REPRESENTATIONAL: communicating information, descriptions, 
expresssing propositions. 
8 DIVERTIVE: puns, jokes, riddles. 
9 AUTHORITATIVE / CONTRACI'UAL: statutes, 
agreements, contracts. 
laws, regulations, 
10 PERPETUATING: records, histories, diaries, notes, scores. 
An advocated frame of reference for writing experiences, first put 
forward in the Bullock Report "A Language for life" (4), can be found 
in the Schools Council Research Study (5). It identifies three main 
writing categories. 
EXPRESSIVE:- to reveal and record the personal feelings, opinions, 
and thoughts of the writer; to share views and interpret situations, 
to develop ideas and establish relationships. 
TRANSACTIONAL~- to inform people, to record facts r to exchange 
opinions, explain and explore ideas, construct theories, transact 
business, conduct campaigns, change public opinion, to make specific 
accurate reference to what is known in reality. 
POETIC~- to use writing as an art form, to create patterns and 
"'objects" from language; to please and satisfy the writer, to try and 
achieve satisfaction from a reader, to write using language for its 
own sake not as a means of achieving something. 
A set of general objectives for teaching writing were formulated by 
grouping all the writing categories mentioned previously into three 
areas. 
l) PERSONAL writing for children to~ 
express feelings, opinions and thoug-hts., share their views; interpret 
situations; persuade or control other people, create imaginary 
situatlons and events, explore personal views and knowledge. 
2) FUNCTIONAL writing for children to: inform, record, explain and 
report, test and seek knowledge. 
3) LITERARY writing for children to: 
explore and experiment with language, gain and give pleasure through 
writing, appreciate and develop a variety of writing styles. 
2. 4 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The global and general objectives serve as a rationale for the 
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nature and purpose of the writing experiences to be provided 1 but 
these need expanding to determine the exact content of the 
experiences. This wi11 include~ what the children are encouraged to 
write; how they will write, how the writing will be developed; how the 
children's own views and purposes will be catered for. These aspects 
need careful consideration in the provision of specific writing 
situations. 
This means that the formation of specific writing objectives wi11 
involve~-
a) the writing purpose with relevance to educational aims, global and 
general objectives. ie the range of personal, functional and literary 
writing needs. 
b) the task with relevance to the intended reader. ie appropriateness~ 
style and stimulus. 
c) consideration of the writing process with reference to the content 
of the writing experience. 
d) awareness of the skills demanded by the experience 1 the reviewing 
of what has been written. 
To supply a definitive list of specific objectives for the teaching 
of writing would be impossible because of the complex amount of 
variables involved. Some specific objectives can be found in the 
'English 5-16~ CUrriculum Matters 1' document. (6) and 'English from 
5-16: The responses to Curriculum Matters'. (7) 
From the aims and objectives previously mentioned, a model for 
determining the provision of classroom writing experiences was 
identified. (Figure 2, page 24). 
/ 
A MODEL FOR WRT~TNG EXPERIENCES 
Writing purposes 
Literary; Personal; Functional 
<S==-:7 ~ 7 .:0=-==V ' explo~es~ig~iscover ')j 
appreciate patterns; record/ report; 
structure; meanings inform· discuss ~ Task considerations / 
Appropriateness, Stimulus, Style 
Child~Compose ~~Transcribe=¥ Review ==o/ Audience 
1 J ~ 
( inlol ves) 
Content; 
Planning 
Presentation 
Figure 2 
(involves) 
~ 
Vocabulary; 
Spelling; 
Punctuation; 
Sentence 
structure; 
Linking 
sentences; 
(involves) 
~ How to say things; 
Illuminating/finding 
thoughts; 
Establishing 
effect; 
Personal improvement/ 
criticism; 
Finding reason/ 
logic/argument/ 
clarifying facts; 
Achievement/ 
satisfaction 
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2. 5 'l'.l:ffiCHlNG JVJE/I'HODS ANO S'l'AA'l'EGIES 
Some key implications for teaching methods and strategies can be 
drawn from the writing model Figure 2 1 page 24. This is not intended 
to be a classification of writing experiences or teaching activities 
for an advocated writing policy. The points made are key issues 
commonly reiterated in several authorititive books, projects and 
reports on the subject of children's writing. The points are not 
totally comprehensive, but are meant to form a set of guidelines for 
the purpose of this research. 
2.6 WRITING PURPOSE 
Writing activities are essentially about communication, and 
children should be presented with opportunities which require them to 
write 'something' to 'someone , and recognise the need for the 
writing. The activities should involve the children in a wide variety 
of writing situations, so that a range of applications within the 
literary, personal and functional writing areas can be experienced and 
explored. In all writing situations it is implicit that successful 
teaching is based on the teacher's knowledge of the forms of writing, 
and the developmental needs and abilities of the children. 
2.7 PERSONAL WRITING 
This form of writing can act as a reflection and articulation of 
the writer's knowledge, ideas and feelings. It is the form most 
closely related to speech, and is therefore the most pert.jnent to 
younger children as their starting point in writing development. It 
has its beginnings in talk through direct experiences, imaginative 
play, and learning situations of a practical nature. Through speech 
children can express their individuality and it is this quality that 
the teacher must try to encourage in written work. Children can use 
writing as a vehicle for saying what they think and feel 1n response 
to a variety of situations for different audiences. The nature of 
individual personal writing suggests, that children should only be 
presented with writing opportunities which allow them to draw from 
their own experiences. 
Even in the initial stages of personal writing, it is important 
that children begin to review what they have written, 1n order to 
appreciate the effectiveness of their writing. At a later stage, 
individual personal writing becones increasingly introspective, and 
children can use it as a way of examining their thoughts to find out 
what they think and feel. This writing is related to direct 
experiences, but can also result from responses to literature or other 
people's experiences. 
Social personal writing can be seen as an extension to individual 
personal writing. Young children can be involved in this form of 
writing through simple shopping lists and letters, but it is a 
demanding form of writing and is probably most appropriate to children 
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at the upper end of i...be ]!:tltrld.ry range. It differs from individual 
personal writing in that the children are asked to direct their 
writing to a specified audience in an appropriate style.(8) 
2.8 FUNCTIONAL WRITING 
This form covers three main aspects. Firstly, the writing can be a 
response to an experience such as a visit, a discussion, or an event. 
Such reports could reflect on what has been observed, and contain 
information which encapsulates involvement in the happening. Secondly, 
the writing can be a result of a practical activity. This could be 
through such as an environmental project survey where data is 
interpreted and inferences and conclusions can be made. It could also 
be through scientific experiments, or the setting up of problem 
solving activities related to other curriculum areas. This would 
involve the children in articulating questions, deciding upon future 
developments and presenting hypotheses. Thirdly, the planning and 
organising of a piece of writing to produce information or evidence 
such as lists and charts. This would involve the structuring of 
writing in a logical and appropriate way, so that results are obvious 
and conclusions can be made. 
2.9 LITERARY WRITING 
In this form of writing the emphasis is on the structure, meaning, 
and the linguistic features it contains. Writing situations should 
present opportunities for the children to explore and experiment with 
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vocabulary, structures, text organisation, presentation and the 
development of ideas. The writing activitiy should not be restrictive. 
It should encourage the children to be creative, using vocabulary and 
imagery in unusual, descriptive and original ways. 
The sources for literary writing are many ie stories, poetry, 
songs, plays, riddles and jokes. Easy access to books and the regular 
reading of them can provide a rich source for children's literary 
awareness and a significant influence on their own writing. (9) 
2.10 CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SELECTION AND PROVISION OF WRITING 
TASKS 
The selection and presentation of writing tasks should be based 
upon certain key factors. 
APPROPRIATENESS:-
a) Writing should be recognised as a vital component in a child's 
intellectual, emotional and social development. 
b) Any writing task should be a relevant part of a whole learning 
experience not just the outcome. 
c) Writing should not be seen 
Children should be able to relate 
as an isolated curriculum subject. 
writing tasks to a range of 
curriculum activities and recognise its various functions within the 
range. An organisation of integrated general curriculum activities can 
widely support the interrelationship between different writing 
objectives and curriculum areas, and can promote the growth of writing 
abilities. 
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d) Writing should be regarded as an opportunity to explore 
experienoes 1 to realise and understand the learning taking place. 
e) A full range of writing experiences should be catered for 1 and 
teachers should be aware of balance and unity between the variety of 
writing situations they present. 
f) Consideration must be given to the process of writing development 
and its implications for each child when tasks are determined. 
g) The task should reflect the child's experience and knowledge of the 
intended audience. 
h) The purpose of the task should be explicit if children are expected 
to respond in a particular way, and appreciate the relevance and value 
of their response. 
2.11 WRITING STYLES:-
Writing experiences should result from a range of learning situations, 
which present the child with opportunities to respond to a variety of 
writing purposes for different audiences. The situations should 
satisfy the child's need to experience functional, personal and 
literary responses. The audiences should be varied enough for the 
child to recognise the different writing demands. These can range from 
the child writing: for his/her self; for other children of their own 
and other ages; for his/her teacher; for other teachers; for parents; 
for visitors to the school; for contacts in industry; for people in 
different environments; for real and imagined people; for known and 
presumed people. 
2, 12 STIMUWS ~ -· 
The choice of writing stimulus, and the nature and extent of the 
teacher's involvement, inevitably determine the child's perception and 
organisation of the task. Writing opportunities should not be 
identified simply for 'writing' to take place, but for learning to 
take place. Each writing situation should be related to some aspect of 
development, with a specific objective in mind. A writing activity 
should be within the child's experience, and the expectation related 
to the child's capability and understanding. 
'begin with the child's own experience and understanding, prefer 
present to absent, concrete to abstract, look for the most direct and 
accessible ways of enlarging experience. 
(W. Harpin, The second "R". 1976,p 117) 
To present the widest range of writing experiences a variety of 
activities should be provided. The choice of the writing situation 
will inevitably come from the child's immediate need, whether this is 
identified and made obvious by the child, or identified by the 
teacher as being relevant to the child's writing development. How the 
writing situation is introduced, organised and conducted will be 
determined to a great extent by the purpose for the writing. In 
certain kinds of writing, eg. personal, children will need the freedom 
to pursue their own thoughts with the minimum of interference. In 
other situations, children will need to be made aware of the variety 
of ways the writing response can be made. A wide and stimulating 
curriculum can provide all the necessary classroom opportunities for 
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vrriting. How the children respond to the stimulus will depend on the 
teacher's skill 1n initiating the task, using the most pertinent 
resources. 
The stimulus-response model of a narrowly conceived 'creative 
writing' lesson seems best used sparingly. Perhaps it can be most 
profitably linked to a sympathetic commentary by the teacher on the 
possibilities of structure, unity and harmony in writing, rather than 
a concentration on teacher-approved words and phrases. Linking writing 
to an evolving curriculum theme can provide indirect resources and 
experiences on which young writers can draw. 
(R. Beard, Children's Writing in the Primary School, 1984, p92) 
The choice of writing activities and stimuli will be governed by 
the following major concerns: 
the child will be able to draw from educational and environmental 
experiences; 
the writing can be seen by the child to have a purpose; 
the child will have something positive to say; 
the child has the necessary skills which the choice will demand; 
the activity is pertinent to the child's development; 
the most appropriate resources are used by the children. 
2.13 CLASSROOM ORGANISATION 
If writing experiences demand different results, then it is 
inevitable that no one form of organisation or writing situation can 
be used. 
A possible organisational range could include: 
individual work; work in small groups or large groups; class work; 
child 1.-vith teacher, child with other adults, 
Possible writing situations could include~ 
a place with appropriate resources, a quiet area to listen, think or 
write, an area suitable for discussion. 
2.14 THE WRITING PROCESS 
When a writing purpose has been identified and an activity has 
been specified, the actua I process of writing begins. From evidence 
produced in many books on writing, it appears that it is this aspect 
which is given the least attention by teachers. Teachers tend to be 
pre-occupied with getting children to "write about something", which 
becomes the main focus for writing and the real educational intentions 
are pushed aside.(lO) Yet it is when the actual writing begins that 
'learning' should take place. Too often the value of the writing is 
lost when the emphasis is on the production of the writing rather than 
the process. 
2.14.1 COMPOSING:-
The actual composing part of the writing process has two distinct 
teaching implications. 
1) the gathering together of information and knowledge about a 
particular writing function. 
2) the selecting of suitable parts and ordering them in an overall 
plan to fulfil the writing purpose and satisfy the intended audience. 
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The first part of ~omposition can be tackled 1n several ways 
through appropriate stimuli with the teacher providing any necessary 
support and guidance. In most cases, the initial introduction will 
involve discussion and dialogue. This can involve the teacher and 
children/child, the children on their own, or the children with 
another adult. However there will be occasions when children will 
begin their writing with no preliminary talk at all. In some cases it 
can be detrimental to have extensive preliminary talking. Harpin's 
project enquiries (1976) showed that in factual writing there seemed 
to be little effect from preliminary discussion, and in creative 
writing the discussion seemed to lessen the maturity of the writing. 
Most discussions of the teaching of writing in schools somewhere 
include the assertion that talk must come first 
...•.... To build this into our practice as a universal principle 
would, however, be a mistake ....... We may in over-employing this 
approach, set boundaries for the writer of which we are unaware and 
inadvertently hinder the development in written language we are trying 
so hard to promote. In addition, the self-motivating writer is less 
likely to emerge, if these are the standard conditions of work. 
(W. Harpin, Op.cit., p135) 
One of the greatest challenges for children in the the writing 
process is the transference of their experiences from a spoken 
language source into a written symbolic form. (10) It is at this stage 
when intervention by the teacher will be most valuable. Through 
involvement at this stage, the teacher can gain vital information 
about children's capabilities and their understanding of the writing 
process, and thereby support their development. 
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different factors which 
properly by directly 
is going on, rather than 
finished. 
Perhaps the relative influences of 
influence composing can only be judged 
intervening in the writing process as it 
asking people 'what they did' after they have 
(R.Beardv Op.Cit., p28) 
Bereiter and Scardamalia (1982) (11) studied the composition aspect 
of the writing process and identified 11procedural facilitation" as a 
distinct way in which children can be helped in the development of 
written language. This involved a kind of supportive consistent 
prompting by the teacher. They felt that eventually, the children can 
develop such self-cueing for themselves, and this can have significant 
results in early writing development. 
Collaborative writing situations of child and child, or child with 
adult, encourage children to confer and study writing as it takes 
place. Through this discussion children can explore writing techniques 
and ideas, and develop an awareness of effective writing. 
Children need to be helped to develop a range of writing procedures 
such as: 
to acquire pertinent techniques and skills, 
to analyse and become self critical; 
to develop awareness of the power of words and relevant 
arrangements; 
to be selective and pursue ideas; 
to be directed towards the writing goa 1 ; 
to structure their writing for effect and to achieve the purpose of 
their writing. 
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2 .14. 2 TRANSCRIBING:·· 
This aspect of the writing process covers a network of skills such 
as spelling; punctuation; use of vocabulary, sentence structure, and 
handwriting. Written communication has an acknowledged system of 
presentation, as there must be some agreement for the writing to be 
received and understood by a variety of recipients. However, the 
acquisition of the system of writing is only part of the process. If 
the writing process can be described as a "cycle of decisions" on what 
to write, how to write, and how to improve on what has been written, 
then the skills can be recognised as only a contributary aspect of the 
writing process. 
It has been stated in most recent writing surveys that the 
transcribing area of the writing process is 
emphasis by teachers. This can have a 
given a great deal of 
detrimental effect on the 
development of children's writing, as it can detract from the real 
purpose of the vrri ting. The acquisition of transcribing skills must be 
placed in the context of the total writing process, they must be seen 
as a means to achieve a writing purpose. Too often the skills are 
presented in isolation and without any regard towards developmental 
objectives.(12) Significant mastery of the skills can only result from 
a genuine recognition of the need to acquire them. 
2.14.3 REVIEWING:-
The reviewing of writing involves editing, revising, and 
re-writing. In the course of editing their work children can become 
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involved in observingv testing 1 and learning the conventions of 
transcription which will make their writing acceptable to a reader. In 
the course of revising, the content and the composition can be 
reconsidered, new ideas may be developed or original ideas improved. 
Re-writing is the children's reponse to what has been edited and 
revised. 
For young children in the initial stages of writing development 
reviewing and rewriting may not always be appropriate. Some children 
who lack confidence in their writing capabilities could find it 
inhibiting rather than encouraging. Even at later stages of 
development, reviewing and rewriting must be of a constructive nature 
rather than an expected aspect of the writing activity. Reviewing, 
evaluating, and rewriting activities should provide real opportunities 
for learning. (13) At this stage in the writing process teacher 
intervention can be significant. Children can be encouraged to 
question and evaluate what they have written, and be helped to 
acquire new skills and knowledge. They can be encouraged to develop an 
appreciation, understanding, enjoyment and mastery of writing. 
2.15 SUMMARY:-
The following summary is related to Figure 3 (page 39) which shows 
a framework for the teaching of writing in the primary school. This 
framework is the educational basis for the organisation and evaluation 
of the subsequent microcomputer research activities. 
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EDUCATIONAL AIJViS 
Writing is a recognised system for communicating. Children need to 
understand and be able to utilise the system to function fully as 
individuals and as members of society. 
GLOBAL OBJECI'IVES 
Communication consists of the interrelated aspects of listening, 
speaking, reading and writing, and children should be encouraged to 
develop their understanding of writing within this total language 
context. The main functions of writing can be identified as: a tool to 
support learning and the understanding of learning experiences; to 
meet social and personal needs; and to make full use of the power of 
this language mode as a communication device. 
GENERAL OBJ.OCTIVES 
The three major purposes for writing can be regarded as personal, 
functional and literary. Within these functions there are various 
dependant specific objectives which will change according to the 
purpose of the writing, in relation to the intended audience. Children 
will need to encounter a range of writing demands, in a variety of 
situations, in order to experience and recognise the various purposes 
and to learn to respond appropriately. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
These will be the exact writing situations to be provided by the 
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teacher. They should always be related to a specific writing function 
within a developmental framework. 
METHODS AND STRATEGIES 
These will involve many considerations: 
organisa ton; 
resources; 
stimulus; 
teacher intervention and interaction; 
the classroom environment; 
the teacher's knowledge of the curriculum area; 
the children's developmental stages and capabilities; 
the assessment and evaluation of the teaching and learning. 
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A FRAMEWORK FOR TEACHING WRITING IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Educational Aim 
To enable the child to function 
as an individual and as a member of society 
Gl.d:al 
Cbjectives 
1b en:lble 
t:re dtild to 
tEewd.t:.irgas 
a tool to d:velq> 
an:epb..ally I arD 
a:mruni.cate s:x::i.al.ly 
arrl pecs:nill. y 
Gld:l31. 
Cbjecti li8S 
Ceneral 
Cbjecti li8S 
~fie 
Cbjecti li8S 
1b en:lble tiE dtild to wr:ite 
fer a variety of p.u:p:::EB3 1 in a 
variety of styles, to sa.tisfy p:rs:ml, 
furct.i.aal arxl lite:ary wd.tirg needs. 
1b ernbl.e t:re d1il.cl to aapire t:re recess:n:y Ekills, 
kn:J..il~e arxl m:le!:'stardirg to write ~y an:l 
~tely in ~ to a variety of ~ sib..latims. 
Per:s::m.l 
IEJelq> ida:ls 
t:h::u:Jhts, v:i.e.s, 
expr:essims; 
S3.t:isfyj.n:J nEa:is; 
Inteq:ret sib..latims; 
Q:rrnunicate icms, 
tln.ghts, v:i.e.s. 
Receive arxl 
a:mruni.cate info; 
NJte tak:i.rg; 
Ra::x:ll:t:li.n ; 
RE{::ortirg; 
M:ni.tor::irg; 
crgarri..sin;J. 
Cl:nsideratims for: 
Literary 
Pea:gnise p3ttems 
f>Hreciate styles of 
a:mnnicat:.irg 
~t arxl explore; 
Cl:np3re an:l a:ntrast; 
O:Este arxl develcp 
styles of cmrruri.cat:.irg. 
Teach:in:J M:th::rl:> arxl State:jies 
.Q:ganisa.tion - All =biffitims relevant to l.e:u:nin;J stit.eticm 
General 
Cbjecti l/a3 
~fie 
Cbjectives 
Stinuli foe 'Il3.sks 'l'e:rler: Krn;l~ M::ni.torin::j/Assessirf9 
Dis::ussiOl; l'tit:.irg wi. th children; 
lst han:l situatims; O:l:EJ:vatim: 
,llj::pcq::riate Dis.:usl:im: 
2irl h3rd situ:!tims; Planni.n:j v.ork; 
Ehv:i.J:rrrrental !Ev:i.e..Jirg v.ork; 
relevan:::e; Prorptirl;j; 
felevant to reed>; &w;Jr:t:.irg: 
cress OJrri.Clllar: t:an;Je: Eaci.litat::in::J 
Variety of res::ur:ces. 
l'tit:.irg Pr:ccess; Di.s:l..l'3si.ro; 
ltit:.irg Ceve.!.cpJEnt; O:l:EJ:vatim; 
M'l.t:ch of v.or:k; R=a:Jr:dirg cPJel.q:rrent; 
Pf!;:rqriate tan:je; ENalt.et:.irg 
of tasks; D:cisi.ms. 
Pfp:qriate e>q:edercas 
Pfp:qriate sib..latims. 
Figure 3 
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CHAPI'ER I II 
A REVIEW OF CURRENT PRACI'ICES 
IN Tfffi TEACHING OF WRITING 
In Chapter II a framework for teaching writing was established 
(Figure 3, page 39) in order to develop relevant microcomputer 
research activities. This chapter investigates current practice in the 
teaching of writing to compare with the framework, and also to form a 
basis for the monitoring and assessment of the research activities and 
evaluation of the subsequent results. 
3 . 1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF \.vRITI~ IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Ideas and principles on the purpose of writing, its place in 
education, and how it should be taught have been developing over a 
number of years. Prior to state education, and up to seventy years 
later, writing was regarded as having little significance with reading 
given paramount importance. The teaching of writing was based on 
learning and practising letter formation and the copying of written 
works.(1) The report 'The Teaching of English in England' (1921) (2) 
introduced the distinction of different types of writing, and 
emphasised the value of "self expression" as opposed to "artificial" 
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writing and the fundamental importance of speech. The Hadow Committee 
Report, (1931) (3) emphasised the role of the teacher as the 
"facilitator", and in keeping with this, drew attention to the types 
of writing situations children should be given, and the importance of 
relating them to the child's experiences and oral development. 
However, the report failed to aclc~wledge the purpose for writing, 
thereby ignoring some of the most valuable aspects of writing, and its 
place in educational development. 
The teaching of English with all its related aspects was declared 
as central to the curriculum in a DES pamphlet, (1954), (4). This 
coincided with a significant change of emphasis in writing situations 
towards "free writing", and changes in teaching methodologies to 
achieve it. Teacher intiated tasks, with the emphasis on spelling and 
punctuation, were replaced with the provision of writing 'situations', 
where children were asked to respond freely to a wide range of 
selected stimuli. 
Support for extending the ways in which children were asked to 
write continued quite strongly. This movement was further supported by 
the abolition of the '11 plus' junior to secondary transfer 
examination. The exam was narrowly focussed towards the formal aspects 
of writing ie grammar, spelling punctuation, and essay, with much of 
the writing taking place in the classrooms geared to these 
requirements. 
In 1964 A.B. Clegg published an anlholoyy of children's writing 
(5). This drew attention to two main kinds of writing "personal" and 
"recordingu•, and the ways this writing could be stimulated. The 
Plowden Report (1967) (6), reiterated the value of exposing children 
to a variety of writing demands, and advocated children's own 
experiences as being the best source for "creative writing". 
3. 2 SURVEYS INTO SCHOOL WRITING PRACI'ICES 
'A LANGUAGE FOR LIFE' 1 REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF INQUIRY 
APPOINTED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FDR EDUCATION AND SCIENCE 
UNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF SIR ALAN BULLOCK FBA ( 1975) 
Although in the late 1950's and 1960's there was an expansion in 
the kinds of writing children were asked to produce the report 
remarked: 
What is open to question is whether this expansion has been as 
far-reaching as is sometimes believed. 
(Language for Life, Op.cit., p163.) 
The report also highlighted teachers' misunderstanding of the kinds of 
writing they were encouraging, especially in he area of "creative 
writing". 
'this lack of agreed definition reflects the absence of a clear 
rationale for the work to which it refers, and this applies equally to 
such terms as 'free', 'expression', and 'personal'. In our view the 
main stream of activity in the area of 'personal writing' should arise 
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from a continually changing contextv not from a prepared stimulus. 
This context will be created from the corporate enterprises of the 
classroom and the individual interests and experiences of the 
childrenv cumulatively shared with the teacher and the rest of the 
group. 
(Language for Life, Op.cit. pl63.) 
The Bullock Inquiry and many other reports refer to the use of text 
book or work cards which provide artificial writing situations. 
We believe that extensive reading and writing are of prime 
importance for language growth but that they should be supported by 
explicit instruction. We cannot accept that the development of 
language can be left to chance ......•... We must emphasise, however, 
that everything depends upon the teacher's judgement and his ability 
to ensure that what is taught meets the needs of the pupil in his 
writing. Explicit instruction out of context is in our view of little 
value. 
(Language for Life, Op cit., p 172) 
Although it is ackowledged that children do require skills and 
techniques, it is felt that they should be acquired through writing 
situations which will put the purpose and value of the skills in a 
meaningful context. 
The solution lies in a recognition on the part of the teachers that 
a writer's intention is prior to his need for techniques. The teacher 
who aims to extend the pupil's power as a writer must therefore work 
first upon his intentions, and then upon the techniques appropriate to 
them. 
(Language for Life, Op.cit., pl64) 
In defining what "creative writing" entailed the Bullock Inquiry 
found a great inconsistency among teachers reflecting an absence of 
rationale for this aspect of writing. Furthermore, it indicated the 
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absence of a rationale for much of the teaching of writing in the 
primary age range. 
The report expressed the view that much of the written work being 
done in schools was based on traditional teaching habits and 
expectations, rather than defined educational aims and objectives. 
Other survey results revealed that the most common organisational form 
for activities was class work, and that writing for topic work was 
directed mainly towards copying from reference books. Also shown was 
an emphasis towards formal aspects of writing even with young 
children. 
The inquiry also drew attention to many other concerns: 
the ambiguity among teachers regarding the meaning of writing 
terms (ll. 4); 
the lack of structure in activities and the matching of activities 
to children's developmental needs (11.6); 
the teachers' need to be aware of the processes involved in 
writing ( 11 . 7) ; 
the directing of tasks to the teacher as the reader rather than 
a genuine "audience" ( 11.9); 
the lack of suppport for drafting and editing of work (11.10); 
the use of text books to provide a progressive working structure 
as opposed to the teachers setting their awn specific objectives 
relevant to their children (11.22). 
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The following figure represents a summary of the Bullock Inquiry 
survey results, on the types of writing activities being presented by 
teachers. Numbers taken from the survey tables 52, 53, 56, 57, 58, 59 
(pages 392, 393, 396 to 399) 
Writing Approx. no. of teachers Approx. no. of 
Area teachers devoting teachers who 
up to 1 hour do not do 
in this area any writing 
in this area 
6 year olds (No. of classes surveyed 1,417) 
personal/stories 27% 10% 
creative etc 
·topics 42% 45% 
comprehension 50% 21% 
vocabulary, 
grarnrnar,punctuation 48% 51% 
spelling 58% 40% 
handwriting 79% 15% 
9 year olds (No. of classes surveyed 1,253) 
personal/stories 50% 6% 
creative etc 
topics 38% 21% 
comprehension, 56% 12% 
vocabulary, 
grarnrnar,punctuation 73% 17% 
spelling 94% 13% 
handwriting 74% 24% 
Figure 4 
3. 3 Surveys into school writing practices 
Assessment of PerfornEnce Unit Reports. 
------- -- - ---" - --- ~ . 
"Language 
{1981) 
PerfornEnce in Schools~ Primary Survey Report No. l"., 
"Language Performance in Schools~ 
0982ar-
Primary Survey Report No. 2" . , 
"Language PerfornEnce in Schools~ (i982b)- S~_condary Survey Repc>r_:t:_!J~. -~' 
"Language PerfornEnce in Schools~ Secondary Survey Report No. 
( 1983) 
211 . , 
Many of the remarks made in the Bullock Inquiry were shared in the 
survey reports. The Primary 1 and 2 Reports commented on~-
children's difficulties in adopting writing styles in respect 
of different audiences (Pl 4.98 & P2 4.62,4.136), 
the emphasis towards writing conventions in the work produced (P1 
4.100) and in any editing (P2 4.114); 
the lack of drafting and editing (P2 4.74); 
the reports found that children generally favoured 'story telling' 
as a form of writing, however, it was suggested that this was 
because it was the most familiar form of writing to the children 
rather than the most interesting (P2 4.116); 
many children felt that the writing they most disliked was that 
produced through the use of text books (Pl 4.127) 
The following is from a summary of the secondary report (1983) 
given in "Assessment of Writing, Pupils aged 11 and 15. A short report 
for teachers."(7) 
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The survey highlights the conflicting realities of much of school 
based writing. On the one handr 'writing' in a day to day sense, is 
more a means of reproducing, recording and recycling knowledger with 
scant personal investment on the part of either reader or 
writer •...... on the other handv when pupils pause to consider that 
writing might have a purpose or even pleasure beyound the demands of 
essential learning the model of writing they most frequently cite is 
that of fictional narrative, disregarding its many technical 
difficulties in favour of a belief that story writing, uniquely allows 
the use of the imagination. 
(APU, The Assessment of Writing, (1986), p40) 
The recommendations at the end of the summary are directed towards 
the major concerns from the survey results:-
"Pupils could be helped to improve their writing performance in 
the following ways: 
-by producing less writing in total 
-by being encouraged to write for a wider range of purposes and 
for a more varied readership 
-by building on their existing skills as speakers of the language 
and being made aware of the contrasting demands of speech and 
writing 
-by constructing for themselves, either as individuals or in 
groups, a definite purpose for what they write. 
-by being given regular constructive and systematic feedback 
about the quality of their written work 
-by being made aware of the place of writing in the process 
of learning and the value of note-taking and exploratory drafting 
-by having opportunities to work collaboratively through the 
stages of composition and revision " 
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3 o 4 SURVEYS Il\'VI'O SCHOOL ~.VIUTING PRACTICES 
EVIDEKCE FROM MAJOR REPORTS 1976·· 1981 
N, Bennettr 'Teaching Styles and Pupil Progress', (1976) 
-- --- -- ----- -- -
?~~,_-I!imary ~ucation in England' r_Q~78), 
DES, 'Education 5 to 9~ an illustrative ~~rvey of_8_Q_Jir:s,~schools 1n 
England',(l982a) 
M. Galton,et alr 'Inside the Primary Classroom', (1980) 
V, Southgate, et al, 'Extending Beginning Reading', (1981) 
The Bullock Inquiry, and the A.P.U, surveys, have been the only 
primary research reports in recent years, which have directly 
researched the teaching of writing, The Southgate et al, report 
provided some detailed information about writing practices, and the 
other reports listed above contain research data about general primary 
classroom activities, with references to writing practices, Details in 
the findings vary considerably, however, they all present information 
about patterns of classroom activities which can be related to the 
teaching of writing, and certain inferences and generalisations can be 
made, The following points are some of the findings which were also 
supported in the Bullock Inquiry, and the APU surveys, 
3.4.1 WRITING TASKS 
The reports indicated that a great deal of time was given to 
writing, but the actual work produced did not particularly correlate 
with the allocation. In some cases lack of concentration on the 
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activity was attributed to lack of motivation. 
Quite often, the reasons for the variations shown could be traced 
to motivation ............. When writing about a book of his own choice, 
his task concentration was 70%. However, when he was asked to write 
about a television programme which had clearly not captured his 
interest, his concentration dropped to 33%. 
(V. Southgate et al., Extending Beginning Reading, (1981), p139) 
The reports indicated that many learning activities were teacher 
directed, very often in a didactic way. 
Children were frequently involved in writing tasks 
set by the teachers. These activities were more common 
initiated by the children. 
(D.E.S., Primary education in England, (1978), 5.32) 
which had been 
than writing 
The amount of time spent on discussion prior to classroom 
activities was low. There were common introductory patterns for 
writing activities, such as the use of T.V. programmes and stories, 
which were followed by the teacher asking questions and writing 
vocabulary on the blackboard for the children to use in their writing. 
In the D.E.S. 1982 report it was stated that copying from the 
blackboard took "too prominent a place" in about a third of the 
classes in the nine and 11-year- old age range. 
The writing experiences presented to children fitted broadly into 
three areas, "free" or "creative writing"; "topic" work; and 
"exercises" to acquire or reinforce basic skills. "Free" writing was 
felt to be predominently imaginative writing with some aspects of 
personal writing being neglected. 
It was rare to find childr.en presented with a writing task which 
involved presenting a coherent argumentf exploring alternative 
possibilities or drawing conclusions and making judgements. 
(D.E.S., Op ciL 5.36) 
There was agreement in the Southgate and D.E.S. 1978 reports that 
topic work was done with the aid of numerous reference materials and 
books, and the writing consisted of "extensive" copying. In the 
teaching of basic skills the reports noted a heavy reliance on the use 
of text books. 
Text books containing comprehension, grammar and language exercises 
were used to provide children with knowledge of language techniques 
and writing conventions, including spelling and 
syntax .............. Text books featured in the work of almost every 9 
and 11 year old class, and about two-thirds of 7 year old classes. 
(D.E.S., Op cit., 5.45) 
3. 4. 2 WRITING AIMS AND TEACHER INVOLVEMENT 
writing for different audiences reflecting different writing 
purposes was uncommon. As shown in the Bennett, ORACLE, and Southgate 
reports, most of the writing was directed towards story writing, 
recording of topic work, comprehension, grammar and spelling 
exercises. In each report there appeared to be a lack of concensus 
among the teachers regarding the function of various kinds of writing, 
especially in "personal writing". 
There was strong evidence,that teachers placed a great deal of 
emphasis on the production of writing for classroom writing situations, 
rather than children's writing development. After activities had been 
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allocated children were inevitably left to pursue them alone. 
While teachers may take satisfaction at the relatively high levels 
of work activity which were maintained in the classes studied there 
must be some concern about the isolation of many children while 
engaged on the work. 
(M. Galton et al., ORACLE survey, (1980), p161) 
There was little evidence to suggest that teachers based the 
activities on specific writing object~ves-or:---Ghi lEh:=eFJ-'s--developmenta 1 
needs. 
Almost as much time was spent by teachers in helping children with 
spellings for their written work. Indeed, often these two activities 
ran concurrently; the class being engaged in reading and/or writing 
activities, the teacher sitting at her table and listening to one 
child reading on one side, while on her other side a queue of children 
formed to request help with spelling. 
(V. Southgate et al., Op cit., p 317) 
'all of these class writing periods were used by the teachers, as 
much for hearing individual children read from their reading books as 
for giving direct help and instruction in aspects of the main class 
activity. 
(V. Southgate st al., Op cit., p 131) 
Children working in groups was the most common form of classroom 
organisation reported, but most of their work was done individually, 
and collaborative work was incidental. 
Most pupils return home after a day in school having had very 
little conversation on matters relating to work either with their 
teacher individually, or with their fellow pupils. If they do interact 
with the teacher they probably will be 'talked at' not 'talked with' 
and coversation between pupils will, in many cases, have nothing to do 
with work as such. While grouping, by increasing contact with the 
teacher, would seem to provide a partial answer to this situation, it 
is disturbing to find that, as used by the ORACLE teachers, it does 
not increase the amount of pupil-pupil interaction to any significant 
extent. 
(M. Galton et al., Op cit., p 161) 
Regular monitoring and assessing of children's work was hard to 
detect, with casual remarks being given by teachers, rather than 
systematic questioning and observation. Neither was there much 
evidence that work was marked to diagnose children's difficulties or 
needs, or to monitor their progress. 
Surprisingly, in only about a third of the classes were samples of 
children's work regularly used to monitor their progress. In fewer 
than half of the classes was children's own written work used as a 
basis for teaching spelling, syntax, sentence structure or style. 
( D.E.S., Op cit., 5. 38) 
The reports imply that there was a lack of concensus among 
teachers about what writing involved, and the nature of the writing 
process. There were strong suggestions that teachers emphasised the 
production of writing as the focus of experiences. There was also 
little evidence to suggest that teachers had a planned programme for 
the development of skills, or particularly designed activities to 
match children's developmental needs. There did not appear to be any 
indications that teachers writing with children was an accepted or 
regular practice. 
3. 5 SURVEYS IN'IO SCHOOL WRITING PRACTICES : 
A PERSONALLY CONDUCTED SURVEY AS PART OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME. 
This survey involving a small sample of a hundred teachers was 
taken as a preliminary research activity1 to try and establish examples 
of how the teaching of writing was currently being approached. The 
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survey explored the teachers' views and classroom practices in 
teaching writing. Although the survey results could not be regarded as 
totally representative of all teaching, they did provide an indication 
of prominent teaching trends. The results were later compared with the 
teaching practices of the teachers involved in the microcomputer 
research activities, to determine whether their practices matched the 
current trends. The survey was also used to identify changes or 
similarities in patterns of practice, compared with the Bullock 
Inquiry, APU surveys, and other major reports mentioned earlier in the 
chapter. 
Approximately 400 questionnaires were sent out in October 1985 to 
teachers of children in the 7 to 11 age range at schools in different 
regions throughout the country. 100 questionnaires were completed and 
returned. The questionnaire (See appendix 1) was formulated around 
three distinct teaching aspects with regard to the surveys and 
reports, the HMI discussion document "English from 5 to 16" (1984), 
and the Framework for the Teaching of Writing, Figure 3 Chapter II 
(page 39). 
1. WHY .•. To investigate teachers' perceptions of the educational 
purpose of their writing provision and what they want to achieve .. 
(Questions 3A; 3B; 3C; 4D; SD; SE) 
-·5~·· 
2. WHAT .. 'I'o investigate the range and content of the writing 
experiences being provided by the teachers. 
(Questions 2c, 2F, 4cl 4E; SA, 4G, 4H) 
3. HOW ... To investigate how teachers organise writing situations, the 
use of resources and how children's writing experiences are monitored 
and developed. 
Although the questions were devised to fit into the above 
categories, they were not asked in a specific order. This was so that 
the teachers could not detect the links and patterns within the 
questions, and answers could be cross referenced in the final 
analysis. The questionnaire was arranged so that a number of questions 
could be answered by ticking response boxes.This meant that the time 
needed to complete the questionnaire was kept to a minimum, and these 
answers could be analysed reasonably easily. The questions where 
response boxes were provided were mainly those directed towards the 
more practical aspects of writing provision1 where it was reasonable to 
expect a range of limited answers, however, provision was also made 
for alternative or additional answers. 
The range of possible responses were chosen with reference to the 
findings from the surveys, reports, and the framework for teaching 
writing {Figure 3 page 39). The responses had been arranged into 
specific categories,and answers generally followed particular patterns 
··S6··· 
and were fairly easy to collate. More than half of the teachers took 
advan-tage of using the spaces provided to make alternative responses. 
This did not complicate the analysis unduly, as in most cases the 
answer clarified previous answers,or meant the simple addition of a 
further category. The addition of categories was fairly small as most 
additional responses fell within certain common areas. 
Some questions (2D, 3A, 5A) where the teacher could answer freely 
presented interpretation difficulties as the answers were not easily 
categorized. TI1is meant that some answers were grouped under general 
headings, such as the "1st hand experience" or "2nd hand experience" 
headings in question 2D, (appendix 12A).other answers were 
sub-divided, such as the term "cornnunicaton" defined under several 
headings in question 3A, (appendix 3A). Two questions, 3B and 3C, 
(appendices 4A, 5A) presented problems for the teachers taking part in 
the survey. They were asked to tick only four of the possible 
responses to the question. The alternatives given were all feasible 
responses but priorities had to be given to determine the general 
teaching criteria. There were only ten responses missing from the 
total 100 sample, and only one teacher who commented on the difficulty 
of answering two questions. 
3. 6 100 SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS: TABLED RESULTS 
SHOWN IN APPENDICES 2A TO 15A 
The returns showed that the teachers who had taken part in the 
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survey had an evenly distributed range of tcQching experience. The 
minimum amount of teaching experience was two years ( 2 teachers), and 
the maximum was thirty two years (1 teacher). 
The following three sections are the main findings from the 
questionnaire. 
3. 6. 1 ANSWERS RELATED TO THE PURPOSES FOR THE DEVEIDPMENT OF WRITING 
IN THE CURRICULUM, AND THE TEACHERS INI'ERPREI'ATION AND 
KNOWLEDGE OF WRITING TEX:.HNIQUES AND SKILLS. 
(Questions 3A, 3B, 3C, 4D, 5E) 
1a) The majority of teachers identified writing as a means of 
communicating in society. 
1b) There were few references to a personal need for writing, and only 
three distinct references to writing as a learning tool. 
1c) Children's classroom writing was predominently shared with the 
classroom teacher and peers. Less than one tenth of the answers 
referred to specific writing audiences outside the classroom. Less 
than a third of the answers mentioned parents as an audience. 
1d) The qualities nominated as reflective of a 'good writer' were 
heavily weighted towards creative writing ie. imagination, expression, 
and vocabulary. Only a small minority of the teachers referred to 
writing fo:r different purposes. 
le) The structuring of writing was given a high priority by at least 
two thirds of the teachers. 
lf) The ability to relate ideas and adopt different styles of writing 
was given a low priority. 
lg) The qualities lacked by 'poor writers' were biased towards the 
production of creative forms of writing. The lack of writing 
techniques and language experiences were mentioned only by a minority 
of the teachers. 
lh) Nearly half of the teachers had not attended an inservice writing 
course within the last six years. This could reflect that writing is 
not considered a high priority curriculum area by either the teachers 
or LEA's. 
3. 6. 2 ANSWERS REIA'IED TO THE RANGE AND CON'IENT OF THE WRITING 
EXPERIENCES BEING PROVIDED 
(Questions 2C, 2F, 4C, 4D, SA) 
2a) Stories or creative writing were the writing tasks mentioned by a 
very high number of the teachers. 
2b) The next most nominated area for tasks was formal language work. 
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2c) Topic and project work was mentioned by nearly half of the 
teachers. 
2d) There was quite a significant difference between the number of 
tasks given to creative writing and factual writing. 
2e) There were some discrepancies in the answers given to questions 2C 
and 2F in that science and topic work were given as curriculum areas 
regularly linked to writing (2F) and yet specific writing tasks were 
not mentioned. (2C) This could mean that the teachers recognised that 
writing was involved in the areas,but was not particularly identified 
as having a specific function. 
2f) Less than a quarter of the teachers said that their children 
regularly planned their writing. (4C) This showed direct conflict to 
the answers given in 3B and 3C when teachers placed the structuring of 
writing as an important feature. 
2g) Three quarters of the teachers said that most of the writing 
displayed in their classrooms was related to topic work. As topic work 
was not the major source of writing tasks (Answer 2C)1 then this would 
suggest that the displayed writing was not to realise audience 
objectives but more as topic information. 
2h) Of the 87% of teachers who said they provided for children of 
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differing abilities only 12% mentioned the more able ch]ldren, 
2i) Less than a quarter of the teachers gave children individual or 
special work to do, Most teachers appeared to provide the same tasks 
and adjust their expectations of the results, This could suggest that 
teachers do not give any particular consideration to a structured 
developmental approach in their provision of writing experiences, 
2j) Only one teacher referred to the monitoring of work as part of the 
educational provision, 
3, 6. 3 ANSWERS RELATED TO Hovv· WRITING SITUATIONS ARE ORGANISED, THE 
KINDS OF RESOURCES BEING USED, AND HOW EXPERIENCES ARE 
MONITORED, 
(Questions 2A, 2B, 2D, 2E, 4B, 4A, 4F, 4G, 5C) 
3a) Teachers nominated formal language work and topic writing as the 
basis for most factual writing experiences, 
3b) Three quarters of the teachers said they spent less than ten hours 
a week on writing. This could indicate that writing has not been 
regarded as having valid cross- curricular applications, and is 
perhaps regarded as mostly story or formal language work. 
3c) Nearly three quarters of the teachers said they varied their 
6l 
orcJanisation for 1rrriting dctivi ties. 1'his answer conflided with 
answe~cs to questions 2D and 2B which inchcated tasks were given as 
class activities and did not involve much group collaborative work. 
3d) Writing tasks were introduced mostly through class discussion. 
3o) Nearly half of ·LlJe teachers said, generally, they initiated the 
writing tasks. Many of the tasks were introduced through stimuli such 
as stories, pictures, and television. 
3f) Stories and pictur~were the most named as writing resources. 
Nearly half of the teachers used text books. 
3g) Nearly half of the teachers said they used the microcomputer as a 
teaching resource, but this was not verified in the context of 
collaborative wribng, (Question -1B), nnd drafting anu editing of 
work. (Question 4F) 
3h) Collaborative writing opportunities were provided by nearly two 
thirds of the teachers. The opportunities were directed towards 
specific tasks rather than learning situations. 
3i) Less than half of the teachers expected reviewing, editing, and 
re-writing of work to be a regular feature of writing experiences. 
3j) ChiJ.dren 's ~;;ork vJi:lS nionlto:ced predo;.-ni!JdiJtly through marking and 
observationo Only half of the teachers said they used discussion as a 
moni to:r ing strategy 0 
3k) Three quarters of the teachers used a combination of discussion, 
written comments, verbal comments, display, and marking to respond to 
children's work. Only a quarter of the teachers said the work was 
shared with readers other than themselves. 
3 • 7 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 
A) There appeared to be no clear rationale for the teaching of 
writing. 
B) Story writing was the focus for many of the writing situations. 
C) Writing for different reasons using different styles was not 
evident in the provision of writing situations. 
D) Writing situations appeared to be task oriented as opposed to 
meeting developmental needs. 
E) Teacher involvement in writing activities was minimal. Marking, 
written comments and verbal comments were typical of teacher 
interaction. 
F) Group organisation was used quite often in the organisation of 
writing tasks but not for actual collaborative writing. 
G) Reviewing, editing and re-writing of work was not fundamental to 
VJL .i. ting experiences. 
H) The main consideration in the wd t.i ng process was tmvards 
transcribing skills" 
I) The main focus in the provision of writing activities appeared to 
be the setting of tasks and not for the processes involved. 
J) First hand experiences were used infrequently as a source for 
writing experiences. 
K) The teacher was the main initiator of tasks. 
L) The use of resources was limited. 
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CHAP'l"'EH 1 V 
'I'HE INTRODUCTION AND USE OF 
MICROCOMPUTERS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
4. l THE MICROCOMPUTER AND SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES 
Computers began to be used in industry during the early part of 
this century, but they were large and cumbersome to use with limited 
reliability, and were generally considered to be expensive scientific 
devices. The development of the microprocessor in the 1970's brought 
rapid changes in the use and applications of computer technology with 
immense social and economic implications.(!) 
The rapidity of growth in the use of microprocessors and then 
applications, drew attention to the radical changes that society would 
have to make in respect of the way it stores and uses information.(2) 
This technological development also carried implications for changes 
and redistribution 1n the current modes of employment,(3) and the 
possible introduction of new ones which would demand different skills 
and work empbasis. (4) 
In 1981 tbe Department of Industry issued a pampblet indicating 
cbanges wbich had already taken place in a variety of industrial areas 
and listed eiqhty six microelectronic industrial applications. (~) The 
list covered the effects at manual level through the use of roboticsv 
at clerical level through electronic officesp and at professional 
level through information and management control. The list also had 
significant in~lications for home amd leisure applications, with the 
inevitability that people would be in contact with some form of 
microelectronic technology on a day to day basis. Since the 
publication of the pamphlet the rapid growth of applications has 
continued,so that there are few industrial or commercial areas which 
have remained uneffected by this technology. 
4. 2 THE INTRODUCTION OF MICROCOMPUTERS INTO SCHOOLS 
Terminals connected to main frame con~uters were being used by 
somE: children in schools in the mid 60's. The range of work was 
limited because of the infancy of this kind of development, and also 
because of the clumsiness, slowness, and expense of the equipment. The 
invention of the microprocessor was significant in that in computation 
it would do everything that the supposedly sophisticated large 
computers could do. In display it combined the text of print media and 
the images of visual media, in size it was compatible with household 
and school equipment. In addition, it was faster and more reliable to 
use, and what is probably the key factor, considerably cheaper to 
produce. A rapid expansion of microcomputer production began which 
G'l 
brought its facilities within the grnsp of p2oplc in their homesf and 
children and teachers in schoolso (6) 
The introduction and expansive use of computers in schools 1n this 
country has been mainly through three sources~ 
1) individual teachers and a few schools excited by what they heard 
and saw about the microcomputer brought them into the classrooms to 
explore its potential, in turn they influenced school officials and 
Education Authorities, 
2) parents became increasingly anxious about the preparation of 
their children for the new information age,and began to question and 
ask about an increase of microcomputer use within the schools; 
3) the third and major source was through a Department of Trade and 
Industry scheme launched 1n l9801 which aimed to develop the use of 
micro-electronics in educationo In 1982 the DoToio instigated the 
'Micro~electronics Education Programme' (MEP) which specifically aimed 
I 
to develop the use of micro-electronics in primary and educational 
special schoolso 
The OoToioscheme was administered by the Council for Educational 
Technology at the initial cost of nine million poundso In 1983 the MEP 
Information File stated the aims of the programme to be:-
" to promote, within the school curriculum, the study of 
microelectronics and its effects 
- to prepare children for life in a society on which devices and 
systems based on microelectronics are commonplace and pervasive 
to help and encourage teachers to use the technology as an aid to 
teaching and learning" 
. ·68· 
In 1983, 1\illP announceD LhaL tugether with the Departrr.ent ot Trade 
and Industry, they were to arrange special support for Primary 
Schools. This was called the "Department of Industry's Micros in 
Primary Schools Scheme". The development and production of the scheme 
was made possible by substantial financial support from the Department 
of Trade and Industry. The scheme involved financial support to 
schools to purchase a Microcomputer, arrangements for teacher training 
through Local Education Authorities, the supply of training 
materials, and the supply of classroom materials. The result of the 
scheme was that from 1980, when a national survey revealed that only 
32 primary/middle schools in the country had a microcomputer (7), the 
number of primary schools with a microcomputer went beyond 18000. 
Approximately 85% of the total of 22,860 primary schools in the 
country took advantage of the D.T.I. offer. 
In 1984 statements from MEP indicated a significant extension to 
their function:-
"-The school curriculum would be enhanced by amending the content 
and approach of subjects within the curriculum and the development of 
new topics 
-Microcomputer/ microprocessor equipment would be usefully applied 
Use would be made of the microcomputer in independent learning 
and information retrieval 
- For those with special needs new devices/ systems would be used " 
(MEP, "Building a Springboard", British Journal of Educational 
Technology, Vol. 11, No. 3, pp 201,220, 1984) 
The nature and growth of MEP's involvement was comparable with the 
intensity of school microcomputer developments around this country, 
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and also across tbe worl<.L Tlle use and application of microcomputers 
began to be seriously investigated and resulted in a rapid growth in 
the production of software for schoolsu and a substantial increase 1n 
teacher in-·service courses. 
4. 3 A REVIEW OF THE SOFTWARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE AND CLASSROOM 
APPLICATIONS. 
This review covers a wide selection of the software most commonly 
used in schools, and the claimed associated educational benefits to be 
obtained. ( 8) 
A substantial number of 'adventure game programs have been 
produced for the entire primary age range. They have received 
considerable acclaim from teachers as being supportive in the 
provision of language learning situations. One such program is 'Tlle 
Tombs of Arkenstone' where the children are asked to find a stolen 
'elfin ring' in order to save an imaginary 'Land of Arken' from the 
'Forces of Darkness'. Most adventure programs have this 'solve an 
imaginary problem' approach. A report on the use of adventure games 
(MEP project INSET pack) stated that their value was a source for 
experiences involving:- role play, reading skills; thinking skills, 
communication skills; social skills; creative and aesthetic 
development/ research and study skills. 
Simulation programs provide children with opportunities to become 
involved jn situations which woulJ be impossible to provide in 
reality, because of the danger or inaccessibilityo A comprehensive 
range of simulation programs have been produced covering such diverse 
situations such as:- climbing Everest ('Summit':- Advisory Unit for 
Computer-Based Education, Hatfield) 1 taking part in archaeological 
expeditions ('Expedition to Saqqara'; 'Dinosaur':- (cambridge Micro 
Software) , trying to live and survive as a fox, ( 'The Suburban Fox':-
Ginn Software Publications); living in Scotland a 100 years ago, 
('scotland 100 Years Ago':- Simulation-Database Project, St. Andrew's 
College of Education.) 
It is claimed that through microcomputer simulations children gain 
information, knowledge and an understanding and appreciation of 
environmental situations. The programs are intended to motivate 
children to make enquiries and explore areas of knowledge far beyond 
the simulated situation. Many case studies and projects suggest that 
an extensive range of learning experiences can be provided through the 
use of simulations. The range of experiences mentioned most frequently 
are: language work (oral and written); number work; historical and 
geographical research; group interaction and communication, planning 
and decision making; role play; creative and factual writing; mapwork; 
the use of resources and instruments; hypothesising and solving 
problems; collecting, using and presenting information. 
A number of 'data handling' programs have been produced which 
provide children with opportunities to collect, classify and 
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investigate information in a variety of ways. Data handlin9 programs 
can be used in a range of subject areas~ and are :cegarded as very 
adaptable because they are 'content free'. They essentially provide a 
framework to which a teacher and children can add their own 
information and facts directly connected with current classroom work. 
This means that the subject of the program can be appropriately 
matched to the children's own interests, whereas 1 adventure games and 
simulations offer pre-determined subjects which would perhaps have to 
be imposed or manoeuvred into the learning situations. 
Learning experiences claimed to be provided through data handling 
are:- collecting 1 classifying 1 analysing and interpreting information; 
using verbal and written communication; developing reading 1 writing 
and reference skills; hypothesising, decision making, and problem 
solving. ( 9) Applications for the 5 to 11 primary age range have 
included social studies, (10) science and natural history, (11) (12) , 
and Humanities, (13). 
The use of the microcomputer 
language development has already 
'adventure games', 'simulations' 
as an aid to the teaching of 
been in~lied through the use of 
and 'information handling', but 
support in the provision of specific language situations has also been 
widely claimed. These language situations include:- extended 
interaction and communication opportunities; activities to extend the 
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range and purposes of language ( 14); oppOl l.uo_ll..i.!::'s fu.r: children and 
teachers to investigater analyser reflect and pursue language 
experiences (15); the promotion of reading and extended reading 
activities (16); opportunities for children to become more actively 
involved in discovering and exploring language principles and 
developing conceptual awareness. (17) 
A number of articles and books have been written regarding the 
language skills needed to use microcomputers, 
'skills which are in some ways extensions to the traditional 
literacy skills of reading, writing and fact-finding. 
(D. Chandler, Exploring English with Microcomputers, 1983, pl3) 
These skills are considered to be psychomotor skills used in screen 
reading and key board use, and study skills used in compiling, 
accessing, sorting and processing information. (18) 
Other microcomputer applications are being developed and are being 
acknowledged as potential support for teaching and learning 
activities. Software which presents sound and graphic displays is said 
to offer valuable educational experiences in the aesthetic curriculum 
areas. The use of programming languages such as LOGO and control 
technology applications, are claimed to encourage children to develop 
thinking, reasoning and problem solving skills. (19) 
Of all the microcomputer uses wordprocessing has been one of the 
most acclaimed, as it is considered to have many significant 
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educational benefits in the teaching· and uevelop;uent of children's 
writing. Wordprocessors a:tlow children to enter, preview and edit 
writing on the screen, encouraging them to manipulate and experiment 
with the composition and presentation of text. Like data handling the 
wordprocessing facilities offer a framework for use, it is 'content 
free' for teachers to adapt to support curriculum needs, in a variety 
of curriculum areas. It is described as a tool for writing enabling 
children to be involved in the writing as 'real' writers', helping 
them to gain understanding of the processes involved through direct 
experiences. 
4. 4. THE RELEVANCE OF CURRENT SOF'IWARE AND APPLICATIONS TO THE 
FRAJ.VlE.WORK FOR TEACHING (FIGURE l Pl6) 
4.4.1 EDUCATIONAL AIMS 
The need for children to be familiar with microcomputers, and to be 
able to utilize them to maximum advantage in preparation for their 
future, is stated quite strongly in the MEP booklet 'All Change' (20). 
Evidence for movements in society which ought to be concerning all 
those engaged in educating children for the future is clearly stated. 
It implie5 that if preparation for future life is a primary aim, then 
teachers should not be educating children for a world that no longer 
exists. Microcomputers have become an important technology in the 
adult world, and therefore their educational importance to children 
is fundamental. 
~"4"2 GLOBAL OBJECTIVES (Ref Figure 1 pl6) 
The main advantage of the microcomputer over television~ radio 1 
video and the learning machines used in the past 1 is its facility to 
be interactive with the usero Since microcomputers elicit responsive 
behaviour and offer immediate feedback 1 users can be engaged in active 
intellectual exchangeo The exact form of interaction can vary in type 
and intensity~ according to the demands of the microcomputer program 
being used and the related learning tasks" As well as child with 
computer interaction 1 in certain learning situations the microcomputer 
could promote child with child, and child with teacher interaction, 
adding tremendous value to the learning situation" In comparison with 
other devices, the important distinction is felt to be the 
microcomputer's potential to stimulate knowledge acquisition and 
learning 1 instead of providing simple 'entertainment' o 
The provision of learning environments through programs which 
encompass pedagogical 1 cognitive and social issues in real world 
terms 1 would seem to be fundamental to global "broad 1 balanced, 
relevant, and differentiated" objectiveso (21) Microcomputer support 
towards the fulfilment of these objectives would appear to add new 
dimensions to traditional teaching provisiono If children can be 
helped to gain a wider knowledge of the world through active enquiry, 
then hopefully they will acquire a realistic appreciation and 
understanding of learning structures and functionso 
4. 4. 3 GENERAL O:i:3Jt:Cl'IVES (REF. FIGORE 1 r Pl6) 
The value in using the microcomputer to realise these objectivesr 
is in its potential to support a range of subject areas and the 
integration of the subjects. The bringing together of areas of 
knowledge into learning situations can present powerful learning 
environments. The flexibility of choice and adaptation of programs can 
allow teachers to match experiences to needs, this means that the 
learning is more likely to be 
productive and progressive. 
interesting, enjoyable, purposeful, 
4.4.4 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES (REF FIGURE l, Pl6) 
Microcomputer use has been developed to support a wide range of 
curriculum areas and learning processes. In specific terms it can be: 
a support for individual instruction on a singularly defined aspect 
such as the practise of a particular mathematical or 
language skill, 
it can be used as an aid for the presentation of a specific area of 
knowledge, 
it can be used as a tool to enhance understanding and development 
of a nominated area, 
it can be used to facilitate investigations into ways of learning. 
4 o 4. 5 TRA.CHING ME'l'HODS AND STRATEGIES (REF .FIGURE 1, Pl6) 
The microcomputer can be used to support individual~ group and 
class activities, although 1 its power as a resource is more likely to 
be effective in a group situation, because of its stimulation of 
collaborative interactive learningo However 1 it can be used with 
significant impact in individual learnin~ because of its facility to 
systematically store facts, and reproduce the facts to aid diagnostic 
assessment.(22) The microcomputer can be the presenter and conductor 
of experiences, thereby releasing the teacher to become the 'observer' 
in order to evaluate and assess the learner's progress. (23) This 
situation can also present an opportunity for the teacher to evaluate 
their own success in the provision of learning situations. 
Children find the microcomputer motivating to use and teachers 
can harness this with distinct advantage, it can be used as an 
incentive and a challenge. As a tool the microcomputer can be used for 
reinforcement, enrichment, or as a facilitator of learning 
experiences. Learning situations can be teacher or child initiated, 
or, with less effect, pre-determined by the microcomputer. 
The microcomputer would appear to be a useful resource in several 
areas of teaching provision: 
it can be used to introduce aspects of knowledge which would 
be difficult to present in normal classroom situations; 
it can introduce children to new skills, allow the practise of 
the skills and their applications into other activities; 
it can be used to reinforce learning; 
it can be an extra teacher, 
it can act as a focus for the teacher and children to 
become interactive learners, 
it can become a facilitator for specific learning experiences, 
it can serve as a point of reference for information and indicator 
of progress. 
From this review the microcomputer would appear to have a certain 
amount of potential as a teaching resource. However, as indicated in 
the findings of the 100 sample survey and through national articles, 
the regular use of the microcomputer in most schools is not obviously 
apparent. 
4. 5 REVIEW AND SUMMARY OF CURRENT MICROCCM>UTER USE. 
There have been many newspaper, magazine, educational papers and 
projects, which have advocated the use of the microcomputer, with 
quite dramatic claims for its value as an educational resource. 
This excellent program developed skills of decision-making, 
self-reliance and attitudes of co-operation and empathy as well as the 
full range of subject-orientated skills, knowledge and concepts. 
(C.Drage and N.Evans, In search of adventure, Acorn User, April 
1986, pl49) 
Computers will become the efficient way of doing things. 
(P.Rowe, Computers open the door of knowledge, San Diego Union, 
March 1985, pC1) 
'the computer with its word-processing capability, has encouraged a 
lot of children to really become avid writers, to go back and write 
longer stories, to stick with a story. 
they can change it, they can revise it. 
writing. 
They 
They 
take more risks because 
do a better job of 
(B. Annstrong, 
March 1985. ) 
Rediscovering the Art of Writing, Washington Post, 
A major use of the computer is an an information processor, with 
the user now having ready access to vast quantities of information. 
(M.Schilling and B.Galpin, Information retrieval and learning, 
Report of the Spiral Project, University of Leicester, Microscope 
19, 1986, p10) 
Despite the claims and theories advocating the value of the 
microcomputer in classrooms, in reality, recent surveys do not support 
the views. A number of reports have indicated that as a resource the 
microcomputer has had a minimal effect on educational classroom 
provision. (24) The reasons given for the lack of effect have been 
mainly: a) poor educational software, b) teachers misuse of 
educational software, c) the inappropriate use of the microcomputer, 
through the lack of educational purpose and understanding of 
educational aims and objectives. 
A national postal survey in May 1985 on 'The use of Microcomputers 
in Primary Schools'(25), suggested that microcomputer use by the 
majority of teachers was directed towards reinforcement of reading 
and language skills, drill and practise of number bonds and tables, 
and the presenting and reinforcement of mathematical facts. An 
analysis of 1986/1988 software catalogues shows a distinct bias 
towards programs for skill reinforcement and the presentation of 
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information and facts. The production and supply of these types of 
programs also implies teacher demand. 
This narrowness of program use could be another major factor in the 
lack of effect in classrooms. Prior to 1980, microcomputer activities 
appear to have been focused around specific curriculum areas such as 
mathematics and reading, with the emphasis being on the exploration of 
learning outcomes and ignoring the learning process. Towards late 
1970, cognitive and developmental psychology began to compete with 
behaviourism in providing theories of learning, and in offering a role 
for microcomputers in education. The distinction between the two 
aspects of learning was seen as especially pertinent to microcomputer 
use by W. Paisley (26) who described the distinctions as "object 
knowledge" and "process knowledge". He identified object knowledge as 
subject- matter knowledge dealing with fundamental questions and 
answers concerning people, places, objects, behaviours and events, 
whereas, process knowledge involves the ability to determine 
questions, to hypothesise, to perceive relationships, to interpret 
information, establish conclusions, and to think about one's own 
thinking. This significant distinction of potential microcomputer use 
was also put forward quite powerfully by Papert. 
In many schools today, the phrase "computer-aided instruction" 
means making the computer teach the child. One might say the computer 
is being used to program the child. In my vision, the child programs 
the computer and, in doing so, both acquires a sense of mastery over a 
piece of the most modern and powerful technology and establishes an 
intimate contact with some of the deepest ideas from science, from 
mathematics, and from the art of intellectual model building. 
(S.Papert, Mindstorms, 1980, p5) 
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It could be argued, that teachers use the microcomputer in a 
limited way because of the introductory software given to them through 
the D.T.I. scheme, when most schools first acquired a microcomputer. 
However, a National Survey taken in the U.S.A. in 1984 (27) had very 
similar results and no such scheme had been in operation. Indeed, 
through the M.E.P. an abundance of software directed towards "process 
knowledge" learning objectives was developed and distributed to 
schools through the Education Authorities between 1983 -87. 
One further factor in the ineffectual use of microcomputers could 
be teachers' lack of understanding of its role in society. 
Microcomputers are currently a part of our changing society, and they 
will ultimately make many direct changes in people's lives. The lack 
of acknowledgement of change could be reflected in the use of the 
microcomputer in educational provision. Development and the 
advancement of civilisation can be associated with the development of 
facilities for intellectual communication (28). It is an undoubted 
fact that the radio, telephone and television have contributed to 
awareness within our society. The microcomputer presents communicative 
opportunities far beyond other devices. It can be used to receive, 
transmit, store, and analyse information, and it enables communication 
from, to and with itself. The facilities can make significant 
contributions to personal, social and community situations, but full 
use of the device will be directly related to the user's ability to 
understand and utilize the facilities. 
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Papert (1980) considPrs the educational use of the microcomputer 
important, not merely as part of future changes, but as an instrument 
to deal with change. He feels that education should be directed 
towards a projected future, and also towards preparation for continual 
change and development. The use of the microcomputer should not simply 
be to promote the use of the technology, but to help the children 
acquire fuller understanding of the processes of learning, which in 
turn promotes the ability to cope with change and development. 
4.6 THE CHOICE OF WRITING AS THE RESEARCH AREA. 
To investigate all the curriculum areas where the microcomputer 
could be used as an aid, and explore the claims and test the evidence 
as to its potential value, was recognised as being beyond the scope of 
this particular research. Therefore, three investigative areas were 
selected for consideration: 
l) Data handling .•. which would be relevant to a number of curricular 
areas. 
2) Programming ... as a specific support for conceptual and intellectual 
development. 
3) Text management .•. which could provide extended opportunities in 
writing and language development. 
It was considered that microcomputer experiences in any of the above 
areas could enhance the skills and concepts associated with the 
current traditional curriculum. They could also encourage skills and 
concepts to be developed which are relative to the children's 
technological future needs. The decision to 
management and the potential of the microcomputer as 
investigate text 
an aid in the 
teaching of writing was based on the following principles~ 
A) Writing is included in most curriculum activities being pursued 
in schools as well as being a curriculum subject itself. Writing 
involves children's intellectual, social and physical development, and 
can include a range of interrelated learning and teaching 
considerations, which in turn effect general educational provision and 
development. In this context the potential of the microcomputer as a 
teaching aid will have specific and general implications. 
B) Teachers are involved with the provision of writing activities 
as part of their daily classroom work, a programme of active research 
into writing meant that teachers did not have to deviate from their 
normal work, and the research activities could be easily incorporated. 
C) As writing activities are applied across the curriculum, each 
teacher taking part in the research could pursue their own schemes and 
objectives, and not have to introduce artificial research situations, 
therefore, the results were more likely to be realistic and authentic. 
It was intended that the use of the microcomputer in the selected 
area would be investigated in relation to the teaching model produced 
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in Figure lv (page 16). This model was produced as a basis for all 
teaching, thereforev any resulting principles or observations to 
emerge through the research in the one selected area might also have 
general implications. 
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CHAPTEH V 
THE RESEARCH PROGAAMME 
The research programme was designed to take account of a number of 
key issues identified in the earlier chapters. 
1. The need for classroom practices to be based on relevant 
educational aims and objectives. 
2. The importance of the teacher's knowledge and understanding of 
the aims and objectives in respect of curriculum provision. 
3. The appropriate provision of learning experiences in relation 
to children's developmental needs. 
4. The appropriate use of resources in learning situations. 
5. The suitability of microcomputer programs to fulfil the 
curriculum writing objectives. 
6. The ability of the teachers to use and apply the programs in 
their classroom practice. 
5. 1 THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 
A) With reference to the writing framework (Figure 3 p39), a number of 
microcomputer programs were se 1 ect.ed for use in the research writing 
activities. 
B) The research project teachers were interviewed in November 1q85 to 
establish their current classroom writing practices and their teaching 
aims and objectives. (For interview questions see appendix 19) The 
questions were the same as in the Questionnaire Survey. This helped to 
determine that the project teachers' views and practices were fairly 
consistent with teachers at a national level. 
C) The teachers were visited at fortnightly intervals. They were given 
a program to use which was demonstrated and discussed. 
D) The teachers were given record sheets to monitor initial program 
use and subsequent use when the program had been in operation for a 
longer period of time. (see appendix 20) 
E) Researcher observation sheets were kept to record the teachers' 
verbal comments, organisational developments and the classroom 
activities which took place. (See appendix 21) 
F) Samples of work were collected 
G) A final interview was held with each of the project teachers in 
July 86. (See appendices 3D to 18D) 
··89·. 
5. 2 THE TEACilliRS INVOLVED IN THE RESEARCH 
The research began with the selection of a group of teachers, to 
act as case studies in a planned programme of classroom activities 
using the microcomputer as a resource. There were 15 teachers from 10 
schools who took part in the research~ ie. 1 teacher from each of 5 
schools, 2 teachers from each of 2 schools, and 3 teachers from each 
of 2 schools. Each of the teachers had a class of children within the 
8 to 11 age range. 12 of the teachers had access to a BBC 
Microcomputer with disc drive, and 3 had cassette based machines. None 
of the teachers had access to a printer. 
Figure 5 (page 90) shows details of the teachers' organisational 
arrangements of their classes, the school size, age of building and 
catchment area. 
5. 3 THE INITIAL TEACHER INTERVIEWS 
All fifteen teachers had been visited prior to the interview, when 
the research programme was explained and the teachers' participating 
role was outlined. The interviews took place in the teachers' own 
schools when they were free of teaching commitments. The interview was 
semi-structured in that the questions asked matched those in the 
Questionnaire used for the 100 teacher sample. All the questions were 
designed to be open-ended hopefully to promote more valid 
responses.(l) 
The teachers were each asked the questions in the same way but were 
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SCHOOL AND CLASSROOM ORGANISATION OF TEACHERS TAKING PART 
IN THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME NOVEMBER 85 TO JULY 1986. 
Teacher Approx. Type of Approx. Organisation 
Ref.Number number catchment age of 
on roll area building 
l & 2 425 Council/ 50 years Age 
low price grouped 
private classes 
houses 
3 200 Council 10 years Age 
houses semi-open grouped 
plan classes 
4,5 & 6 450 Council 55 years Age 
houses grouped 
classes 
7 & 8 200 Council 15 years Age 
low/medium grouped 
priced classes 
houses 
9 150 Medium 30 years Age,& 
to high some 
priced vertical 
houses grouping 
10,11 & 12 300 Council/ 25 years Age 
low/medium grouped 
priced classes 
houses 
l3 300 Council 20 years Age 
houses grouped 
classes 
14 300 Council/ 20 years Age 
low/medium grouped 
priced classes 
houses 
15 300 Low/medium 15 years Age 
priced open plan grouped 
houses design classes 
Figure 5 
. ·91·. 
ctllowed to elaborate or quality their answers., No comments \'li'E're made 
to any reply other than those of a general nature, and only questions 
aimed at clarification were asked or answered.(2) A range of possible 
answers were prepared so that some answers could be ticked and the 
flow of the interview could be maintained. The interviews lasted an 
average of 25 .. 30 minutes. 
5. 4 THE INTERVIEW RESULTS 
Questions lA, 1E (See appendix 2B) 
'I'he length of teaching experience of the teachers and how they 
generally or9"~nised their c_!l~!dre~ _for~o~~:.. 
The fifteen teachers involved 1n the research had teaching 
experience evenly spread from 1 to 20 years. As with the 100 sample 
the predominant classroom organisation was in working groups arranged 
by children's ability. A third of the teachers stated that their 
organisation was flexible and was matched to different classroom 
learning tasks. 
Questions 3A, 40, 3B, 3C, 50, 5E. (See appendices 3B to 6B) 
The teachers' perceptions of the educational purpose of their 
writing provision and what they wanted t~achieve. 
Question 3A. (If asked by a parent why children need to learn to 
write what would you say?) 
The answers matched with the 100 sample in that the teachers felt that 
writing was an essential means of communication necessary to personal 
. ·92 .. 
and social Jifeo As ln the 100 sample, few teachers qualified their 
answer by stating the difference beb:Jeen social and personal needs 0 
Only one teacher referred to writing as a specific language mode and 
its relationship to speaking and reading. Only one teacher saw writing 
as a means to facilitate learning. 
Question 4D. Do the children ever share what they have written with 
other people? 
The results showed that the writing done by the children was shared 
mostly with peers and teachers within their own classroom. This would 
suggest that their writing was aimed towards a fairly restricted 
audiencef which would limit the range of writing styles. 
Question 3B. Think of a child in your class who you would call a 
'good writer', what are the qualities which you feel typifies this 
'good writer'? 
The main responses were structuref imagination and expression, which 
would appear to CDnfiliTI remarks in the Bullock Report of teachers' 
emphasis of 'creative' writing as opposed to the development of 
writing for a balanced range of purposes. 
Question 3C. Which qualities do you feel typifies a 'poor writer' 
in your class? 
The answers conform with the 'good writer' answers with answers 
related to 'creative writing' abilities. Very few of the teachers 
mentioned the value of relevant experiences and writing techniquesf or 
the relationship of writing to other language modes. 
Question SD. How long ago was the last in-service 'writing' based 
course you attended? 
The results varied considerable from the 100 sample answers. A high 
percentage of the teachers said they had never attended a course. It 
may have been that in the interview they failed to recall courses, 
whereas teachers doing the questionnaire had more time to consider 
their answers. However, in both cases a large number of teachers had 
not attended courses within the last six years. 
Question SE. If you have attended a course where was it held? 
The majority of teachers who had attended courses had been to L.E.A. 
courses, as in the 100 sample. 
Question 2C. In a typical week what specific writing tasks are the 
children given?) 
The answers given here showed a very strong emphasis towards story 
writing and formal language work. 
Question 2F. In your everyday teaching activities are there 
curriculum areas which you feel you quite regularly link to writing 
activities? 
In the 100 sample the majority of teachers stated Literature and 
Project work as a regular link to writing activities. 
This was reiterated with the research group of teachers although the 
use of Literature was not quite as pronounced. These answers correlate 
to the previous answers in respect of 'Literature' and 'story writing' 
but not in the respect of 'Project writing tasks ' and 
'reporting/factual writing'. This would seem to support the A.P.U. 
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findings that the writing produced in respect of project work tended 
to be copying directly from books, or re-writing sentences and 
labelling. In this sense the project work involved writing but not as 
a means to promote distinct writing experiences. 
Question 4C. Do the children plan their writing tasks? 
Few teachers stated that they regularly involved the children in 
planning their writing. The answers reflected the 100 sample answers 
with the planning of writing appearing to be approached 
unmethodically, not as a fundamental aspect of the teaching of 
writing. 
Question 4E. What sort of work is displayed in your classroom at 
this moment? 
These answers would appear to support the answers given to 2C and 2F 
showing an emphasis in story and project writing, with the possibility 
that the writing merely involved copied writing and labelling. 
Questions 4G and 4H. How much of the time spent on writing 
activities is devoted to fictional writing aspects? 
What sort of writing activities are done in the rest of the time? 
It was expected that the answers from the small project group would 
not always generalise with a 100 sample, but these answers differed 
considerably in that a third of the writing time was allocated to 
fictional writing. The rest of the writing time was evenly given to 
project/formal/personal writing, whereas, in the 100 sample the time 
was quite evenly divided into fictional/ formal/ project writing. 
. ·95·. 
Question 2B. Bow are your children organised when they are involved 1n 
writing tasks? 
Most teachers answered that their organisation varied according to 
different tasks, and this answer was consistent with the 100 sample, 
however, it did not match the teachers answers in lE that the 
organisation was usually in groups of similar ability. 
Question 2A. In a typical week how many hours will the children be 
involved in writing activities? 
The majority of the teachers gave their answer as being between 6 to 
15 hours representing between a quarter to a half of the total time in 
the classroom. This answer was compatible with the 100 sample. 
Question 2D. can you describe how you generally introduce writing 
tasks? 
Most of the wri~ing tasks appeared to be teacher initiated and were 
introduced through class discussion, with the occasional use of 
resources. 
Question 2E. Are there resources which you often use in supporting 
writing activities? 
The answers were consistent with 2D in that resources were used to 
give children second hand experiences to work from. Most of the 
teachers interviewed indicated that the resource acted as a 
predetermined focus for the task and the children had to respond, the 
resource was not used purely as a supporting factor. 
Question 4A. When your children are engaged in writing activities 
is this generally on an individual basis, or as a member of a group, 
or an individual doing a class or group task? 
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There was quite a significant difference in the answers given by the 
research teachers to the 100 sample. Two thirds of the teachers said 
their children worked as part of a class or group, whereas, two thirds 
in the 100 sample said that children were organised according to the 
task. 
Question 4B. Do your children take part in collaborative writing 
activities? 
A third of the teachers did not do any collaborative work. Most of the 
teachers who provided opportunities for collaborative work used it 
for factual writing activities.ie. project work 
Question SC. How do you respond to children's finished writing? 
The answers were fairly consistent with the 100 sample, with 
discussion, verbal comments and marking being the main reponses. 
Question 4F. Do your children review, edit, and re-write their 
written work? 
Only a fifth of the teachers undertook this aspect of the writing 
process on a regular basis. This compared with less than half of the 
100 sample. 
Question SB. How do you monitor children's progress? 
Marking was used to monitor work by the majority of teachers. One 
teacher did not monitor work at all. 
5 . 5 SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEW DATA 
In most cases the answers given by the teachers in the research 
were fairly consistent with the answers given by the teachers in the 
100 sample. The only questions where answers differed greatly were for 
questions 4A, 4H, and SB. These answers indicated a greater tendency 
towards class or group work (4A)I a greater amount of time given to 
fictional writing (4H), and more teachers using marking as a 
monitoring device. It is possible that many teachers in the 100 sample 
used the alternative answers given in the questionnaire as prompts for 
their answers, therefore, some of their answers would not be totally 
accurate in respect of their general practice. The teachers in the 
research group had no prompts and therefore their answers were 
probably closer to their actual everyday practices. The teachers in 
the 100 sample would also have more time to reflect and cross check 
their answers and confer with colleagues. 
5. 6 THE INTRODUCTION AND USE OF THE MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Each teacher in the research group was visited every two weeks. On 
each visit the teacher was given a program to use and a brief 
demonstration of how it worked. Educational objectives and possible 
writing applications were discussed. The teacher was given two record 
sheets (See appendix 20), the first sheet was to fill in after the 
program was used for the first time, the second sheet was to be filled 
in at a later date to show further development. 
The programs were chosen to correspond with the writing objectives 
shown in the vrriting frumework developed in Chapter ll (Figure 3, page 
39) The programs were gradually introduced one by one on subsequent 
visits. The record sheets were collected on each visit and further 
sheets distributed. After each visit the teachers' comments, 
questions, remarks, difficulties, successes and general observations 
were noted on a monitoring sheet. (See appendix 21) 
The following pages 99 to 114 show a description of each of the 
programs used, and the collated views and uses of the programs by the 
project teachers. 
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5. 6. 1 Description of program "CAR'IDOW' ·· vJri t ten by Tony Jackson 1 
Published by Newman College 1 Birmingham. 
Program content and operation~-
The progra~m consists of a series of pictures under three headings 1 'A 
day out', 'spooky Tales'r 'Science Fiction'. The children select a 
heading and are shown as series of pictures. They then have to plan a 
story, select the relevant pictures, put them in order 1 and write a 
corresponding story. The children can choose to combine pictures from 
any of the headings. They can also choose the amount of time each 
picture frame stays on the screen, so that it matches their writing 
adding effect to their story. There is also a program option to make 
the completed story into a video recording. 
writing objectives~-
This program is designed to encourage the children to discuss and 
structure ideas, then plan and structure a written story. 
Writing experiences~-
The planning and structuring of a story; the development of an 
appropriate style (factual, fictional, humerous, sad, imaginative); 
the identification of audience and the directing of the writing to the 
audience using appropriate vocabulary ; the opportunity to develop 
awareness of the difference between the spoken and written word and to 
develop appropriate writing techniques and skills, to draft, review 
and re-structure written work, to work in a collaborative writing 
situation. 
-· r;etai~~ fr~~ ~~e teachers• record sheets on the use of programs - no. of respondents 15 
. CARTOON Program Name •• ~·········· 
·The numbers indicate the frequency of the responses to_each Qartic;:ular headinq. 
Initial introduction and organisational use of the program 
Teacher Introa ~curriculum Class Individual Group ~w ability Low ability BigkiJ; ~) Intro. through ,area in.tro .. use • doing Clasf use ~roup child ability 
Resources task gro~p 
«5'" 9 s 
Subsequent organisation 
Class Iridi vr-dUal. Mixed Low abilit.~ Low abilit~ High High Program 
p) use doing class ability group child ability ability not usedo 
task group child 
~s 
~he skillso knowledge, concepts etc .. the teacher felt the children could develop . ' 
Verbal !Group Sequencing Creative Observation Logic Listening Planning Handling ~) commun- col lab- ideas writing computer 
ication !oration 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 2 ~ &. 
)The work produced by the children 
!/stories !Poems Work for Individual Group Class Work for Work for No Boik 
~) . curriculum writing writing writing classroom variety of prootJ~ed 
areas audience !audiences 
Uc. ~ ~ ~ 
~eachers comments on how the program compared with their usual teaching provision 
- !Ad~an .. to ~VaKllo to lwasan :Was a Had Extended Cross pifficult Mot.i'IY~tiK'!g 
·~) !advantage ~isadvantagE limited provision curricular to Me- !low ability llhigh abi.Ht~ 
. use application children ~h.ilaren 
~~ ~ b l, = ~ 
·-~~ •-U ... ·-. . ··'-
. -J) 
.. II 
';j 
' 
~ 
High 
c6lbility 
chil~m 
A 
' 
Narrative 
~ I I 
suppoz:-too 
~iti.ng~ .. 
tSki.U.~ ' 
l 
r~ 
0 
0 
l 
5.6.2 Description of the program "t-JORDPLAY" -Published by M.E.P. and 
contained in their 'Language Pack' 
Program content and operation~-
The microcomputer uses words which have been entered into its memory 
to generate 'computerised' poems. The program contains some word 
files of different themes eg. Winter. These words are a variety of 
nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. The words can be put together to 
form different phrase structures eg. adjective, adjective, noun, verb, 
adverb. The microcomputer randomly uses combinations of the 
structures to generate 'poems'. The children can enter their own theme 
words and their own phrase structures. 
Writing objectives:-
This program allows the children to experiment with words and 
combinations of words to create poems. 
Writing experiences:-
The children can experiment with word patterns and explore the power 
and effect that can be achieved through combining words in different 
ways. The children can also be helped to appreciate syntax. The 
program prints out the poems which the children can review and 
change. 
·~·.~\ 
::~Y 
-·-
Details from the teachers' record sheets on the use of programs - noo of respondents 15 
p . N WORDPLAY rogram ameeooe••••••••oGOOOOGOO 
The numbers indicate the frequ·ency of the. responses to each Qa_rticul,ar head ina 
0 
IKilitial introduction and organisational use of the program 
Teacher Intro. curriculum Class Individual Group Low ability Low ability Higk_ll D a\~ Intt'Oo through area intro. use doing Clas~ use ~roup child. ability 
Resources task group 
~~- .q Lt 
i 
SUbsequent organisation 
Class I IndiVidual Mixed LOw abilit~ LOw abilitl High High Program 
. b) use doing class ability. group child ability ability not u.sedo 
task group child ' 
" 
'3 ~ 
· jT~~r skills, knowledge, concepts etc. the teacher felt the children could develop 
Extended Illiteratic n Grammar Word Effective Audience 
e) voca~ulary patterns use of awareness 
words 
uo '2... 9. Cr:. s 2.. 
he work produced by the children ' 
I !!stories 
._ 
Work for Individual Group Class Work for Work for No ~rk ,...,_..... 
d) . curriculum writing writing writing classroom variety of · prcdtllc:oo 
' 
areas audience !audiences 
iJ a '2. 
·'91 {, 
~eachers comments on bow the program compared with their usual teaching provision 
~waBan ~as a · Had Extended Cross Difficult !Advan. to IAdVan. to Motivating 
e) ~dvantage ~isadvantag• limited provision curricular to use· llow ability !high abili t~ 
. use application ~hildren Phildren . 
5' ao 5 
... ~ 
-
-·-~ ,_- ---·r••· 
l!l!igh 
ability 
chilckeri 
.. 
I 
I• 
SUpported! 
writing~·· 
skills 
II 
'• 
I 
I 
1-' 
0 
·rv 
I 
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5.6.3 Description of the program "Storyline11 :- Published by M.E.P. 1n 
their 'Language Pack'. 
Program content and operation:-
The program presents sets of randomly generated phrases. Each of the 
phrases contains a subject, a place and an action. eg 11 five little 
dwarfs sitting in a refrigerator arguing furiously ... The children can 
keep or chanqe any of the thrPP r~rts of the phrase, 
phrase which they feel is suitable for them to develop into a story. 
Once a phrase has been chosen then the microcomputer poses a series of 
questions related to each part of the phrase, eg who, why etc. The 
children consider the questions and develop their story. 
Writing objectives:-
The children are encouraged to structure and write an imaginative 
story. 
Writing experiences:-
The children can explore and discuss the phrases in groups and write a 
collaborative story. The program encourages them to plan and logically 
structure their story. The children can develop and refine their ideas 
using the microcomputer as an initial prompt to recall experiences. 
The program can encourage the children's awareness of syntax and 
semantics in the use of written language. 
-·· t#f·•·~-ws n-~mw ·-rtf,, g. &Eiiriirfi'V·-'¢, , 
Details from the teachers' record sheets on the use of programs -;no. of respondents 15 
p N STORYLINE rogram arne •••••••••••• 
The numbers indicate the frequency of the responses to each particular heading. 
.. ··-- - ···-- J ...... 
I Initial introduction and organisational use of the program 
.a) Teacher -Intro. CUrriculum class- Individual Group Low abil:ilty Low ability Hig!}l; Intro. through area intro. use doing Clas.e use group child ability 
Resources task group 
I 
\2, 5 no 
I 
Subsequent organisation 
' 
Class llnd1Vidual Mixed Low ability Low abilit~ High High Program 
b) use doing class ability, group child ability ability not usedo 
task group child 
It\ 2... 4 
rr.ne skills, knowledge, concepts etc. the teacher felt the children could develop 
~ Writing Planning Punctuation Para- crea.tive" 
c) Structure writing graphing ideas 
q 1) a "2.. u 
!The work produced by the children 
Stories· 
--
Work for Individual Group Class Work for [Work for No t110rk 
d) . curriculum writing writing writing classroom variety of prooue:ed 
areas audience audiences 
q ~ ~ ~s 
i]:ea.chers comments on how the program compared with their usual teaching provision 
~an Was a Had Extended cross pifficult ~an .. to ~ano to !Motivating 
e) !advantage ~isadvantagE limited provision curricular to use· ~ow abili~y ~igh abilit~ 
use application children Children . 
as \1 
' 
5 
-· -··~. - ·-~ --· 
1 
High 
abili~y 
children 
SUpported' 
writing-_ .. 
skill~ 
tl 
.. 
I 
1-' 
0 
"'" I 
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5.6.4 Description of the program "FRONTPAGE":- Published by M.A.P.E. 
(Micros and Primary Education Association) 
Program content and operation:-
The program allows the children to simulate the creation of newspaper 
pages. The children can insert headlines, prices, dates, stories and 
pictures and the program arranges them into a newspaper page layout. 
The proqram has editing faci litiPR c.rhiC'h -3.110\•!S the c:hildrc~ t;:) change 
and alter the position of words. 
Writing objectives:-
The program emphasises the need for writing to address an audience and 
the use of appropriate styles, vocabulary, and presentation. 
Writing experiences:-
The program encourages writing of different types. The children can 
write about personal thoughts and views, they can communicate factual 
information, or investigate the use of vocabulary to produce different 
effects. The children can be encouraged to realise the need to adopt 
styles of writing for different audiences. The children can also be 
helped to develop an awareness of presenting writing effectively. The 
program can promote collaborative writing, planning, 
editing and re-writing of work. 
reviewing, 
[etails from the teachers' record sheets on ttle use of programs - no •. of re~pondents 15 
cogcam Name f~9~!~~~~ ...... 
he numbers indicate the frequency of the responses to each particuJar heading. 
Initial introduction and organisational use of the program 
a) Teacher Intro .. CUrriculum Class Individual Group Low ability Low ability Highi Introo through area intro .. use • doing Clas:: use ~roup child ability 
Resources task group 
R5 ~ 4 u , 
Subsequent organisation 
Class Indl.vidual Mixed Low abilit~ Low abilitl High High Program 
b) use doing class ability group child ability ability not usedo 
task group child 
n n&n. 
~he skills, knowledge, concepts etc$ the teacher felt the children could develop 
Wcitten Writing Audience Group Punctuation Reviewing/ Pre .sen- Planning yvriting 
c) expcession styles awareness collab- editing tation writing ~tructure 
I oration 
3 2 4 Th ~ 2 ~ =g ~ ~ 
~he work produced by the children 
'!stories ~oems Work for Individual Group Class Work for Work for No work 
d) . curriculum writing writing writing classroom variety of produced 
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5. 6. 5 Descriptions of the programs 'MALLOHY ', and 'M_ARTELLO TOWER', 
both written by Anita Straker, Published by M.E.P. 
Program content and operation~-
Both of these programs are adventure games. In Mallory the children 
have to explore an imaginary manor in order to find a valuable object 
that has been stolen. In Martello Tower the children have to explore 
an imaginary tower and try to escape. As the children explore the 
Manor or the Tower they encounter numerous problem solving activities 
which they must solve in order to progress with the adventure. Their 
answers allows them to continue with their adventure or necessitates 
them to re-think their decision. 
Writing objectives:-
The adventures involve note-taking and reviewing of notes to monitor 
the progress of the adventure. The children can be encouraged to 
express their views and interpretations of the adventure situations, 
or develop further imaginary situations as additional writing 
activities. 
Writing experiences:-
The children can be encouraged to record happenings in a logical 
sequence, to select relevant information and take appropriate notes. 
They can use their writing as a source for interpreting situations and 
to make further deductions and comparisons. The programs also lend 
themselves for further factual or imaginative writing about the places 
(the manor or tower) and the people or things that might be there. 
~) 
:0> 
~) 
·~) 
.~> 
Details from the te~chers 1 r~~ord sheet~-~n the use of progra:s ~' ~o:- of respondents 15 ~ 
. N ADVENTURE GAMES (Martello TowerD 0 MalloryD) I' Program arne •••••••••••• 
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_I 
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5.6.6 Description of the program "TRACKS", Published by M.E.P. in 
their Language Pack. 
Program content and operation~-
This program is based on the branching story principle. The children 
are shown an initial phrase to begin a story, they then develop the 
story by adding two connected but alternative phrases. These two 
phrases develop the Story in different ways. 'l'hP t-wn [lhr.=!S/?'3 h~~?e ther1 
to be developed with two further phrases, and the story is developed 
in this branching manner until the children find a conclusion to their 
stories. The children have the option to pursue the specified program 
theme or create their own. 
Writing objectives~-
The children have to develop a structured story and recognise the 
dependent nature of one phrase to another to make the story develop 
logically. The children are intended to write a story for others to 
read and therefore they have to consider the presentation and the 
appropriateness of the language and subject matter. 
Writing experiences:-
The children have to plan and sequence the story logically. They can 
experiment with different phrases and styles to make the stories 
amusing, frightening etc. 
- Details from the teachers' record sheets on the use of programs - no. of respondents 15 r 
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5.6.7 Description of the program "CONCEPT WRITER", Produced through 
Stranmillis College, N. Ireland, available through M.A.P.E. 
Program content and operation:-
The program is an simple word processor. It offers the children a 
range of facilities, they can correct mistakes; move text from one 
position to another, change the layout and presentation; save their 
work to use at a future datei print out their writing in a vnriPt-~' nf 
print sizes. 
Writing objectives:-
The program can help children with the drafting, reviewing, editing 
and re-writing of their work, encouraging them to appreciate and 
understand the process of writing. 
Writing experiences:-
Words can be easily altered and the correcting of spelling errors can 
be put into perspective as minor amendments rather than the focus of 
reviewing. The program lends itself to collaborative writing as 
children working as a small group can see the screen quite easily. 
They can acquire writing techniques and skills from each other and 
experiment with their writing together. The printout presents texts 
for display or multiple copies for distribution, through this children 
can develop their appreciation of writing for an audience and learn to 
consider the value of good presentation. 
--~ - -· ,_.. .,_ - -~ 
~ Details from the teachers 0 record sheets on the use of programs - no. of respondents 15 
/ Program Name •• ~~!r~~---····· 
I The numbers indicate the fr~quency of the responses to each particular heading 
~ . - ... - -·- i 
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5.6.8 Description of the program "TRAY", Published by M.E.P. in the 
Language Pack. 
Program content and operation:-
The program presents the children with texts to experiment with and 
explore. The teachers can use the existing files in the program or 
create their own. The children are shown a screen with only the 
punctuation marks showing. They can choose JettPrs 
letters to be displayed on the screen until they complete the hidden 
text. 
Writing objectives:-
Children can investigate word and sentence patterns and structures. 
They are encouraged to use word clues to comprehend what is written. 
Writing experiences:-
The children can explore alternative language structures. They can be 
helped to identify common letter combinations and word patterns. 
Through the use of different texts they can learn to appreciate 
different styles of writing and the resulting effects. 
~) 
p) 
t:) 
~) 
e) 
-···· 
Details 'from the teachers' record sheets on the use of programs - no. of respondents 15 
TRAY Program Nameooooaaaooooo 
The numbers indicate the freqtiency of the responses to each particular heading. 
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5.7 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE RESEARCH RECORD SHEETS 
5.7.1 ORGANISATION 
Although all of the teachers organised the children for work in 
groups, in most cases, all the class were engaged in the same kind of 
task, ie. 
children 
disruptive 
they were all writing stories, reports or poems etc. When 
were working on the microcomputer this often proved 
for the teacher. "What do I do with the rest of the class 
when the microcomputer group demand my attention" , was quite a common 
complaint. An alternative approach was that children working on the 
microcomputer were given work which was different from the rest of the 
class. Usually, this work was unconnected with the rest of their 
classroom work and continuity was not considered. The general 
impression given by most of the teachers was that the use of the 
microcomputer was a "special event", and therefore the microcomputer 
activities were not regarded as "real" classroom activities. All of 
the teachers had timetabled access to the microcomputer and 
continuity with prepared programmes of work was practically impossible 
to follow. 
With the exception of 2 teachers, all the teachers tried to use the 
programs with all the children in the class. In quite a number of 
cases if a program was found to be unsuitable for all the children in 
the class it was discarded. None of the teachers referred to any of 
Lhe chidren using the program in respect of particular developmental 
writing objective. In all cases the objectives were the same for all 
children but the expectations were adjusted accordingly. (See appendix 
22) The majority of the teachers commented on the value of the 
microcomputer for use with remedial, or alternatively, the more able 
children. They felt that these children were being given further 
"working opportunities". 
The most significant organisational change noted was in the number 
of teachers who tried collaborative writing groups. However, although 
all the teachers felt that there were language opportunities to be 
gained, they were dubious about the "quality" of the writing that was 
produced. (See appendix 23) 
5 • 7. 2 TEACHER INVOLVEMENT 
All of the teachers initiated work with the microcomputer by 
demonstrating the mechanics of the program. Only on a few occasions 
did the teachers state the intended objectives of the work. 
All of the teachers had been involved with prompting during the 
program use and supporting the children with reading and vocabulary. 
Some of the teachers made resource sheets to help the children with 
the program. 
that teachers 
(See appendix 24) There was little evidence to suggest 
had been involved in discussions about writing 
techniques or strategies with the children, and there was no evidence 
-ll'/-· 
of teachers writing with the children. When discussing the work 
produced, in most cases, remarks were confined to presentation, 
vocabulary and errors. There were very few comments of a dia~Jostic 
nature or references to developmental needs. Most of the responses to 
the work was through marking, verbal or written comments.(See appendix 
25) 
5.7.3 THE WORK PRODUCED BY THE CHILDREN 
Apart from the programs 'Tray' and 'Tracks' all the rest were 
regarded as a stimulus for the production of a piece of writing. In 
some cases the program was used a a basis for writing done away from 
the microcomputer (See appendix 26). 'storyline' and the adventure 
games 'Mallory' and 'Martello Towers' were also used for art and drama 
work. 
Very little of the work produced involved reviewing, editing and 
re-writing, even with programs which would support this, ie. 'writer' 
and 'Frontpage'. Amendments tended to be to spelling, punctuation, and 
adding to the length of the writing. (See appendix 27) 
A few of the programs were used by the teachers to help the 
children with the structuring and planning of work. (See appendix 28) 
By the end of the research period ll of the teachers had access to 
a printer. A lot of printed work was displayed in the classrooms and 
schools bu·t very little had been init.ia] Jy dirPcted tOiftTard an intended 
audience. 
The majority of the work produced was imaginative/ creative 
writing. Seven of the teachers used 'Frontpage' for personal news 
itemsr and two teachers used "Writer11 to produce factual topic 
reports. Although the programs selected would support the production 
of different styles of writingr few teachers referred to this. The 
only real evidence of teachers encouraging writing of different styles 
was with 'Frontpage' (See appendix 29) 
5 • 7 • 4 TEACHERS ' ATTITIJDES AND COMMENTS 
The main problem, voiced by all but two of the teachers in the 
groupr was the lack of regular access to machines. The next most 
difficult problem was finding time to deal with the setting up of the 
equipment and sorting faults in the programs. (See appendix 30) 
All but two of the teachers were genuinely enthusiastic about using 
the microcomputer. The teachers gave the impression that predominantly 
they felt that its use gave an additional stimulus for work, it also 
helped them to cope with certain groups of children who often 
presented problems. (See appendix 31). The programs also presented 
alternative ways of presenting tasks. 
Lt9 
Only J_n three cases 1.vere ·there any dist:inc:t. signs of changes in 
teaching provision strategies, These were in~·· 
drafting and reviewing of work, 
teacher involvement, 
broadening of writing tasks to incorporate different 
writing skills. 
In all other cases the teachers regarded the microcomputer as an 
additional way of supporting their existing provision. 
5. 8 THE FINAL INTERVIEW OF TEACHERS INVOLVED IN THE RESEARCH 
The interviews were held in the teachers' own schools when they 
were free from teaching commitments. The questions were designed to 
cover four areas~-
1) The teacher's perception of the educational purpose of their 
writing provision and what they think they want to achieve. 
2) The range and content of writing tasks and experiences being 
provided by the teacher. 
3) The teacher's organisation of writing activities, the use of 
resources and how activities are monitored and developed. 
4) The teacher's views on the potential of the microcomputer as an aid 
to their writing provisionv in respect of the three areas above. 
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5 o 8 FINAL .J.I\J'l'ERVIE,W 1:\ELJLTS 
~. 8. l THE TEACHERS ' PERCEPTIONS OF THE EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE OF THEIR 
WRITING PRGVISION AND WHAT THEY WANT TO ACHIEVE. 
The answers in the final interview did not differ significantly 
from the first interview. The teachers generally gave answers which 
referred to writing techniques, vocabulary and imagination rather than 
overaJl writing objectives. (See appendix 3D, question 3A) This was 
reflected in classroom practice in that the writing situations 
provided for children concentrated on the development of writing 
aspects rather than the purposes for writing. This was also reflected 
in the nominations of the programs favoured by the teachers.(See 
appendix l6D) 
Through the use of the microcomputer there was an increase in 
writing being shared with wider audiences. However, in all but two 
cases, this was not a predetermined objective directed towards 
specific audiences, but supported by the use of the printer which 
facilitated the display of pieces of writing beyond the classroom.(See 
appendices 3D,question 4D and appendix 8D, question 4E) 
The skills and qualities aimed for by the teachers were virtually 
the same as those identified as the 'good writer' features in the 
first interview. Most answers were directed towards creative writing, 
with a minority of the teachers identifying writing for a variety of 
purposes requiring different techniques. (See appendix SD) 
5 . 8. 2 THE RANGE AND CONTENT OF WRITING TASKS AND THE TYPES 
OF EXPERIENCES BEING PROVIDED 
The main writing areas were the same in both interviews ie stories, 
topic work and formal language work. (See appendix 7D) 
There was a slight increase in the regular planning of written 
work. Two of the teachers said the increase had been prompted by the 
use of the microcomputer. (See appendix BD, question 4C) 
The amount of displayed written work had increased considerably 
through the use of the printers. However, most of the work was neat 
copies for display purposes. (See appendix BD,question 4E) 
Half of the teachers who took part in the project felt that the use 
of the microcomputer particularly benefited low ability children. In 
most cases the reasons given were such as "motivating", "added 
stimulus", "enabled them to work on their own". Only in a few cases 
were specific writing objectives named, eg. structuring and sequencing 
through 'cartoon', presentation and planning through 'Frontpage'. (See 
appendix 9D) 
There was an increase in factual writing tasks with a reasonable 
amount supported by the microcomputer, but it tended to be used for 
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printed reports and dccounts for class display or group project books" 
There was an increase ln the amount of formal language work being 
done with the microcomputer than prior to the research project. 
A limited amount of microcomputer supported creative writing and 
poetry writing was produced, but most of the writing was done away 
from the microcomputer with the programs being used as a stimulus. 
(See Appendix lOD) 
The only organisational difference between the interviews was in 
the area of group work. Whereas, only one teacher used the 
microcomputer for group work 
interview all the teachers said 
in the first interview, in the final 
they used it in this way. Four 
teachers expressed reservations about its value in respect of 
collaborative writing. (See appendix l8D) 
There was little change in how writing tasks were introduced, but 
the microcomputer featured more prominently as a resource support in 
the final interviews. (See appendix l2D, question 2D) 
There was an increase in the amount of editing and reviewing of 
writing done by the children, although this tended to be amendments to 
spellings and adding to the length of the writing. (See Appendix l4D, 
question 4F) 
. 123·~ 
There v.Jos lit L:l e difference in the monitoring methods undertaken. 
Only four. of the teachers felt that the microcomputer increased their 
opportunities to observe children writing 1 and helped them to become 
involved with the children. (See appendix l7Df question 14) 
Most of the teachers had used the programs that had been given to 
themf and some had acquired further wordprocessor programs/chips. By 
the end of the research period most teachers were also using language 
programs which they had acquired for themselves. These were mainly 
skill practise programsf which were popular with the teachers.Of the 
programs used 'Tracks' and 'wordplay' were the most disliked by a 
number of the teachers. Other programs 'Martello Towers', 'storyline'f 
'Tray' and 'cartoon' were also disliked by one or two of the teachers. 
When asked to nominate the program they liked best or found the most 
useful the answers were as follows: 
four teachers ••.. "cartoon" (A picture/story sequencing program); 
five teachers .•.• "Front page" (A newspaper simulation program)., 
two teachers ..... "Mallory" (An adventure game) 1 
one teacher ...•.. "Storyline" (A program where children can create 
their own phrases to act as a basis for a story idea), 
three teachers .•. "Writer" (A word processing program) 
The majority of the teachers favoured the programs which provided 
stimulus for a writing task. (See appendices l6D) 
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All the teachers who took part in the research felt the use of the 
microcomputer was an aclvantage a 1 though five teachers had some 
reservations that the quality and quantity of writing was not 
particularly enhanced. (See appendix l7D). The main advantages were 
felt to be~ 
the printing facilities; 
children being able to work together; 
a source of writing stimuli; 
motivation for writing; 
support for children who had writing difficulties. 
The majority of the teachers thought they would use the 
microcomputer more if they had better access. Another great concern 
was organising its use, as many of the teachers felt that sometimes 
the microcomputer was an intrusion in their classroom routines. (See 
appendix lBD, question 23) 
5. 9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5 • 9. l GLOBAL AND GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
The potential of the programs to encourage writing purpose, in the 
sense of addressing different audiences in appropriate styles, was 
virtually unrecognised and unexplored. Several of the programs, 
"F:r-onlpage "u "O:ntuon ", and "Martello 'l'owers "I "Mallory', 'Writer' 
could have provided the basis for a range of factual and fictional 
writing opportunities. The emphasis of the writing activities pursued 
through the programs was on the production of imaginative pieces of 
writing and even variations 1n this area were limited. Only two 
teachers (Ref. 4 and 8) directed the children towards trying different 
styles of writing ie. personal thoughts, recording and reporting, and 
creative work, although some of the other teachers commmented on the 
styles that emerged through the work. None of the teachers referred to 
any work specifically used to help children to develop their own 
understanding, thoughts and ideas. The monitoring sheets showed that 
task objectives identified by the teachers were nearly always related 
to the acquisition of writing skills and techniques. 
5.9.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
There was a considerable amount of evidence to suggest that the 
teachers found a number of the programs useful for supporting certain 
aspects of writing ie. planning of writing ("cartoon"), making notes 
(adventure games), exploring vocabulary and writing patterns ("Tray" 
and "Wordplay"), presentation and effect ( "Frontpage") However, the 
majority of the teachers did not seem to consider these aspects as the 
main focus for writing experiences, and did not particularly pursue or 
develop them. They seemed to regard the opportunities as incidental to 
the main task of achieving a piece of writing. 
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Very little attention was given to the possible microcomputer 
support for the actual writing process itself. The most common format 
for the presentation of writing situations was the introduction of a 
writing stimulusv and the nomination of an end product eg the 
collecting of vocabulary relevant to a chosen theme and the production 
of a poemv ('Wordplay'). All of the programs had the potential of 
being used for planning, reviewing editing experiences but the 
opportunities were only pursued incidentally. Even with the word 
processing program 'writer' the emphasis in the production of writing 
was towards the presentation and correctness, and in some cases the 
length of the piece of writing. Most of the teachers did not seem to 
want to pursue the reviewing and editing of work in respect of 
changing or developing ideas, they did not appear to consider it of 
great importance. In one case (Ref. 1) the teacher felt that it was 
"counter productive11 • 
5.9.3 TEACHING METHODS AND STRATEGIES 
ORGANISATION 
The use of the microcomputer appeared to offer substantial support 
for the provision of learning situations for individual children and 
small groups. In the case of individual children this tended to be 
for children with learning difficulties, with the focus being on 
motivation and stimulus not on the identification of program support 
for specific learning difficulties. For group work most of the 
teachers identified the potential benefits of children working and 
learning togetherf although the group work was often directed towards 
an end result rather than the encouragement of the group interaction. 
STIMULUS 
All the teachers welcomed the additional teaching opportunities 
provided by the programsf which they felt provided variety in learning 
experiences. Most of the teachers regarded the programs as a stimulus 
for the production of a piece of writingr and only in a few cases were 
the programs linked to other curriculum areas. Even the adaptability 
of content free programs eg. "Writer", "Frontpage" was not 
particularly investigated. 
TEACHER KNOWLEDGE 
There was no evidence to suggest that programs were used to 
explore the extent of the microcon~uter's potential in respect of the 
teaching of writing. There was also little evidence to suggest that 
program activities were matched to children's specific developmental 
writing needsf therefore, the potential of the programs to support 
specific needs was not be identified. Although some specific writing 
needs were helped this happened incidentally. 
As many the teachers did not particularly consider the teaching 
objectives or the structure of the learning to take place the results 
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were often poor. The teachers, in w.any casesv blamed the qualit.y of 
the program rather than the mis-·match of the activities, eg. "'The 
children can produce better stories without using the microcomputer0'. 
The potential of the microcomputer as a resource to improve methods 
of presenting writing experiences was not developed,as the teachers 
were predominantly preoccupied with the presentation of writing tasks 
rather than experiences. Only three of the teachers referred to the 
microcomputer as being a supportive method for presenting experiences, 
and this was in the context of reviewing and editing. 
TEACHER INVOLVEMENT 
It was in this area that there was a significant difference of 
opinion among the teachers, regarding the potential of the 
microcomputer as a support. Some of the teachers (Ref 4, 8, 15) felt 
that when the children were involved with developing their own work 
the results were clearly visible on the screen, and they could discuss 
the work with the children as it was taking place and encourage new 
ideas and skills to be acquired and tested. A few teachers felt they 
had opportunities to listen, observe and learn about the children and 
their understanding of the writing process. other teachers felt that 
they wanted a resource to free them to be involved with other children 
in the class. Only one of the teachers (Ref 8) fairly regularly took 
part in writing activities with the children. 
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MONI'IORII\G 
Only three teachers identified the microcomputer as an aid to 
monitoring the children's work. All the other teachers responded to 
work when it was finished; apart from giving support in order to help 
the children to complete the tasks. The reviewing, editing facilities 
offered by most of the programs were rarely used to record children's 
development of their work for diagnostic purposes. The facility for 
the printing out of work was also ignored as a system of monitoring 
work both for the teacher and the child. 
5 • 10 St.JMli.1ARY 
Even though all the teachers who took part in the research felt 
that the use of the microcomputer as a teaching aid was potentially 
advantageous (See appendix 18D); there were no signicant results to 
indicate that the potential had been really investigated. The 
potential 
of the 
support for writing objectives was never established,as few 
teachers measured the use of the programs against the 
realisation of any set objectives. 
Group collaborative work was identified as a possible 
organisational improvement, but this was not regarded realistically as 
a regular method to be adopted, as in most cases it conflicted with 
individual task expectations and general class organisation. The 
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support for the writing process through word processing facilities was 
not identified, as this again conflicted with general principles of 
directing children towards a task rather than learning experiences, 
and responding to work on completion and not as it was progressing. 
The research findings supported most of the surveys, reports and 
views mentioned in Chapter III ~ 
a) teachers did not preview programs and analyse them to establish 
their educational function or to match children's 
developmental needs, 
b) the programs were not used with regard to educational 
objectives, 
c) teachers predominantly wanted support for the introduction 
and practise of skills, 
d) the programs were used to supplement existing 
curriculum provision and methods. 
The research undertaken so far in the investigation indicated that 
the potential of the microcomputer as an aid to teaching could never 
really be identified, unless,teachers were prepared to modify their 
working organisation and ti1eir teaching role, and work towards defined 
objectives. Only two teachers in the group developed new ideas and 
made appropriate changes to their teaching methods and strategies. The 
other teachers used the microcomputer to support their existing 
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classroom provision and practiceso 
To pursue the investigation into the potential of the microcomputer 
as a teaching aidr a further group of teachers was approached to 
undertake further researchr with substantial changes in the method of 
investigation in light of the initial findingso 
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CHAP'l'ffi VI 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESEA_RCH PROGRJ.\11/j[v]E 
6.1 Establishing the second stage of the research 
The second stage of the research began in September 1986 with 
fifteen teachers taking part. The group was chosen with reference to 
certain aspects which emerged in the first research stage. 
a) It was noticeable in the Group 1 research, that teachers who were 
involved in the same school had the opportunity to talk and discuss 
things with one another. They tended to become more confident in 
handling the microcomputer, and incorporate its use into their 
teaching more readily than teachers who were working on their own. 
b) Teachers in the Group 1 research who had a reasonable amount of 
access to a microcomputer had the opportunity, and more enthusiasm, 
to investigate possible microcomputer supported teaching and learning 
situations. 
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c) To realise the use ot the microcomputer as an aid, the teacher must 
be able to operate it efficiently, know and understand the software 
being used and use it appropriately. 
d) Teaching objectives must be identified in order to determine the 
areas where the microcomputer could be used in the teaching of 
writing . 
e) To evaluate the microcomputer's potential as an aid to teaching, a 
variety of teaching opportunities using the microcomputer must be 
explored and compared with current practices. 
f) In order to avoid the use of the microcomputer merely to supplement 
existing teaching provision, an assessment and evaluation of current 
practices and provision must take place. 
6. 2 • TEACHERS INVOLVED IN THE RESEARCH 
The teachers in Group 2 of the research were in the same school. 
(Ref point A) Their involvement in the research was arranged to 
coincide with a school curriculum development initiative as part of a 
curriculum review programme. Each school in the authority are asked to 
nominate a school or curriculum aspect or area to review each year and 
this school had chosen 'writing' to be reviewed. (Ref point F) 
The school was built in 1939 and is situated in a heavily built up 
a:cea near a luwn centre surrounded by industrial complexes. The 
school catchment area covers a range of medi urn and 1 otv pdced private 
housingp council houses and flats. The school role was approximately 
430 including the nursery children. The school was well equipped with 
microcomputer facilities. Every classroom had their own microcomputer 
which was either part of a network system or disc driven, and there 
were four printers available. (Ref point B). The school has a 
considerable amount of software including all the programs used by the 
teachers in the first research group. 
The staff were organised in four working teams~ .. 
five teachers of children in the 4 plus to 6 plus age range~ 
four teachers of children in the 7 to 8 plus age range~ 
four teachers of children in the 8 plus to 9 plus age range~ 
and five teachers of children in the 10 to ll plus age range. 
The Deputy Head of ihe school was appointed as the review 
co-ordinator. 
The writing project aim was 11 To heighten teachers' awareness to the 
development of children's writing, and to provide opportunities for 
teachers to explore and expand upon curriculum writing initiatives for 
the promotion of writing development". Although all the teachers in 
the school were taking part in the school's writing review, only 
fifteen teachers whose children were aged between 6 plus and eleven 
plus were used in the research project. The research with Group 2 
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leacbe.Ls began in Seplewl.Jer 1986. 'l'o establish the teachers· current 
writing provision r ideas and views a pre··research interview was held 
with the same questions and conditions used with Group 1 teachers. 
6. 3 THE MAIN POil\J"TS FROM THE GROUP 2 PRELIMINARY 
RESEARCH INTERVIEWS (See appendices 2C to 14C) 
l)Approximately half of the teachers organised their children for 
work in ability groups and the others varied their organisation 
according to the task.(Appendix 2C) 
2)The majority of the teachers thought that the purpose of learning 
to write was to be able to communicate. (Appendix 3C) 
3)The sharing of written work was mainly with the teacher and 
peers. (Appendix 3C) 
4)The majority of teachers thought that the qualities 
representative of a good writer were imaginationr expression, a good 
range of vocabulary and the ability to structure writing. (Appendix 
4C) 
S)The writing tasks given on a regular basis were storiesr formal 
language work, and news or diaries.(Appendix 7C) 
6) The curricul urn areas rr.ost often linked to wri·dng- were iicUHed as 
Literature and Environmental P:cojec.:t work" (Appendix 7C) 
7)The planning of written work in some way was done by fourteen 
teachers but only 3 did it as a regular feature of the work. (Appendix 
8C) 
8)Displayed written work was mainly topic work or poetry. 
(Appendix 8C) 
9)Most of the teachers said they made provision for different 
abilities but generally they were referring to children of low 
ability. (Appendix 9C) 
lO)The results showed that fictional writing tasks took up a quarter 
to three quarters of writing time, and topic work and formal language 
work was done by all but one of the teachers in the remaining time. 
(Appendix lOC) 
ll)Nine of the teachers said they varied the organisation of the 
children for writing tasks according to the task three of the 
teachers continued with their general organisation of ability groups. 
(Appendix l3C) 
l2)The majority of the teachers said that each week their children 
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spent between a quarter and a third of their time doi.ng writing 
act.iv:i.ties. (Append:ix J.OC) 
l3)The introduction of tasks was usually through class discussion 
with the topic introduced by the teacher. (Appendix 12C) 
14)The most common resources used to support writing activities were 
stories, pictures, blackboard or workcards. The use of the last 
resource was unusal1y high compared to the 100 sample and the teachers 
in Group 1. (Appendix l2C) 
15)More than half of the teachers said their children did not take 
part in collaborative writing activities. (Appendix 13C) 
16)Marking was the main way in which teachers responded to 
children's writing. (Appendix 14C) 
17)Less than half of the teachers said their children reviewed, 
edited and re-wrote their work. (Appendix 14C) 
18)The most common way of monitoring work was marking. (Appendix 
15C) 
The results shown in Appendices 3C to 15C indicated only one 
significant variation with the teachers in the 100 sample and Group 1 
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teachers" The Group 2 touchers all said that children did not Lake 
part in group tasks (Appendix 13C) r however r this did not correlate 
with their other answers on classroom organisation (Appendices 2C and 
l2C) In generalr there was little variation in~ 
a) the teachers perceptions of the educational purpose for writing, 
b) the content of their writing provision, 
c) how they responded to children's work" 
6. 4 THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 
The research was designed to involve the teachers in the following 
activities. 
a) Through discussion and prepared papers the teachers determined what 
the writing curriculum would involve and evaluated the current 
provision. 
b) Each of the three terms had a writing focus which was nominated by 
the teachers before the beginning of each term. The teachers then 
organised their teaching to investigate and develop the focus" 
c) Each teacher monitored the writing activities they provided, and 
recorded the results and observations" 
d) Each teacher chose a group of children from the class and kept 
samples of work as a record of the activities. The samples were also 
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used for coffi)_;:Jarison \vi th previous wor·k, 
e) The co-ordinator arranged team meetingsf and prepared progress 
reports for the teamsf and worked with the teachers in the classroom 
acting as an observer, Twice a term all the teachers in the school met 
to exchange views and observations. 
6.5 THE BEGINNING OF THE RESEARCH 
The co-ordinator was conscious of the importance to establish good 
team unity so that the team members would be able to meet the 
challenge of the inquiries into their classroom provision, The first 
questions the teams considered were: 
What was good writing?; 
How could it be achieved? 
Through discussion the teams agreed to investigate tbe use of 
resources and stimuli in the provision of writing situations. 
The first term's project was based on the following questions, 
a) How do we decide on the writing tasks we arrange for the children? 
b) How do we initiate writing tasks? 
c) What kinds of stimulus do we provide? 
d) What use do we make of resources? 
6,6 THE MONITORING OF THE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
After the first team meetings a monitoring sheet was prepared. (See 
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Appendix 32) This incorporated a numbe~ of key issues which the 
teachers felt were important in the provision of writing experiences~­
task objective; initiating the activity; the use of resources, the 
children's involvement; monitoring of the task, evaluation of the 
activity; future development. 
6.7 THE FIRST TERM OF THE RESEARCH THE PROVISION OF WRITING TASKS. 
Each team agreed to follow a similar pattern of investigation into a 
number of writing situations arising from a range of stimuli~ 
a) Visits, 
b) School events; 
c) Practical experiences, 
d) Resources eg pictures, stories; 
e) Technological resources i.e. cassette recorders, T.V., 
microcomputer; 
f) Curriculum areas eg.topic, drama etc.; 
g) Teacher given tasks. 
6 . 7. 1 WRITING ABOUT VISITS 
The visits made by the teams included~ the town square; the local 
museum, the park. Appendices 33,34,35 shows the respective results of 
visits to the town square with a class of 7 year old children; a visit 
to the museum with a class of 9 year old children, and a visit to the 
park with a class of 10 year old children. The results from the visits 
varied considerably as did the quality of the writing. 
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varied considerably as did the quality of the "'rriting. 
Appendix 35 shows that the children were simply asked to respond 
to the visit and write about it. Appendix 33 shows that the children 
were asked to observe some particular aspects and then write about 
them. Appendix 34 shows that the children were divided into groups and 
given specific things to observe in order to report to the rest of the 
class, and to subsequently write about it to contribute to a class 
book. In the first two cases, the children worked individually and 
produced their work on sheets of paper or in class writing books. In 
the last case the children worked in groups. They produced written 
pieces of work which were typed into the microcomputer, with one of 
the groups producing their entire report on the microcomputer. The 
teacher observations show that she thought there was no distinct 
difference 1n the quality of the work, but the microcomputer group 
worked better together. She further remarked on the several 
alterations and improvements all the groups made to their work when 
they typed it in. 
6. 7. 2 WRITING ABOUT PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES 
The practical experiences provided by the teachers included:~ 
baking, making models, painting, examining and handling fossils, 
blowing bubbles, looking at snow, watching clouds. The writing covered 
different aspects:- recording the sequence of events; recording 
personal factual and imaginary interpretations of activities, 
recording observations. Although the teachers felt that most of the 
activities produced some good written accounts many of the teachers 
commented on the children's difficulties in sequencing events, and the 
lack of observation skills. 
The microcomputer was used in several different ways. In one class 
the children were asked to paint some pictures about space flowers 
which were connected with a space adventure program. The children were 
asked to produce first drafts on paper describing the flowers, and 
then type their stories into the microcomputer. The final drafts were 
printed and displayed with their paintings. 
Another class of seven year old children worked in groups, 
supported by the teacher and some mothers, and blew bubbles and talked 
about them. Each group in turn, fed their words into the microcomputer 
using 'wordplay', and then 'played' with them making them into poems 
to make a class poem book. 
A class of eight year old children working in groups were asked to 
talk about the clouds in the sky. One group were given access to the 
microcomputer. There were asked to write individual thoughts down on 
paper, and then develop them on the microcomputer, with members of the 
group helping each other. The teacher felt that the children who had 
access to the microcomputer were quite prepared ·co develop their workj' 
whereas; children working on paper were much less enthusiastico 
6 o 7 o 3 THE USE OF RESOURCES 
The most common resources used were stories, pictures and poemso 
Teachers fel-t that most of the children talked willingly and with 
interestj' but the actual work that was produced was disappointingo 
This resulted when resources were introduced to the class and children 
were left to respond individuallyo One teacher felt that group work 
was a possible organisational alternative with children using a word 
processoro (Appendix 36) 
One teacher organised the class into groups and gave each group a 
picture to write abouto Initially all the children talked excitedly 
about their pictures and made up some imaginative verbal stories, but 
when they were transferred to paper the writing was mundane and did 
not refect the initial excitemento The teacher organised one group to 
use a word processor for their story. After their first attempt she 
discussed the story with them pointing out that what they had written 
did not reflect the excitement they were trying to convey. They 
discussed the words and the structure of the writing and then 
re-drafted the worko (Appendix 37) The teacher felt the final piece of 
writing was very worthwhile, and commented that this was the first 
time she had ever written with a group of childreno 
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Several microcomputer programs were used to present writing 
situations ( 'storyline', 'cartoon', 'story ' 'Martello Towers ' v v 
'V.,'brdplay') The programs were used to produce individual and group 
stories and poems. In most cases, the teachers thought the programs 
stimulated some interesting work, however, the comments were related to 
technical skills such as planning and structure rather than quality of 
writing. Two teachers asked their children (aged eight) to listen to 
some recorded stories and write about them as a sort of review. The 
reviews were to be used for other children to read in order to select 
stories they would like to hear. One teacher selected one group of 
children to do this work as she thought it was too difficult for many 
of the class. One boy who usually produced very little writing became 
very involved with the task. The teacher was undecided whether it was 
the stimulus of the audio story or the motivation of using the word 
processor. There was quite a noticeable difference in his usual 
limited work from his book and the flowing but uncorrected work on the 
microcomputer. (Appendix 38) 
6.7.4 WRITING ABOUr SCHOOL/SEASONAL EVENTS 
The subjects for the writing included the school Harvest Festival, 
school assemblies, current world news, Halloween, Bonfire Night, 
Christmas. Without exception, the teachers talked and discussed the 
events with the children and then gave them a writing task. The tasks 
were presented in various ways and the results varied immensely. Most 
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of the teachers commented on the lack of interest by the children in 
vrriting dovm what they had talked dbout with enthusidsm. In one class, 
children aged eight, were given a class task of writing a T.eport of a 
well known bible story. One group used the program Frontpage to 
represent it as a newspaper head 1 ine. (Appendix 3 9) . Another class were 
asked to write about a personal memory. The teacher's record sheet 
shows a poor reponse to the class approach. (Appendix 40) Appendix 41 
shows an individual child's response at a later date, using a word 
processor to draft and develop the work. Another class were asked to 
write group letters about bonfire night, for imaginary people, who for 
some reason had not taken part 1n any bonfire activities. The 
microcomputer was used for the group writing with the children being 
encouraged to review and re-·write their work. (Appendix 42) Appendices 
43 and 44 show two further examples of 'seasonal' writing. In Appendix 
43 the teacher introduced the work through reading Autumn poems. She 
then asked the children, aged seven, to find a range of appropriate 
vocabulary to use with the program Wordplay to create poems of their 
om1. In Appendix 44 a group of children aged nine, were asked to make 
a report of the Easter Service for display on the school noticeboard. 
6 . 7. 5 WRITING FOR CURRIULUM AREAS 
The areas used were varied and included drama; art and craft, 
topics, history. The results were very similar in that most of the 
teachers felt that the children were interested and motivated in the 
writing area, but generally the writing produced fell short of the 
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rhildren's initial verbal responses. The problem was getting the 
children to transfer words into writingu and getting them to explore 
and develop tl1e technique to find the most efficient way of saying 
things. (Appendix 45) 
6. 7. 6 WRITING RESULTING FROM TEAGlER INITIATED TASKS 
The tasks were decided and initiated by the teacher. Most writing 
situations involved the children in imagining or recalling 
experiences. The teachers felt their main problemv in most cases, was 
getting the children to identify what they wanted to say and find the 
best way to say it. Most of the teachers commented that they felt the 
children were pre-occupied with spellings etc. which stopped them from 
focussing on the task and interrupted the flow of ideas. This led many 
of the teachers into exploring the use of the word processor for the 
planning and drafting work. 
6.8 A SUMMARY OF THE CO-oRDINATOR'S REPORT OF THE FIRST TERM'S 
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
(For the full report see appendix 46) 
The teachers identified the following aims and objectives for the 
provision of writing activities:-
1. Writing should be a tool to communicate socially and personally; 
2. Writing should enable children to communicate in a variety of ways 
for a variety of purposes; 
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3. ~vri ting situations should provide children wi.th opportunities to 
use writing as a tool for learning~ 
4o Children should be helped to acquire a range of skills and 
techniques to write in a variety of styles, 
5. Children should see the purpose for writing and be helped to 
recognise appropriate styles for a variety of audienceso 
The next term's activities would include investigating the role of 
the teacher in writing situations, and how the writing process could 
be supported. 
6, 9 SUMMARY OF THE FIRST TERM'S RESEARCH 
The provision of exciting situations for writing to take place did 
not always bring about the expected results. Teachers realised that 
once a stimulus had been provided then the real act of writing began 
in the response to the stimulus. It was in this context that the use 
of the microcomputer was felt to have potential as a teaching aid. 
In the instances where microcomputer programs were used as a 
stimulus for writing the results showed little difference from writing 
resulting from other sources, in some cases the writing was inferior. 
Writing about 'real' things produced better work than responding to 
artificial microcomputer stimuli. When programs were used to support a 
specific aspect of writing development, such as the use of 'cartoon' 
to promote planning and sequencing, children did produce some 
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significant writing. The teachers began to realise that the 
microcomputer was best used as an aid to enable writing, but not as 
the focus for the writing. 
Many of the teachers commented on children's increased motivation 
to write using the microcomputer. The reasons for this was identified 
as~ the enabling of writing through the releasing of children from the 
physical act of writing, the incentive of having printed copies. There 
was an increase in writing being displayed, and the directing of 
writing towards nominated audiences. 
6. l 0 THE S:OCOND TERM 'S RESEARCH: TEACHER INVOLVEMENT IN WRITING 
SITUATIONS AND THE PROCESS OF WRITING. 
6.10 .l TEACHER INVOLVEMENT 
The teachers devised writing situations which would involve them in 
writing activities in various ways, with the class, groups, or 
individuals. They felt that to be involved with children as they were 
writing was usually extremely difficult, but the use of the 
microcomputer presented and increased opportunities. Individually, and 
in groups, teachers found they became involved in helping children to 
acquire and appreciate writing techniques and develop ideas. 
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The result.s from collaborative microcomputer writing was 
significantly better than with traditional means. Children could read 
their writing easier on a screen~ this encouraged them to contribute 
to the development of the writingr and increased their concentration. 
In ordinary group situations the child who held the pencil tended to 
control the group's ideas 1 and eventually other members of the group 
lost interest on the task when they couldn't see the writing. Teachers 
also found that they could join in with microcomputer activities quite 
easily, supporting and helping without appearing to interfere. 
Teachers made frequent comments on the increased opportunities they 
had to observe children's individual and group writing as it was 
happening 1 which led to discovering and acquiring important 
developmental information about the children. Many teachers said they 
realised how little time they usually gave to the actual teaching of 
writing. Teachers 
found that they 
who interacted with children as they were writing, 
became more aware of children's individual 
developmental stages, and progress or difficulties were better 
supported. Younger children (aged 7 to 8) were helped with the 
structuring of their writing and transferring verbal ideas into 
written forms. Older children were encouraged to read their writing to 
make improvements 1 and this emphasised the correlation between reading 
and writing. 
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6 • 10 • 2 'l'tlli liV.!:U'l'lNG .PHOCESS 
For most of the teachers 1 the problem in helping children with the 
writing process, was knowing exactly what the process entailed. Most 
writing activities were directed towards an end product, and rarely 
was writing regarded as a means for exploring ideas or as a learning 
tool. This was reflected in many of the tasks set by the teachers, 
writing appeared to be regarded as a curriculum subject, and not a 
means for supporting or learning about other subjects. In the process 
itself a great deal of emphasis was given to the composing and 
transcribing elements, with reviewing and drafting of work being 
neglected. 
Teachers criticised children's preoccupation with spellings when 
they were writing, but it was very common for teachers to concentrate 
on spellings when they responded to children's work. Presentation and 
vocabulary were also given a great deal of emphasis by teachers, which 
drew children's attention away from the content of the writing 
activities. (Appendix 47) 
Gradually as the teachers concentrated on the provision of tasks to 
achieve specific writing purposes, the importance of reviewing and 
drafting became more evident. Teachers gradually identified the 
reasons for encouraging children to explore, change and develop their 
writing~ 
to discover how to say things in different ways; 
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to j_} 1 uminate nnd find thoughts; 
to establish reason and Iogict 
to argue and cl adfy facts~ 
to establish effect; 
to develop personal improvement and criticism, 
to develop ideas; 
to achieve personal success and satisfy needs. 
6.11 A SUMMARY OF THE CcrORDINA'IOR 's REPORT FDR THE 
SECOND TERM OF THE RESEARCH (appendix 48) 
The teachers tried to identify key stages in writing development 
and how they could interact with the children to support individual 
developnent. They explored the relationship between drafting and 
writing effectiveness. They decided that the third term's activities 
would involve the provision of writing situations to encourage 
different purposes for writing, and the fulfilment of the purposes. 
6. 12 SUMMARY OF THE SECOND TERM 'S RESEARCH AND THE USE OF THE 
MICROCOMPUTER AS AN AID TO TEACHING 
There was strong evidence to suggest that the microcomputer was a 
very positive aid in the provision of situations enabling the 
reviewing , editing, and drafting of work. In fact, some teachers felt 
that using the microcomputer was the only way this could be 
effectively developed in a busy classroom. The main problem had been 
the teachers' uncertainty concerning why children should review 
and draft~ t.heir work v c:mJ how this contribu'ced to wr:i ting development. 
The use of the microcomputer proved to be a very positive support 
for child/teacher interaction. Teacher involvement in writing 
situations increased substantially, and teachers became aware of their 
opportunities to facilitate writing at all stages of development. 
6. 13 THE THIRD TERM 'S RESEARCH~ WRITING FDR DIFFERENT PURPOSES 
The teachers met and discussed the term's activities. They decided 
to investigate the provision of writing experiences to develop 
children's writing in three areas 'Personal', 'Functional', and 
'Literary'. 
6.13.1 WRITING FOR A PURPOSE~ LITERARY WRITING 
The teachers had difficulty in identifying what literary writing 
activities should include. At first, many of the teachers felt that it 
was mainly writing which involved children in creating stories around 
imaginary situations. Eventually, the activities which were pursued 
involved, the writing of stories and poetry where vocabulary and 
imagery were stressed, and experimentation with written language 
forms, structures and organisation of text. Through their experiences 
in the first two terms of the project, the teachers explored a variety 
of stimuli, to provide situations to encourage children to develop an 
awareness of different literary styles of writing. 
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Programs such as 'cartoon' 1 'wordplay', 'Tray' 1 and a range of 
adventure games were used as a stimulus in the writing situation 1 but 
the majority of the microcomputer work was done using content free 
word processing software. In most cases the purpose for the writing 
was set by the teachers, and the microcomputer was used to support the 
production of an appropriate piece of writing. 
Generally, teachers acknowledged that children were unlikely to 
produce a totally acceptable, successful piece of work in a first 
draft. The use of word processing facilities greatly enhanced 
children's opportunities to explore, experiment and choose the most 
appropriate style, vocabulary and arrangement for their writing. Many 
children for the first time considered presentation as part of the 
overall effect.(Appendix 49) 
6 .13. 2 WRITING FOR A PURPOSE: FUNCI'IONAL WRITING 
The teachers used a wide range of stimuli for the writing 
activities. These covered visits, current news (school and world), 
practical activities, and environmental objects of interest. Data 
Handling programs were used to support the development of skills for 
collecting and retrieving information. The use of microcomputer 
adventure games for writing purposes was expanded. Whereas the games 
had been used mainly for encouraging imaginative pieces of writing, 
they began to be used for recording and note taking. 
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Teachers felt the programs which allowed children to emulate the 
production of newspaper pages were influential upon children's writing 
styles. Although the programs were often used to support factual 
writing they were also used to support other writing styles. 
(Appendices 50) The main attributes of the programs were felt to be 
the editing, presentation and printing facilities. 
Most of the writing produced was through a variety of word 
processing software. The range of writing covered dinner menus, items 
for news boards, competition information, letters to various people, 
descriptions of models or paintings, book reviews and reports. 
6. 13. 3 WRITING FOR A PURPOSE~ PERSONAL WRITING 
Of the three writing areas investigated, personal writing was the 
area teachers found the most difficult. In most cases, teachers chose 
activities carefully, with consideration given to children's 
experiences and abilities, but the results were disappointing. It was 
felt that children did not receive many opportunities to write about 
their innermost thoughts, feelings or ideas, and they found it 
difficult to respond. The writing which emerged was concerned mainly 
with reporting or recording, with the focus being on the reproduction 
of facts. Teachers felt the children had two main difficulties: 
transferring their verbal thoughts into writing; and using writing as 
a tool to develop their thoughts. Teachers felt that for children to 
develop the awareness and techniques required, there was a need to 
help children as they were involved in writing, and to provide more 
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opportunitiet:; for chlldren to e:x."'Periment with and examine their ovm 
vv.cibngo Screen displayed vvriting was particularly useful in providing 
opportunities for discussionr and drawing children's attention to 
appropriate techniques as they were writing. The children then 
initiated their own changes, and found alternative ways of developing 
their writing. Most teachers felt that children needed to review and 
draft work in order to develop their thoughts and ideasr and the word 
processor supported this. 
6.14 A SUMMARY OF THE Co-ORDINATOR's REPORT FOR THE THIRD TERM OF THE 
PROJECT (See appendix 51) 
The teachers began to recognise the huge variety of writing 
situations that should be provided for children to appreciate the 
different purposes for writing. They found factual writing situations 
the easiest to provide. They admitted that literary writing needed to 
be expanded beyond story writing. The provision for personal writing 
needed to take into consideration children's interests, their 
individual experiences and capabilities, and the use of writing as a 
tool for identifying thoughts and clarifying their thinking. 
Teachers began to realise the importance of choosing the most 
appropriate stimulus for tasks, and that children write best about the 
things they know and have experienced. Whatever the writing situation 
children should be aware of the purpose for the writing. They should 
be given opportunities to direct and develop their writing for a 
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range of intended audiences. 
It was identified that organisational variety 
Children gained insight into the writing process and 
was important. 
acquired skills 
by working with other children in small or large groups, but sometimes 
they needed to work alone to develop their own thoughts and 
understanding. They also needed time to plan, structure, edit and 
re-write work in order to appreciate its effectiveness. 
The teachers felt they 
support childrens' skill and 
needed to recognise when to intervene to 
knowledge acquisition, and establish 
understanding. The most significant aspect identified by the teachers 
was that writing development is not simply achieved through writing 
practise, but needs to be provided for and taught in a positive and 
structured way. 
6. 15 SUMMARY OF THE THIRD TERM's RESEARCH 
The teachers had considerable difficulty in deciding upon writing 
activities which involved a particular writing style. Generally, 
activities predominantly involved getting children to put words on 
paper. The provision of situations to achieve a particular effect 
meant that the teachers had to determine the reason for the writing, 
convey this to the children, and anticipate the needs of the children 
to accomplish the task. For many teachers this gave an entirely new 
emphasis for writing activities. Children had to be helped to match 
the writing to the pur-poser and not just get words down on paper. 
The teachers recognised that most learning about writing was 
acquired as it was happeningr and not when it was finished. This had 
direct implications for teacher and child involvement and interaction. 
Children needed to be encouraged to review as they wrote, and teachers 
had to intervene and interact with children, to help develop their 
awareness and understanding of the writing process. The microcomputer 
was identified as a valuable tool supporting teacher involvement and 
intervention in writing situations. Screen displayed writing enabled 
structures and techniques to be discussed easily. The teacher gained 
insight into the children's capabilities, and helped them to acquire 
appropriate skills and understanding relative to the writing purpose. 
Screen displays allowed children to readily observe tbeir own and 
others writing. This immediately tested the effect of the writing 
encouraging them to criticise and assess, and think about what was 
being written. Teachers acknowledged the effect of tbe children being 
involved in their own learning, and how much this sharpened their 
awareness and belped to increase their understanding. The children 
began to change and develop their writing because they saw the need, 
whereas previously, it was standard practice to copy the teachers' 
alterations. 
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It was r~cognised that in most writing situations children need 
the opportunity to~­
assemble their thoughts; 
plan what they are going to write; 
consider the relevant style, 
choose the most appropriate vocabulary; 
put the words together effectively, 
structure and develop the writing; 
organise and present the writing. 
In order to achieve this children need opportunities to experiment, 
to alter and re-shape their writing. The use of word processors were 
considered invaluable in enabling these opportunities. 
Teachers found that the children responded better to genuine 
writing tasks rather than those contrived to practise a particular 
writing style. The printer use stimulated more work for display and 
audience directed activities, and this provided more genuine purposes 
for the children's writing involving different writing styles. 
There was more experimentation with presentation through the use of 
the microcomputer. Children began to appreciate that letter size, the 
type of script, and the arrangement of the text contributed to the 
effectiveness of the writing. 
One significant aspect of the term's work was the identification of 
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inappropriate microcomputer use. They identified that some writing had 
to be tackled individually and privately. Sometimes writing was 
planned better away from the microcomputer and finished off by using 
the microoomputerv and sometimes the opposite situation was more 
appropriate. Many activities involved necessary practical and 
preliminary work away from the microcomputer. There were times when 
the teacher needed to develop aspects of writing with the children 
away from the microcomputer. It was important for teachers to make 
sure that children had the skills to operate the software easily, as 
in same cases this could take precedence over the task and have 
detrimental results. 
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CHAPTER VII 
-------
CONCLUSION 
7.1 ANALYSIS OF GROUP 1 AND GROUP 2 FINAL INTERVIEWS (See Appendices 
3F to 18F) 
The main goals the teachers felt they were pursuing had not altered 
from the pre- research interviews. It was noticeable in Group 1 that 
many of the teachers nominated a number of skills as 'goals'.(Question 
6 on the interview sheet) 
The range of curriculum areas used in writing activities were 
virtually the same as in the first interview. There was a slight 
increase towards writing connected with practical subjects such as Art 
and Craft, C. D. T., in Group 2.(Questions 3,15,16 on the interview 
sheet) 
Group 1 nominated 'good writers ' as those chi 1 dren who had 
predominantly acquired a number of skills. Group 2 tended to refer to 
aspects concerning the writing process. This showed a slightly 
different emphasis in writing objectives since the first interview. 
(Questions 7f 8 on the interview sheet.) 
Children's time spent on planning and re-writing of work was 
marginally greater in Group 2 than in Group 1. (Questions 20u21) 
In both groups the organisation of children for writing activities 
was similar f with a strong tendency towards group work when the 
microcomputer was used. {Questions 2,17,19) 
In the initiation of tasks and the use of resources there was a 
small increase in child initiated tasks and the provision of practical 
activities by teachers in Group 2. {Questions 4,5) 
There were slightly more teachers in Group 2 than Group 1 who 
worked with children and observed them working. (Question 19) 
All the teachers in both groups felt that using the microcomputer 
was an advantage as a teaching aid in the provision of writing 
situations. The main supporting points were: 
it produced more opportunities for collaborative writing; 
more writing was produced for display extending the writing 
audience; 
it became an additional stimuli for writing experiences; 
it motivated children to write. 
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A few of the teachers in Group 1 felt that it was a useful resource 
to support the vrriting process and teacher involvement in writing 
situationsv but these feelings were much more evident with teachers in 
Group 2. 
7. 2 THE USE OF THE MICROCOMPUTER AS AN AID IN THE TEACHING OF W1UTING 
The research into the use of the microcomputer did not reveal any 
new means of teaching writing, neither did it identify any totally new 
classroom writing situations. The value of the microcomputer appeared 
to be identified as: 
a) enhancing and broadening the provision of writing situations, 
b) increasing opportunities for children to develop writing skills 
in meaningful ways; 
c) enabling the provision of situations which would help children 
to understand the writing process. 
7.3 THE PROVISION OF WRITING SITUATIONS 
Fundamentally writing is a means of communicating, a way in which 
something is said to an intended audience. The audience can vary from 
someone unknown, to someone quite specific, and from a large number of 
people to the writer writing for him/herself alone. Through writing 
for different audiences the different purposes for writing can be 
realised, and with this the most appropriate styles and presentations 
can be explored and experienced. (1 ) However, it is quite corrmon for 
teachers to provide writing situations which have little connection 
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with real writing purposes. (Bullock lnguiry~ APU Survey 1979< 
Research 100 sample, Research initial teacher interviews). 
Furthermore, the tasks are often teacher initiated with the teacher as 
the sole audience. (2) 
Within the confines of a classroom the provision of real writing 
situations is quite demanding for teachers. The microcomputer was 
found to be helpful in this aspect. Facilities which eased 
presentation 
anthologies, 
aided the production of newspaper articles, poetry 
magazines, story books, noticeboard articles etc. 
Programs involving adventure games and data handling stimulated note 
taking and planning. The editing facilities of word processors 
encouraged the writing and circulation of reports and information. 
Record keeping and the creation of reference lists were aided by the 
use of data files. 
During the research many of the microcomputer writing activities 
using wordprocessors became integrated with a range of curriculum 
areas. Previously, any writing based on real educational intentions 
was usually produced in designated writing periods, and writing for 
other curriculum areas was little more than copying or recording. 
Using microcomputer facilities to aid a variety of curriculum writing 
tasks helped to emphasise the different purposes for writing. Perhaps 
of even more importance, was the fact that children began to use 
writing to learn about other subjects, and use it as a tool for 
cognitive enhancement. (3) 
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7.4 WRITING FORMATS AND S1~S 
The microcomputer word prcocessing facilities encouraged 
exploration of text and presentation, which supported a variety of 
writing formats. The formats incorporated various writing features 
without the emphasis being solely on the correct use of vocabulary, 
spelling and punctuation. 
The use of the printer increased the circulation of children's 
writing, which all teachers thought to be beneficial. Presentation of 
writing to a wide audience encouraged experimentation and the 
production of writing formats and styles. The sharing of writing 
helped children to appreciate the relevance and value of their own 
writing, and helped them to understand writing appropriateness through 
seeing the work of others. 
7.5 THE WRITING PROCESS 
It was in this area that the microcomputer was felt to have 
significant potential as a teaching aid. There were two aspects to the 
support: 
l) the use of programs directly aimed at specific objectives, ie. 
planning, sequencing, transcribing, 
2) the use of word processors to facilitate the process itself, ie. 
composition, transcribing, reviewing, drafting. 
It was established, at the beginning of the research, that for the 
majority of teachers drafting and editing of writing was not a 
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recugnised feature of classroom writing. There emerged two reasons for 
this~ 
l) the tedious nature of re-writing using pencil and paper, 
2) the teachers' lack of understanding of the writing process and 
writing development. 
In the early stages of writing children need to discover how to say 
things, to explore what they know, to recognise and understand the 
code of writing, to use logic and structure, to appreciate the 
appropriateness of their writing.(4) In later development the 
reviewing becomes even more significant, 
' ... Attaining a degree of mastery over stylistic conventions leads 
in turn to the discovery that writing can be used to affect the reader 
-that it can direct, inform, amuse, move emotionally and so on. 
Thence emerges the communicative stage. Once the students start 
writing for readers, it becomes a natural step for them to start 
reading their own writing, which sets in motion the writing-reading 
feedback loop on which the stage of unified writing depends. Once the 
feedback loop is functioning well, it will be natural to discover that 
it leads not only to improved writing but also to improved 
understanding- that loop constitutes a kind of dialogue with oneself. 
Thus may emerge the final, epistemic stage of writing development. 
(C.Bereiter, (1980), Development of Writing, p89, in "Cognitive 
Processes in Writing" eds. Gregg and Steinberg) 
The increased opportunities for children to use drafting, reviewing, 
and editing, as a recognised and regular aspect of their writing, 
would appear to make the microcomputer an invaluable aid to the 
teacher. 
7.6 THE ORGANISATION OF WRITING SITUATIONS 
There were no significant changes in the general organisational 
methods of the teachers. However, there was an increase in group 
writing when the microcomputer was used. Group work prior to the 
research mainly consisted of group planning with one child doing the 
actual writing. Screen displayed writing encouraged each child to take 
part in the writing task. They were able to offer ideas and 
suggestions which were then implemented and displayed. This encouraged 
further suggestions, which were displayed prompting immediate feedback 
from their peers. The children observed each other's techniques and 
skills, and interchanges of writing knowledge took place. 
Reading played an integral part in the writing. This important 
aspect of writing development had not been mentioned by any teacher in 
the initial interviews, and yet it is considered to be of vital 
importance to children in the early stages of writing. (5) 
Having the group's work clearly displayed enabled the teacher to 
collect developmental information about the group members. The 
teachers found they could interact with the children in a natural and 
positive way, and then withdraw without taking control of the group. 
Most teachers felt the microcomputer to be useful in helping 
children with particular difficulties. The use of the microcomputer 
was felt to be motivating for children who were reluctant to write or 
had difficulty in finding suitable content for their writing. The word 
processors helped the children who had co-ordination difficulties. The 
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struggle with the physical uct of writing for young children, and 
even for some older children with co-ordination difficulties~ can 
totally dominate and often destroy the value of the writing 
content.(6) Many of the teachers in Group 2 felt they had more 
opportunity to observe children as they were writing, and this helped 
them recognise problems, and make judgements regarding their 
developmental needs. 
7. 7 TEACHER INI'ERACI'ION AND INVOLVEMENT 
The use of the microcomputer appeared to increase the opportunities 
for teachers to interact with children in two distinct ways. 
l) A teacher's function is to observe children in their working 
situations so that judgements can be made about their intellectual 
functioning and the success of their learning. (7) The teachers found 
the use of the microcomputer gave them more time to observe the 
children working, allowing them more time to determine children's 
levels of abilities and identify problems. This allowed continuous 
diagnostic assessment of the children's performances1 which meant that 
children were helped to overcome their problems as they occurred, and 
learning was positively encouraged. Unfortunately, in many classrooms 
the current practice of marking when a piece of writing has been 
finished, means that problems are often overlooked and the marking 
produces no further learning. (8) 
2) The teaching of writing does not only mean the setting of tasks 
and responding to them when they are finished. Teachers should be 
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involved J.n talking and encouraging children to develop their 
experiences, and help them to understand the significant features of 
the task.(9) The use of the microcomputer provided opportunities in 
which the teacher could write with the children and become involved in 
the learning. It allowed teachers to comment, ask questions and direct 
children's attention to the aspects of writing relevant to the task. 
As well as the opportunity to teach, the teachers found they had the 
opportunity to assess the value of the learning situations they had 
provided. 
7. 8 THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE USE OF THE MICROCOMPUTER AS AN AID TO 
TEACHING 
The focus of the research was on a sample of thirty primary 
teachers teaching children between the ages of seven to eleven, and 
'how' and 'what' they taught. It was designed to present teachers with 
the opportunities to use the microcomputer as an aid to their teaching 
of writing, and monitor changes in attitudes, beliefs, teaching 
provision, organisation and involvement. The thirty teachers were in 
two distinct research groups. As shown in Chapter V, the results from 
the first research group identified some issues, but the results 
related to the potential of the microcomputer as an aid were 
inconclusive. The results from the second group had more positive 
indications, with very significant implications for the realisation of 
that potential. 
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Most of the teachers i11 Group 1 of the research had few 
microcomputer facilities and restricted access 1 and their abilities to 
handle their machines were limited. It is only when microcomputers are 
a standard resource in a classroom and used on a daily basis that 
organisational~ methodological and attitudinal changes can 1 or are 
likelyr to occur. Group 2 teachers each had their awn classroom 
microcomputer, and they could all handle it fairly competently. The 
teachers in Group 2 had taken part in a number of school and education 
authority in-service microcomputer familiarisation workshops, whereas 
some of the teachers in group one had only minimal training 
experiences, and others had had no training at all. 
All of the teachers in Group 1 used the microcomputer to support 
their existing practices and rarely was this questioned or reviewed. 
Only in two cases were there any strong indications that the writing 
provision had been revised. Nearly all the teachers judged the value 
of the microcomputer by the success they had when combining it with 
existing practices. It was noticeable that the teachers organised the 
use of the resource to supply writing situations as distinct from 
learning situations, therefore, a lot of the microcomputer's potential 
remained unexplored. 
The teachers in Group 2 completely reviewed the aims and objectives 
in the teaching of writing, and their classroom provision. The review 
was arranged so that they could work together, observe, monitor and 
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discuss. The colluborative approach decidedly enhanced the research. 
(10) Working together the teachers made a critical evaluation of 
their school's writing policy (appendix 52). They examined their 
knowledge of the curriculum area, existing provision and practices, 
the psychology of learning and writing development. When the teachers 
began to assess and review their own practices, the potential of the 
microcomputer as an aid began to emerge. (11) 
Even though the majority of teachers in Group 1 felt the 
microcomputer to be a useful resource the actual effect was 
negligible. In Group 2 the effect was more noticeable, but due to the 
short period of the research, the results were just beginning to have 
significance when the research period ended. However, it is beyond 
doubt that the more effective use of the resource was linked to a 
number of crucial factors: 
the teachers' understanding of the subject area; 
their knowledge of the developmental patterns and patterns 
within the area; 
the use of appropriate teaching strategies in connection with 
the use of the resource; 
the use of appropriate organisational adaptations; 
the re-appraisal of the teaching role from instructor to 
facilitator. 
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7 • 9 THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MICROCOMPU'I'ER AS A Gl:!."'NEAAL CLASSROOM 
TEACHING AID. 
The principal findings related to the potential of the 
microcomputer as an aid to writing provision, can also be transferred 
to the use of the resource to aid provision in other areas of the 
curriculum. The microcomputer can support facilitation of: 
child controlled learning, 
teacher interaction and involvement in learning, 
opportunities to diagnose and understand children's learning 
development, 
the development of learning processes, 
cross-curricular integration, 
the reinforcement of specific subject skills and knowledge. 
A teacher's effective use of the microcomputer will correlate with 
his/her overall teaching effectiveness, which in turn is related to 
curriculum knowledge and understanding of child development; the 
ability to facilitate and manage children's learning; the fostering of 
appropriate learning attitudes.(l2) 
A school's success in realising the effective use of the 
resource will not be achieved through isolated use by some of its 
teaching staff. As in any kind of curriculum development a 
co-operative programme of review and research will need to be 
implemented. As shown through the research with the teachers in Group 
2, the potential of the resource will probably only be achieved 
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through a school development policy anLl ~taff development. 
" New teaching strategies are extremely difficult to learn and to 
set oneself to learn; especially when they cut across old habits and 
assumptions and invalidate hard-won skills. It is not enough to assume 
that teachers are in a good position to develop new strategies 
independently on the basis of common professional skills. Co-operative 
and well-organized effort is needed, and teachers working together 
have the same right and need as other professionals - such as doctors 
or engineers to have access to consultancy and to draw upon 
research •...•.................. 
I am inclined to believe that the key quality needed in a school, if 
development is to take place, is reflexiveness: a capacity to review 
critically and reflectively its own processes and practices." 
(L. Stenhouse,(1975), An Introduction to Curriculum Research and 
Development, p176) 
7.10 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The research has implications for teacher in-service training in 
the use of microcomputer technology ln the primary age range. In 
general, most training provided in the past has been through the 
provision of central policy models, with little consideration for the 
school or classroom needs of individual teachers. The training of 
teachers would most likely be more productive if it took place and was 
developed within school situations, when teachers could evaluate 
teaching and learning models put forward in terms of their current 
school provision. Teachers could develop school and individual 
programmes of work supported by their colleagues. In this way, the gap 
between policy and effective practice could be diminished, and the use 
of the resource identified and implemented appropriately. 
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All teaching is to bring about learning (11) 1 therefore this 
research was incomplete in that it focussed primarily on identifying 
the microcomputer's value as a teaching aid, and did not evaluate the 
learning resulting from its use. Further research into children's 
attitudes, development and achievements would have to be undertaken 
and then correlated to the findings of this investigation, for the 
full potential of the microcomputer to be realised. 
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WRI~ING- ACTXVITIES- IN THE- PRIMARY- SCHOOL 
rhis questionnaire is part of a ··resea~ch programme and has been 
jesigned to gather information ~elated to writing activities in 
?rimary schools. 
GRATEFUL- -THANKS· ARE SINCERELY OFFERED TO- ALL THE ·BUSY 
rEACHERS WHO KINDLY AGREE- -TO FILL IN· THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
-~~-~~ -~~-~~=~~-
rhe questionnaire is for teachers with children in the 
7t- 11+-age range 
from the questionnaire it is hoped to establish some general 
?atterns of classroom teaching activities and strategies, and 
therefore it is important that teachers answer the questions 
with reference to 
typical, regular and actual classroom practices. 
Teacher 0 s names and names of schools are not required. 
3eneral, Information 
LA Length of teaching experience (in years) 
LB Teaching responsibility (e.g. Sc.l, SC.2 etc) 
LC Number of children in class. 
LD Age range of children in class. 
LE How are your children organised for classroom work activities? 
(e.g. in ability groups 4-6 children with groups based on 
reading ability) 
).A In a typical week how many hours will your child~en be 
involved in writing activities? 
28 How are the children organised when they are involved 1n 
writing tasks? (e.g. individually, group, class etc.) 
2C In a typical week what specific writing tasks are the children 
given? (e.g. stories, articles, news, etc.) 
2D Can you describe how you generally introduce writing tasks? 
(e.g. - The children are g1ven p1ctures/books/ a story to 
write about. 
e.g. - Th~ class discuss various topics and individually 
the children write about their own choices. 
e.g. - The children offer items of news and write about them) 
2E~ Are there any resources which you often use in supporting 
Writing activities? 
Pictures Stories 
Craftwork Video/Film/ToVo Radio 
Computer Text books 
Musical ~s.timul ii Objects 
Other 
2F In your everyday teaching activities, are there curriculum 
areas which you feel you quite regularly link to writing 
activities? 
Music 
Other 
Drama 
Stories 
Poems 
Art & 
Craft 
Maths 
Science 
Project/ 
Envo Studies 
Literature 
<o \) ~.; 
3A If asked by a parent why children need to Jc~~n to w~itc what 
HouJ.d you :=;v.y? 
3B Think of a child in _your class who you would call 0 a good 
writer 0 (for his/he~ age). Tick tour of the following qualities 
which you feel typifies this 0 good writer 0 o 
W~iting has st~ucture 
Writes in sentences 
Writes in a variety of 
styles 
Expresses feelings 
Writes with meaning 
Writes fo~ 0 an audience 0 
Has a range of writing 
Has a good range of vocabulary 
Good spelling 
Uses punctuation 
Writes with expression 
Writes with imagination 
Wants to write 
Enjoys writing 
skills Good co~ordination/handwriting 
Relates detailed experiences Good presentation 
Other 
3C Tick four of the following which you feel typifies a 0 poor 
writer 1 in your class. 
Writing lacks structure 
Doesn 1 t use sentences 
Lacks writing techniques 
Cannot express feelings 
Writing lacks grammar 
Has nothing to say 
Cannot relate experiences 
Lacks necessary language 
experiences 
Other 
Poor range of vocabulary 
Poor spelling 
Poor punctuation 
Writes without expression 
Lacks imagination 
Doesn 1 t write much 
Doesn't want to write 
Doesn 1 t like writing 
Poor co-ordination/handwriting 
Poor presentation 
3D How many children in your class do you feel have achieved a, 
reasonable standard of writing for their age? (e.g. 15 out of) 
out of 
4A When your children are engaged in writing activities, j.s thiA 
generally on Qn individual basis, o~ as a member of a group, 
or as an individual doing a class. wrjting activity. 
Always as individuals 
Always as a group 
Depends on activity 
Other 
Mainly as a individual 
doing a class activity. 
Mainly as an.individual 
doing a group activity. 
Quite often as an 
j, n d :i. v i d u a l 
4B Do your children take part in collaborative writing activities? 
YES NO 
If yes, what sort of collaborative writing activities do 
they do? (e.g. reports, stories, poems etc.) 
4C Do the children plan their writing tasks? 
Regularly plan verbally Sometimes plan verbally 
Regularly plan written Sometimes plan written 
Always plan verbally Never plan 
Always plan written 
Other 
4D Do the children ever share what they have written with other 
people? 
No Through display 
Yes with peers Yes with other teachers 
Yes with parents 
Other - · ·· - · -
--~==~----~----------~~~~----=-----~~~--------~~==-
4E What sort of children°s written work is displayed in your 
classroom at this moment? 
None Class Books 
Project work Handwriting 
Poems Stories 
Group Work 
Other 
4F Do your children review, edit and rewrite their written 
work? 
Never Occasionally 
Always Quite often 
Rarely 
Other 
4G How much of the time spent on writing activities is 
devoted to FICTIONAL writing aspects? 
4H What sort of writing activities are done in the rest of the 
time? 
SA Do you make special provision fo~ children of differing 
a b i 1. i t i 0 s '.? 
YES NO 
If yes please give brief details 
------ ~, ~ ~~.:_:: ====== 
~-- ~----
SB How do you monitor children~s progress? 
Discussion Tests 
Observation Individual recocds 
Marking Work sampling 
Other 
SC How do you respond to children°s writing? 
Discussion Marking 
Written comments Grades 
Verbal comments Display 
Other-----------------------------------------------------------= 
SD How long ago was the last in-service 0 writing' based course 
you attended? 
6 months within the last 3 years 
1 year between 3 - 6 years 
More than 6 years 
Other 
----------------------------------------------
SE If you have attended a course where was it based? 
School Within LoEoAo Nationally based 
********************** 
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APPENDIX 2(A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~·· General Information 
o oo o o oo oo oo oo oo o o oooooooo coo c QO Qoooooooo ooo o o oo co oo o o on"'"'"'::' oc coco o"'vu o 
Question lA~--Length of teaching service 
100 Sample 
l-9 years 25% 
10 ·-·14 years 26% 
15 ·· 19 years 27% 
Over 20 years 22% 
0 0000 0000 000000 00 00 0000 00 00000000 00 00 OOOOQQ OOOOOOOOOCI 0000 00 0000 00 0000 0 
Question 1E~-How are the children are organised for classroom work 
activities? 
Class 
Ability groups 
Social groups 
Mixed ability groups 
Varies according to 
task 
Age groups 
Individually 
100 Sample 
2% 
42% 
5% 
13% 
35% 
2% 
1% 
APPENDIX 2 (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
Analysis~- General Information 
Question 1A~-Length of teaching service 
100 Research 
Sample Group 1 
1··9 years 25% 27%(4) 
10 ·-14 years 26% 13% ( 2) 
15 ·- 19 years 27% 27%(4) 
Over 20 years 22% 33%(5) 
Question 1E~-How are the children are organised for classroom work 
activities? 
00 01:10 = "" 0 0 tl 0 ~!J t't'~" 00 ""' 00 00 00 00 00 00 oooo 00 oooo 0 0 co oooo 0000 co 00 00 0000000 
100 Research 
Sample Group 1 
Class 2% 7%(1) 
Ability groups 42% 47%(7) 
Social groups 5% 0 
Mixed ability groups 13% 13%(2) 
Varies according to 35% 33%(5) 
task 
Age groups 2% 0 
Individuallly 1% 0 
APPENDIX 2 (C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interview 
Analysis~·· G-eneral Information 
Question 1A~·-Length of teaching service 
100 Research Research 
Sample Group 1 Group 2 
1 -9 years 25% 27%(4) 13%(2) 
10 -14 years 26% 13%(2) 27%(4) 
15 - 19 years 27% 27%(4) 27%(4) 
Over 20 years 22% 33%(5) 33%(5) 
Question 1E~-How are the children are organised for classroom work 
activities? 
100 Research Research 
Sample Group 1 Group 2 
Class 2% 7%(1) 0 
Ability groups 42% 47%(7) 40%(6) 
Social groups 5% 0 7%(1) 
Mixed ability groups 3% 13% ( 2) 13%(2) 
Varies according to 35% 33%(5) 40%(6) 
task 
Age groups 2% 0 0 
Individually 1% 0 0 
. ·188·' 
APPENDIX 3(A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~" Teachers' perceptions of the 
educational purpose of their writing provision and what they think 
they want to achieveo 
oooooo oo o o oo oooo oo oooo oo oo oo oo oo o o co oo o u oo ououoo 00 .,.., o u uu uv ou,.; oa o; oo 
Question 3A ~ ·- If asked by a parent why chi 1 dren need to 1 earn to write 
what would you say? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each global writing 
objective headingo 
To communicate ideas 
and feelings 
To be able to 
communicate 
Community/social 
communication need 
Future need 
A mode of communicating/ 
language mode 
Personal need 
Essential life skill 
Need in everyday 1 ife 
To make sense of the world 
nil return 
100 sample 
22 
28 
15 
6 
13 
14 
19 
13 
3 
1 
Question 4D~- Do the children ever share what they have written with 
other people? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
100 sample 
No 1 
With peers 93 
With the teacher 65 
With parents 29 
Through display 9 
OUtside school 3 
With other classes 1 
. ·189·. 
APPENDIX 3 (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
Analysis~- Teachers' perceptions of the educational purpose of their 
writing provision and what they think they want to achieveo 
Question 3A~·· If asked by a parent why children need to learn to write 
what would you say? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each global writing 
objective headingo 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
To communicate ideas 22 7 
and feelings 
To be able to 28 7 
cormmmicate 
Community/social 15 2 
communication need 
Future need 6 0 
A mode of communicating/ 13 1 
1 anguage mode 
Personal need 14 2 
Essential life skill 19 2 
Need in everyday life 13 1 
To make sense of the world 3 1 
nil return 1 0 
Question 4D:- Do the children ever share what they have written with 
other people? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
No 1 0 
With peers 93 15 
With the teacher 65 9 
With parents 29 2 
Through display 9 5 
Outside school 3 0 
With other classes 1 1 
·-190 .. 
APPh'NDIX 3 (C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group l & 2 Initial Interview 
Ana 1 ysis ~ -· Teachers' perceptions of the educationa 1 purpose of their 
writing provision and what they think they want to achieve. 
o OO 00 0000 00 0000 00 000000000 00 000 Og OQ 0 OOQ 00 00 0 000000 0 OCI 0000 00 00 00 00 Ooo 
Question 3A~-· If asked by a parent why children need to learn to write 
what would you say? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each global writing 
objective heading. 
100 sample 
To communicate ideas 22 
and feelings 
To be able to 28 
communicate 
Community/social 15 
communication need 
Future need 6 
A mode of communicating/ 13 
language mode 
Personal need 14 
Essential life skill 19 
Need in everyday life 13 
To make sense of the world 3 
nil return l 
Research 
Group l 
7 
7 
2 
0 
l 
2 
2 
l 
l 
0 
Research 
Group 2 
4 
12 
5 
4 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
Question 40~- Do the children ever share what they have written with 
other people? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
oooooooooooooooooooooooocoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
100 sample Research Research 
Group l Group 2 
No l 0 0 
With peers 93 15 l3 
With the teacher 65 9 12 
With parents 29 2 2 
Through display 9 5 2 
OUtside school 3 0 0 
With other classes l l 2 
·191· 
APPENDIX 3 (D) 
Research Group l Initial and Final Interview Analysis~- Teachers' 
perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing provision and 
what they think they want to achieveo 
Initial Interview Question 3A~·· If asked by a parent why chi] drpn need 
to learn to write what would you say? 
Final Interview Question 6~·· What do you feel are the main goals you 
are working towards through your children's writing activities? 
The numbers indicate the reponses given to each headingo 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
To communicate ideas 7 4 
and feelings 
To be able to 7 2 other answers 
communicate 
Community/social 2 0 referred to 
communication need 
Future need 0 0 skills and 
A mode of communicating/ l l qualities which 
language mode 
Personal need 2 l were reiterated 
Essential life skill 2 l in the answers 
Need in everyday life l 0 to question 7 
To make sense of the world l 0 
Initial Interview Question 40~- Do the children ever share what they 
have written with other people? 
Final Interview Questions 12 and 14~- Do you feel any aspects of your 
writing provision have been supported by the use of the microcomputer? 
Have you changed or added anything to your writing provision since 
you started using the microcomputer? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
With peers 15 8 
With the teacher 9 0 
With parents 2 4 
Through display 5 8 
OUtside school 0 0 
With other classes l 5 
···192·. 
APPENDIX 3 (E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interview Analysisg- Teachers' 
perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing provision and 
what they think they want to achieveo 
Initial Intervievv Question 3A:·- If asked by a parent why children need 
to learn to write what would you say? 
Final Interview Question 6g- What do you feel are the main goals you 
are worldng towards through your children's wri t:i.ng activities? 
The numbers indicate the reponses given to each headingo 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
To communicate ideas 4 8 
and feelings 
To be able to 12 3 other answers 
communicate 
Community/social 5 6 referred to 
communication need 
Future need 4 2 skills and 
A mode of communicating/ 0 3 qualities which 
language mode 
Personal need 2 5 were reiterated 
Essential life skill 0 0 in the answers 
Need in everyday 1 ife 2 4 to question 7 
To make sense of the world 0 3 
Initial Interview Question 40~- Do the children ever share what they 
have written with other people? 
Final Interview Questions 12 and 14~- Do you feel any aspects of your 
writing provision have been supported by the use of the microcomputer? 
Have you changed or added anything to your writing provision since 
you started using the microcomputer? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
With peers 13 8 
With the teacher 12 6 
With parents 2 5 
Through display 2 10 
OUtside school 0 0 
With other classes 2 7 
APPENDIX 3(F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Interview Analysis~- Teachers' 
perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing provision and 
what they think they want to achieve. 
00000 000000 00 00000Q00 00 00 00000000 0000 00 0 DOO 00 00000000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0 
lnitial Interview Question 3A~-- lf asked by a parent why children need 
to leax-n to write what would you say? 
Final Interview Question 6~- What do you feel are the main goals you 
are working towards through your children's writing activities? 
The numbers indicate the reponses given to each heading. 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
To communicate ideas 4 8 
and fee lings 
To be able to 2 3 Other answers 
cormnunicate 
Community/social 0 6 referred to 
communication need 
Future need 0 2 skills and 
A mode of communicating/ 1 3 qualities which 
language mode 
Personal need 1 5 were reiterated 
Essential life skill 1 0 in the answers 
Need in everyday life 0 2 to question 7 
To make sense of the world 0 0 
Initial Interview Question 4D:- Do the children ever share what they 
have written with other people? 
Final Interview Questions 12 and 14:- Do you feel any aspects of your 
writing provision l1ave been supported by the use of the microcomputer? 
Have you changed or added anything to your writing provision since 
you started using the microcomputer? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
With peers 8 8 
With the teacher 0 6 
With parents 4 5 
Through display 8 10 
OUtside school 0 0 
With other classes 5 7 
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APPENDIX 4 (A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~- Teachers' perceptions of the 
educational purpose of their writing provision and what they want to 
achieve a 
Question 3B~-Think of a child in your class who you would call a 'good 
writer', whal are the qualities which you feel typifies this 'good 
~trriter '? 
The numbers indicate tbe responses given to each beadingo 
100 sample 
Writing is 69 
structured 
Good punctuation 13 
Good spelling 17 
Good handwriting 3 
Presentation 19 
Imagination 58 
Expression 53 
Enjoys writing 16 
Good range of 64 
vocabulary 
Adapts style l3 
can relate ideas 11 
and thoughts 
Good command of 6 
written language 
Nil returns from 100 sample 3 
-·195-
APPENDIX 4 (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Group 1 Initial Interview Analysisg--
Teachers' perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing 
provision and what they want to achieve. 
Question 3Bg··Think of a child in your class who you would call a 'good 
writer' p what are the gualit:i.es which you feel typifies this 'good 
writer'? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
Writing is 69 13 
structured 
Good punctuation 13 4 
Good spelling 17 5 
Good handwriting 3 3 
Presentation 19 4 
Imagination 58 9 
Expression 53 7 
Enjoys writing 16 2 
Good range of 64 8 
vocabulary 
Adapts style 13 4 
can relate ideas 11 1 
and thoughts 
Good command of 6 2 
written 1 anguage 
Nil returns from 100 sample 3 
APPENDIX 4 (C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Group 1 & Group 2 Initial Interview 
Analysis~- Teachers' perceptions of the educational purpose of tl1eir 
writing provision and what they want to achieveo 
Question 3B~~Think of a child in your class who you would call a 'good 
writer'v what are tl1e qualities which you feel typifies this 'good 
writer'? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Writing is 69 13 12 
structured 
Good punctuation 13 4 1 
Good spelling 17 5 2 
Good handwriting 3 3 2 
Presentation 19 4 2 
Imagination 58 9 10 
Expression 53 7 12 
Enjoys writing 16 2 3 
Good range of 64 8 12 
vocabulary 
Adapts style 13 4 2 
Can relate ideas 11 1 3 
and thoughts 
Good command of 6 2 3 
written language 
Nil returns from 100 sample 3 
~197·. 
APPENDIX 4(D) 
Research Group 1 Initial and Final Intervi~w Analysis:~ Teachers' 
perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing provision and 
what they want to achieve. 
Initial Interview Question 3B: .. Think of a child in your class who you 
would call a 'good writer'v what are the qualities which you feel 
typifies this 'good writer'? 
Final Interview Question '/:-What writing skills/qualities would you 
like the children to achieve in their writing? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Writing is 13 ll 
structured 
Good punctuation 4 6 
Good spelling 5 6 
Good handwriting 3 1 
Presentation 4 2 
Imagination 9 11 
Expression 7 9 
En joys writing 2 0 
Good range of 8 10 
vocabulary 
Adapts style 4 6 
can relate ideas 1 3 
and thoughts 
Good command of 2 4 
written language 
Nil returns from 100 sample 3 
-·198-
APPENDIX 4 (E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interview Analysis~-· Teachers' 
perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing provision and 
what they want to achieve. 
00 0000 oooo 00 000000 00 00 0000 00 oooo 00 00 00 oooooo 00 00000000 000000 0000 oo 00 
Initial Interview Question 3B~-Think of a child in your class who you 
would call a 'good writer'; what are the qualities which you feel 
typifies this 'good writer'? 
Final Interview Question 7~- What writing skills/qualities would you 
like the children to achieve in their writing? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Writing is 12 9 
structured 
Good punctuation 1 0 
Good spelling 2 3 
Good handwriting 2 0 
Presentation 2 2 
Imagination 10 11 
Expression 12 8 
Enjoys writing 3 6 
Good range of 12 10 
vocabulary 
Adapts style 2 9 
Can relate ideas 3 5 
and thoughts 
Good command of 3 7 
written language 
. ·199·. 
APPENDIX 4 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Interview Analysis~ .. Teachers' perceptions 
of the educational purpose of their writing provision and what they 
want to achieve. 
Initial Interview Question 3B~·-Think of a child in your class who you 
would call a 'good writer'v what are the qualities which you feel 
typifies this 'good writer'? 
Final Interview Question 7 g·, \Nhat writing skills/qualities would you 
like the children to achieve in their writing? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Writing is 11 9 
structured 
Good punctuation 6 0 
Good spe 11 ing 6 3 
Good handwriting l 0 
Presentation 2 2 
Imagination 11 11 
Expression 9 8 
Enjoys writing 0 6 
Good range of 10 12 
vocabulary 
Adapts style 6 9 
Can relate ideas 3 5 
and thoughts 
Good cornnand of 4 7 
written language 
Nil returns from 100 sample 3 
. ·200·. 
APPENDIX 5 (A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~·· Teachers' perceptions of the 
educational purpose of their writing provision and what they want to 
achieve. 
Question 3C~·- Which qualities do you feel typifies a 'poor writer' in 
your class? 
The mnnbers indicate the responses given to each heading o 
100 sample 
Writing lacks 74 
structure 
Poor punctuation/ 13 
spelling 
Poor Grammar 8 
Poor co-ordination/ 8 
handwriting 
Poor presentation 17 
Unimaginative 38 
Lacks expression 37 
Poor range of 51 
vocabulary 
Lacks ideas 25 
Lacks motivation 50 
cannot relate 34 
experiences 
Lacks 1 anguage expo 15 
speech,reading etc 
Lacks writing 2 
techniques 
Poor self image 4 
. ·201·. 
APPENDIX 5(B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
Analysis~- Teachers' perceptions of the educational purpose of their 
writing provision and what they want to achieve. 
Question 3C~· · Which qualities do you feel typifies a 'poor writer' in 
your class? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Writing lacks 
structure 
Poor punctuation/ 
spelling 
Poor Grammar 
Poor co~ordination/ 
handwriting 
Poor presentation 
Unimaginative 
Lacks expression 
Poor range of 
vocabulary 
Lacks ideas 
Lacks motivation 
Cannot relate 
experiences 
Lacks language exp. 
speech,reading etc 
Lacks writing 
techniques 
Poor self image 
100 sample 
74 
13 
8 
8 
17 
38 
37 
51 
25 
50 
34 
15 
2 
4 
Research 
Group 1 
6 
3 
1 
5 
1 
4 
1 
6 
6 
1 
3 
2 
0 
1 
. ·202·· 
APPENDIX 5(C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interview 
Analysis~·· Teachers' perceptions of the educational purpose of their 
writing provision and what: they want to 
acl"lieve o o o o o o o " o o o o o o o o o o o o o o a o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o Q 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 o o 
Question 3C~· ·Which qualities do you feel typifies a 'poor writer' in 
your class? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Writing lacks 
structure 
Poor punctuation/ 
spelling 
Poor Grarrrrnar 
Poor co-ordination/ 
handwriting 
Poor presentation 
Unimaginative 
Lacks expression 
Poor range of 
vocabulary 
Lacks ideas 
Lacks motivation 
cannot relate 
experiences 
Lacks 1 anguage exp. 
speech,reading etc 
Lacks writing 
techniques 
Poor self image 
100 sample 
74 
l3 
8 
8 
17 
38 
37 
51 
25 
50 
34 
15 
2 
4 
Research 
Group l 
6 
3 
l 
5 
l 
4 
l 
6 
6 
1 
3 
2 
0 
l 
Research 
Group 2 
l 
2 
0 
6 
0 
4 
2 
8 
0 
7 
3 
6 
2 
0 
·-203 .. 
APPENDIX S(D) 
Research Group l Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~·· Teachers' 
perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing provision and 
what they want to achieve" 
Question 3C~· · Which qualities do you feel typifies a 'poor writer' in 
_your class? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading" 
Writing 1 acks 
structure 
Poor punctuation/ 
spelling 
Poor Grammar 
Poor co-ordination/ 
handwriting 
Poor presentation 
Unimaginative 
Lacks expression 
Poor range of 
vocabulary 
Lacks ideas 
Lacks motivation 
cannot relate 
experiences 
Lacks 1 anguage exp. 
speech,reading etc 
Lacks writing 
techniques 
Poor se 1 f image 
Initial 
Interview 
6 
3 
l 
5 
l 
4 
l 
6 
6 
l 
3 
2 
0 
l 
Final 
Interview 
7 
5 
0 
7 
3 
6 
5 
8 
5 
3 
4 
2 
2 
0 
'·204·. 
APPENDIX 5 (E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis g·" Teachers' 
perceptions of the educational purpose of their writing provision and 
what they want to achieve. 
Initial Interview Question 3C~·· Which qualities do you feel typif:i.es a 
'poor writer' in your class? 
Final Interview Question 8~·· What do you think are the difficulties 
which prevent children achieving the skills/qualities you have 
mentioned? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview interview 
Writing lacks 1 3 
structure 
Poor punctuation/ 2 1 
spelling 
Poor Grammar 0 0 
Poor co-ordination/ 6 2 
handwriting 
Poor presentation 0 0 
Unimaginative 4 3 
Lacks expression 2 5 
Poor range of 8 10 
vocabular 
Lacks ideas 0 4 
Lacks motivation 7 4 
Cannot relate 3 7 
experiences 
Lacks 1 anguage exp. 6 8 
speech,reading etc 
Lacks writing 2 5 
techniques 
Poor self image 0 0 
. ·205·· 
APPENDIX 5 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Interview Analysis~- Teachers' perceptions 
of the educational purpose of their writing provision and what they 
want to achieve. 
Question 3Cg· · Which qualities do you feel typifies a 'poor writer' in 
your class? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Writing lacks 
structure 
Poor punctuation/ 
spelling 
Poor Grarrrrnar 
Poor co-ordination/ 
handwriting 
Poor presentation 
Unimaginative 
Lacks expression 
Poor range of 
vocabulary 
Lacks ideas 
Lacks motivation 
cannot relate 
ta~rirnces s anguage exp. 
speech,reading etc 
Lacks writing 
techniques 
Poor self irrage 
Group l 
Interview 
7 
5 
0 
7 
3 
6 
5 
8 
5 
3 
4 
2 
2 
0 
Group 2 
Interview 
3 
l 
0 
2 
0 
3 
5 
10 
4 
4 
7 
8 
5 
0 
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APPENDIX 6{A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~·~ Teachers' perceptions of the 
educational purpose of their writing provision and what they want to 
achieve. 
0 ooo 00 00 0 0 00 00 0000 00 oooo 00 00 oo Qg 00 00 00 00 0 0 oo 00 00 00 0000 oo oooo 00 00 00 00 
Question 50~·-· How long ago was the last in··service 'writing' based 
course you attended? 
100 sample 
Within last year 23% 
Between 1 and 17% 
3 years 
Between 3 and 14% 
6 years 
More than 6 years 30% 
None 16% 
Question SE~-If you have attended a course where was it held? 
100 Sample 
None 16% 
School 15% 
L.E.A. 63% 
Nationally 6% 
. ·207·. 
APPENTIIX 6 (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
Analysis~~ Teachers' perceptions of the educational purpose of their 
writing provision and \vhat they want to achieve~ 
Question 5D ~ · ~ How long ago was the 1 ast in ·service 'writing' based 
course you attended? 
Within last year 
Between l and 
3 years 
Between 3 and 
6 years 
More than 6 years 
None 
100 sample 
23% 
17% 
14% 
30% 
16% 
Research 
Group l 
13% ( ~) 
7%(1) 
0 
33%(5) 
47%(7) 
Question 5E~-If you have attended a course where was it held? 
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooogooooooooooooooooooooooo 
100 Sample 
None 16% 
School 15% 
L.E.A. 63% 
Nationally 6% 
Research 
Group 1 
47%{7) 
0 
40%(6) 
7%{1) 
. ·208·· 
APPENDIX 6 (C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interview 
Ana 1 ysis ~ -· Teachers ' perceptions of the educationa 1 purpose of their 
writing provision and what they want to achieve. 
Question 5D~ .. How long ago was the last in-·service 'writing' based 
course you attended? 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Within last year 23% 13%(2) 7%(1) 
Between 1 and 17% 7%(1) 0 
3 years 
Between 3 and 14% 0 13%(2) 
6 years 
More than 6 years 30% 33%(5) 47%(7) 
None 16% 47%(7) 33%(5) 
Question 5E:-If you have attended a course where was it held? 
100 Sample 
None 16% 
School 15% 
L.E.A. 63% 
Nationally 6% 
Research 
Group 1 
47%(7) 
0 
40%(6) 
7% (l) 
Research 
Group 2 
33%(5) 
7%(1) 
53%(8) 
13%(2) 
. /09·. 
APPENDIX 7 (A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~·- The range and content of writing 
tasks and experiences being provided by teachers. 
Question 2C~· · In a typical week what specific wdting tasks are the 
children given? 
'l1he numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
100 sample 
Stories/Creative 89 
writing 
New/Diaries 27 
Reporting/Factual 29 
writing 
Formal language 69 
Poetry 21 
Topic/Project 44 
Maths 1 
Science 7 
Subjects ie history, 8 
Geography, RE 
handwriting 3 
Question 2F~- In your everyday teaching actvities are there curriculum 
areas which you feel you quite regularly link to writing activities? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
P.E. 
R.E. 
Music 
Drama 
Literature (stories/ 
Poetry) 
Art/Craft/ 
Handwork 
Maths 
Science 
Topic/Project/ 
EV Studies 
100 sample 
5 
39 
16 
39 
81 
45 
24 
55 
81 
·-210-
APPENDIX 'l (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
Analysis~-· The range and content of writing tasks and experiences 
being provided by teacherso 
Question 2C~ .. In a typical week what specific writing tasks are the 
children given? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
Stories/Creative 89 15 
writing 
New/Diaries 27 6 
Reporting/Factual 29 8 
writing 
Formal language 69 14 
Poetry 21 1 
Topic/Project 44 6 
Maths 1 1 
Science 7 2 
Subjects ie history, 8 0 
Geography, RE 
handwriting 3 2 
Question 2F:- In your everyday teaching actvities are there curriculum 
areas which you feel you quite regula.rly link to writing activities? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
P.E. 5 1 
R.E. 39 6 
Music 16 1 
Drama 39 2 
Literature (stories/ 81 9 
Poetry) 
Art/Craft/ 45 3 
Handwork 
Maths 24 2 
Science 55 6 
Topic/Project/ 81 14 
EV Studies 
.. ;nl-· 
APPENDIX '/(C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group l & Group 2 Initial 
Interview Analysis~- The range and content of writing tasks and 
experiences being proviom by teachers. 
Question 2C~·· In a typical week what specific writing tasks are the 
children given? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Stories/Creative 89 15 15 
writing 
New/Diaries 27 6 11 
Reporting/Factual 29 8 5 
writing 
Formal language 69 14 15 
Poetry 21 1 3 
Topic/Project 44 6 8 
Maths 1 1 1 
Science 7 2 0 
Subjects ie history, 8 0 0 
Geography, RE 
handwriting 3 2 0 
Question 2F~- In your everyday teaching actvities are there curriculum 
areas which you feel you quite regularly link to writing activities? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
0 0000 OCI 00 00 0'0 0000 00 00 0000 0000 DO DO 0000 00 DO 00 0 0 0000 gOGO 00 00 00 00 0000 00 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
P.E. 5 1 1 
R.E. 39 6 3 
Music 16 1 1 
Drama 39 2 5 
Literature (stories/ 81 9 14 
Poetry) 
Art/Craft/ 45 3 4 
Handwork 
Maths 24 2 0 
Science 55 6 3 
Topic/Project/ 81 14 15 
EV Studies 
l\PPENDiX 'I (D) 
Research Group l Initial and Final Interview Analysis~· · The range and 
content of writing tasks and expe:riences being provided by teachers. 
Initial 1nterview Questlon 2C~ .. In a typical WPP.k whFJt spPr.ifir. 
tvriting tasks are the children given? 
Final Intezvievv Question 3 g· · What kind of writing activities do your-
children do regularly? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Stor-ies/Creative 15 15 
writing 
New/Diaries 6 5 
Reporting/Factual 8 10 
writing 
Fonnal language 14 15 
Poetry 1 3 
Topic/Project 6 10 
Maths 1 0 
Science 2 l 
Subjects ie historyr 0 2 
Geography r RE 
handwriting 2 3 
Initial Interview Question 2F~- In your everyday teaching actvities 
are there curriculum areas which you feel you quite regularly link to 
wi'itin<:J activities? 
Final Interview Questions 15 & 16:- What specific fictional writng 
have your children done during this last tenn? What specific factual 
writing have your children done during this last tenn? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
P.E. 1 0 
R.E. 6 2 
Music 1 2 
Drama 2 4 
Literature (stories/ 9 15 
Poetry) 
Art/Craft/ 3 2 
Handwork 
Maths 2 4 
Science 6 5 
Topic/Project/ 14 15 
EV Studies 
. /13. 
APPEi\lDIX 7 (E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interv:i ew Anal ys:i.s ~ · · 
Initial Interview Question 2C~ .. ln a typical week what specific 
writing tasks are the children qive:n? 
Final lnterview Question 3 g· · ~oJhat kind of \vriting c.ctivitics do your 
cblld:cen do regularly? 
The nurnbers indicate the :responses <Ji vcn to each heading" 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Stories/Creative writing 15 15 
New/Diaries ll 8 
Reporting/Factual writing 5 6 
Formal language 15 J.O 
Poetry 3 4 
Topic/Project 8 11 
Maths l 0 
Science 0 l 
Subjects ie History, 0 0 
Geography, RE 
bandwTi ting 0 0 
Initial Interview Question 2F~., In your everyday teaching actvities 
are there curriculum areas which you feel you quite regularly link to 
writing activities? 
Final Interview Questions 15 & 16~- What specific fictional writng 
have your children done during this last term? What specific factual 
writing have your children done during this last term? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
P.E. l 0 
R.E. 3 2 
Music 1 3 
Drama 5 6 
Literature (stories/poetry) 14 15 
Art/Craft/Handwork 4 7 
Maths 0 0 
Science 3 l 
Topic/Project/EV Studies 15 15 
C.D.T. 0 4 
-21/l·-
Ai?PBNDIX '/ (F) 
Research Groups l & 2 Final Interviews fu1alysis~- The range and 
content of wl'iting tasks and experiences being provided by teachers. 
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooQoOooooooon<'lo""OP<'l<>>;> 
Final Interview QtlPstion 3~-· What kind of ~t.rriting activities do your 
children do r2gularly? 
The numbers indicate the responses g:i.ven to each headj.ng" 
ooooo oo co oo oooo co oo uo o o oo o oo o ooo coo 0000 oo ooco oo oo oo o o coo o o ooooc oo ooo 
Group l Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Stories/Creative 15 15 
writing 
New/Diaries 5 8 
Reporting/Factual 10 6 
vvriting 
Formal language 15 10 
Poetry 3 4 
Topic/Project 10 11 
Maths 0 0 
Science l l 
Subjects ie history, 2 0 
Geography, RE 
handwriting 3 0 
Final Interview Questions 15 & 16:- What specific fictional writng 
have your children done during this last term? What specific factual 
writing have your children done during this last term? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Group l Group 2 
Interview Interview 
P.E. 0 0 
R.E" 2 2 
Music 2 3 
Drama 4 6 
Literature (stories/ 15 15 
Poetry) 
Art/Craft/ 2 7 
Handwork 
Maths 4 0 
Science 5 l 
Topic/Project/ 15 15 
EV Studies 
C. DoT. 0 4 
·215·. 
APPBNDIX 8(A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~- The range and content of writing 
tasks and expe:ciences being provided by teachers. 
Question 4C~· · Do the children plan their vr.citing ·tasks? 
100 sample 
Regularly/verbally 18% 
Regularly/written 21% 
Always/verbally 4% 
Always/written 4% 
Sometimes/verbally 25% 
Sometimes/written 22% 
Never 3% 
Question 4E;- ~~at sort of written work is displayed in your classroom 
at this moment? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
100 sample 
None 7 
Topic/project 75 
Poetry 58 
Class books 24 
Handwriting 23 
Stories 69 
R.E. 9 
Science 3 
Number 4 
Nil Returns from 100 sample 2 
APPENDIX B(B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group l Initial Interview 
Analysis~- The range and content of writing tasks and experiences 
being provided by teachers. 
Ques·i..:ion 4C~·· Do the children plan their writing tasks? 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
Regularly/verbally 18% 27%(4) 
Regularly/written 24% 20%(3) 
Always/verbally 4% 0 
Always/written 4% 7%(1) 
Sometimes/verbally 25% 29%(3) 
Sometimes/written 22% 27%(4) 
Never 3% 0 
Question 4E;- What sort of written work is displayed in your classroom 
at this moment? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
None 7 2 
Topic/project 75 8 
Poetry 58 4 
Class books 24 5 
Handwriting 23 0 
Stories 69 7 
R.E. 9 l 
Science 3 1 
Number 4 0 
Nil Returns from 100 sample 2 
APPEl\lDIX 8 (C) 
100 Sample Questionna.i.re and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interview 
Ana 1 ysis ~ -· The range and content of writing tasks and experiences 
beinq provided by teachers. 
C~estion t'!C ~ ·- Do the chi 1 dn:-n plan their wri t.ing tasl<:s? 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Regularly/verbally 18% 27%(4) 13%(2) 
Regularly/written 24% 20%(3) 20~(3) 
Always/verbally 4% 0 0 
l-\1 ways/written 4% 7%(1) 0 
Sometimes/verbally /.5% 29%(3) 33%(5) 
Sometimes/written 22% 27%(4) 27%(4) 
Never 3% 0 7%( 1) 
Question 4E,- What sort of written work is displayed in your classroom 
at this moment? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
100 sample Research Research 
Group l Group 2 
None 7 2 3 
Topic/project 75 8 6 
Poetry 58 4 6 
Class books 24 5 1 
Handwriting 23 0 0 
Stories 69 7 2 
R.E. 9 1 0 
Science 3 1 0 
Number 4 0 1 
Nil Returns from 100 sample 2 
. 21'/ . 
APPENDIX 8(D) 
Research Group l Initial and Final Interview Analysis~-· The range and 
r.ontent of vr.cit:i_ng ·tasks and Pxperi enr.Ps be·i_ng rrovided by teachers. 
Initial Interview Question 4C~ .. Do the ch:iJdren plan their writing 
tasks? 
Final Interview Question 20~-· Do the children plan their writing 
tasks? 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Regularly/verbally 27%(4) 40%(6) 
Regularly/written 20%(3) 27%(4) 
Always/verbally 0 0 
Always/written 7%(1) 7%(1) 
Sometimes/verbally 20%(3) 13%(2) 
Sometimes/written 27%(4) 13%(2) 
Never 0 0 
Initial Interview Question 4E,- What sort of written work is displayed 
in your classroom at this moment? 
Final Interview Questions l2v l4v 22 which referred to display work. 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
None 2 0 
Topic/project 8 l3 
Poetry 4 l 
Class books 5 3 
Handwriting 0 0 
Stories 7 ll 
R.E. l 0 
Science l 3 
Number 0 0 
-218·. 
APPENDIX 8 (E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interview Analysis~- The range and 
content of writing tasks and experiences being provided by teachers. 
ooocoooccoco:;;;;o.:;uu.,.,.,..,..,..,..,o.,.o<>ocoooooooooooQoooooooooooooooooooooooo 
Initial Interview Question 4C~ .. Do the children plan their writing 
tasks? 
Final Interview Question 20~·~ Do the children plan their writing 
tasks? 
00 oo 00 00 00 oooooo 00 oo 0000 00 00 00 00 oooo 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 oo oo 00 00 0000 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Regularly/verbally 13%(2) 40%(6) 
Regularly/written 20%(3) 20%(3) 
Always/verbally 0 33%(5) 
Always/written 0 7%(1) 
Sometimes/verbally 33%(5) 0 
Sometimes/written 27%(4) 0 
Never 7%(1) 0 
00 oo 0000 00 000000 00 00 0000 00 0000 0000 00 00 00 00 0000 000000 oooo 00 oo 00 00 0000 
Initial Interview Question 4E;- What sort of written work is displayed 
in your classroom at this moment? 
Final Interview Questions 12, 14, 22 which referred to display work. 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
11110 00 0000 00 00 000000 00 0000 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00000000 00 0 0 00 00 CO CIO 000000 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
None 3 0 
Topic/project 6 10 
Poetry 6 2 
Class books 1 2 
Handwriting 0 0 
Stories 2 1 
R.E. 0 0 
Science 0 1 
Number 1 0 
Group work 0 6 
APPENDIX 8 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Inte~iew Analvsis;- The ranqe and content 
ot wr1t1ng tasks and exper1ences ~lng proVldeu by teach~rs. 
Final Interview Question 20~· · Do the children plan their writing 
tasks? 
Oo D0 0 o oo oo oo oa 0 0 QO oo oo oo oo oo ooo o oo oo o o oo oo oo 0 0 0 0 00 oooooo oo oo oooo o o o o 
Group J. Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Regularly/verbally 40%(6) 40%(6) 
Regularly/written 27%(4) 20%(3) 
Always/verbally 0 33%(5) 
Always/written 7% (l) 7% (l) 
Sometimes/verbally 13%(2) 0 
Sometimes/written 13% ( 2) 0 
Never 0 0 
Final Interview Questions 12, 14, 22 which referred to display work. 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
0 00 00 000000 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 0000 00 0 000 00 00 00 00 00 00 OQ 00 Q 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
None 0 0 
Topic/project 13 10 
Poetry 1 2 
Class books 3 2 
Handwriting 0 0 
Stories ll 1 
R.E. 0 0 
Science 3 1 
Number 0 0 
Group work 3 6 
APPENDIX 9(A) 
lOO Sample Questionnaire Analysis~·· The range and content of writing 
tasks and experiences being provided by teachers. 
Question SAg·· Do you make provision for children of differing 
abilities? If YES please give brief details. 
Answers YES and NO shown and numbers indicate responses given to each 
heading. 
100 sample 
No provision made 9% 
Yes 87% 
Ref. to low 75 
ability only 
Ref. to low and 12 
high ability 
Modification of tasks 26 
Extra teacher 43 
assistance 
Special tasks/ 21 
Use of resources 12 
Monitoring 1 
Individual work 26 
Nil returns on 100 sample 4 
APPENDIX 9(B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
A_na 1 ysis ~ ·- The range and content of writing tasks and experiences 
being provided by teachers" 
Question SA~ .. Do you make provision for children of differing 
abilities? If YES please give brief details. 
Answers YES and NO shown and numbers indicate responses given to each 
heading. 
100 sample 
No provision made 9% 
Yes 87% 
Ref. to low 75 
ability only 
Ref. to low and 12 
high ability 
Modification of tasks 26 
Extra teacher 43 
assistance 
Special tasks 21 
Use of resources 12 
Monitoring 1 
Individual work 26 
Nil returns on 100 sample 4 
Research 
Group 1 
7%(1) 
93%(14) 
12 
2 
8 
9 
7 
3 
0 
2 
. 222·. 
APPENDIX 9{C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups l & 2 Initial Interviews 
Analysis~- The range and content of writing tasks and experiences 
beinq provided by teacherso 
Question SA~·- Do you rr.ake prov:ision for children of differing 
abilities? If YES please give brief detailso 
Answers YES and NO show-rl and numbers indicate responses given to each 
headingo 
100 sample 
No provision made 9% 
Yes 87% 
Research 
Group 1 
7%{1) 
93% (14) 
Research 
Group 2 
13%(2) 
86%(13) 
0 000 0 0 000 00 Oo 00 00 00 00 0000 00 0 000 0 000 0 0 00 00 GO 0 0 00 00 00 Q 0 00 00 00 00 00 0 0 00 0 
Ref. to low 75 12 10 
ability only 
Ref. to low and 12 2 3 
high ability 
Modification of tasks 26 8 11 
Extra teacher 43 9 11 
assistance 
Special tasks 21 7 3 
Use of resources 12 3 5 
Monitoring 1 0 0 
Individual work 26 2 3 
Nil returns on 100 sample 4 
l~PPENDIX 9 (D) 
Group 1 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~- The range and content 
of writing tasks and experiences being provided by teachers" 
Initial Interview Quest:ion ~A~·- Do you make provision for children of 
differing abilities? If YES please give brief details" 
Final Interview Question 13 ~ -· Have you used the microcomputer with a] 1 
the children in your class? Do you feel it benefits some children more 
than others? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading" N/A indicates 
that these headings were not introduced in the final interviews" 
0 000 00 00 00 00 00 0000 oo D 0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 0 0 00 0000 oO co OC QO 00 00 0 0 
Provision made for 
differing abilities 
Micro used with all 
children 
Teachers who feel 
particular children 
benefit 
ReL to low 
ability only 
Ref" to high 
ability only 
ReL to low and 
high ability 
Modification of tasks 
Extra teacher 
assistance 
Special tasks 
Use of resources/ 
micro as resource 
Monitoring 
Individual work 
Initial 
Interview 
14 
12 
0 
2 
8 
9 
7 
3 
0 
2 
Final 
Interview 
15 
15 
8 
5 
1 
2 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
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APPENDIX 9(E) 
Group 2 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis:- The range and content 
of writing tasks and experiences being provided by teachers. 
Initial Interview Question SA:- Do you make provision for children of 
differing abilities? If YES please give brief details. 
Final Interview Question 13:- Have you used the microcomputer with all 
the children in your class? Do you feel it benefits some children more 
than others? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. N/A indicates 
that these headings were not introduced in the final interviews. 
Provision made for 
differing abilities 
Micro used with all 
children 
Teachers who feel 
particular children 
benefit 
Ref. to low 
ability only 
Ref. to high 
ability only 
Ref. to low and 
high ability 
Modification of tasks 
Extra teacher 
assistance 
Special tasks 
Use of resources/ 
micro as resource 
Monitoring 
Individual work 
Initial 
Interview 
13 
10 
1 
3 
11 
11 
3 
5 
0 
3 
Final 
Interview 
15 
15 
13 
5 
2 
6 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
-225·· 
APPENDIX 9 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Interviews Analysis~- The range and 
content of writing tasks and experiences being provided by teachers. 
Final Interview Question 13~- Have you used the microcomputer with all 
the children in your class? Do you feel it benefits some children more 
than others? The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. 
Micro used with all 
children 
Teachers who feel 
particular children 
benefit 
Ref. to low 
ability only 
Ref. to high 
ability only 
Ref. to low and 
high ability 
Group 1 
Interview 
15 
8 
5 
1 
2 
Group 2 
Interview 
15 
13 
5 
2 
6 
-·7./.G·. 
APPENDIX 10 (A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~- The range and content of writing 
tasks and experiences being provided by the teachero 
Question llG~·-· How much of the time spent vrriting activities is devoted 
·to fictional '\;vriting aspects? 
100 sample 
0-25% 23% 
25· -40% 31% 
40-55% 53% 
55-70% 2% 
over 70% 1% 
Question 4H~- What sort of writing activities are done in the rest of 
the time? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
News/reports 
Topic/project work 
Science 
Letter writing 
Forma 1 Language 
work 
Book reviews 
Handwriting 
R.E. 
100 sample 
17 
55 
ll 
4 
52 
27 
6 
4 
Nil returns on 100 sample 4 
··?.2"1--
APPENDIX 10 (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group J. Initial Interview 
Analysis:- The range and content of writing tasks and experiences 
being provided by the teacher 
Question 4G~· · How much of the time spent w.citing activities is devoted 
to fictional writing aspects? 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
0-25% 23% 33%(5) 
25· ·40% 31% 27%(4) 
40-55% 53% 33%(5) 
55~·70% 2% 0 
over 70% 1% 7%(1) 
Question 4H~- What sort of writing activities are done in the rest of 
the time? 
The nurnbers indicate the responses giv0n to each heading. 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
News/reports 17 13 
Topic/project work 55 14 
Science 11 5 
Letter writing 4 1 
Formal Language 52 11 
work 
Book reviews 27 1 
Handwriting 6 2 
R.E. 4 2 
Nil returns on 100 sample 4 
APPENDIX 10 (C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interview 
Analysis~- The range and content of wdting tasks and experiences 
being provided by the teacher. 
Quest:ion 4G~- How much of the time spent wi'iting activities is devoted 
to fictional writing aspects? 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
0~·25% 23% 33%(5) 7%(1) 
25-40% 31% 27%(4) 27%(4) 
40-55% 53% 33%(5) 53%(8) 
55-·70% 20 '6 0 13%(2) 
over 70% 1% 7% (l) 0 
Question 4H~- What sort of writing activities are clone in the rest of 
the time? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
News/reports l7 13 4 
Topic/project work 55 14 14 
Science ll 5 3 
Letter writing 4 1 1 
Forma 1 Language 52 ll 15 
work 
Book reviews 27 1 0 
Handwriting 6 2 8 
R.E. 4 2 0 
Nil returns on 100 sample 4 
·- /./.9· . 
i-\Pl?BNDIX l 0 (D) 
Research Group l Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~- The range and 
content of writing tasks and exT€riences being provided by the 
teacher. 
Initial Interview Question 2C~ · In a typical week what specific 
writing tasks are the children given? 
Final Interview Question 15~ .. What specific fictional writing have 
your children done during this last term? Did you use the 
microcomputer to support this work? 
Question 16~ .. What specific factual writing have your children done 
during this last term? Did you use the microcomputer to support this 
work? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
Initial Final Micro 
Interview Interview supported 
Stories/Creative 15 15 3 
News/diaries 6 5 0 
Reporting/factual 8 10 6 
writing 
Formal language 14 15 8 
Poetry 1 3 4 
Topic/Project 6 15 4 
Maths l 4 0 
Science 2 5 0 
Subjects ie. History 0 2 l 
Geography, RE 
Handwriting 2 3 0 
Drama 0 4 0 
Music 0 2 0 
. /.10 . 
APPENDIX 10{E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~-· The range and 
content of writing tasks and experiences being- provided by the 
teacherc 
Initial Interview Question 2C~-- In a typj_cal we2k what specific 
writing tasks are the chiJ. dren given? 
Final Interview Question 15~- Wnat specific fictional writing have 
your children done during this last tenn? Did you use the 
microcomputer to support this work? 
Question 16~- What specific factual writing have your children done 
during this last term? Did you use the microcomputer to support this 
work? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
Initial Final Micro 
Interview Interview supported 
Stories/Creative 15 15 9 
News/diaries ll 8 3 
Reporting/factual 5 6 4 
writing 
Fonnal language 15 10 5 
Poetry 3 4 3 
Topic/Project 8 15 6 
Maths 1 0 0 
Science 2 1 1 
Subjects ieo History 0 1 1 
Geography, RE 
Handwriting 0 0 0 
Drama 0 0 0 
Music 0 6 3 
CDT 0 4 4 
APPENDIX 10(F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Interviews Analysis~- The range and 
content of writing tasks and experiences being provided by the 
teacher, 
Final Interview Question 15~-- What specific fictional writing have 
your children done during this last term? Did you use the 
microcomputer to support this work? 
Question 16~- What specific factual writing have your children done 
during this last term? Did you use the microcomputer to support this 
work? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each heading. 
0 00 0000000 0 0 0 00 oo 00 00 0000000 0 oo 0000 0 0 000000 oo 00 00000000 00 00 0 0 00 oo 00 0 
Group 1 Micro Group 2 Micro 
Interview supported Interview supported 
Stories/Creative 15 3 15 9 
News/diaries 5 0 8 3 
Reporting/factual 10 6 6 4 
writing 
Formal language 15 8 10 5 
Poetry 3 4 4 3 
Topic/Project 15 4 15 6 
Maths 4 0 0 0 
Science 5 0 l l 
Subjects ie. History 2 1 l l 
Geography, RE 
Handwriting 3 0 0 0 
Drama 4 0 0 0 
Music 2 0 6 3 
COT 0 0 4 4 
APPENDIX 11 {A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
Analysis:- Teachers' organisation of writing activities, the use of 
resources and how activities are monitored and developed 
Question 2B~· · How are your children organised when they are involved 
in writing tasks? 
100 sample 
Class 6% 
Ability groups 17% 
Social groups 4% 
Mixed ability groups 0 
Varies according 62% 
Individual ll% 
Question 2A~- In a typical week how many hours will the children be 
involved in writing activities? 
100 sample 
0·-5 hours 23% 
6-10 hours 50% 
11-15 hours 20% 
16-20 hours 5% 
21-25 hours 2% 
··233·-
APPENDIX ll (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group 1 Initial Interview 
Analysis:- Teachers' organisation of writing activities, the use of 
resources and how activities are monitored and developed. 
Question 2B:-· How are your children organised when they are involved 
in writing tasks? 
00 00 00 00 0 00000 0 0 00 00 00 0000 oooooo 00 00 00 00 0000 00 0000 00 0000 00 00 00 oo 0 0 oo 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
Class 6% 0 
Ability groups 17% 13%(2) 
Socia 1 groups 4% 0 
Mixed ability groups 0 0 
Varies according 62% 73%(11) 
Individual 11% 13%(2) 
Question 2A:- In a typical week how many hours will the children be 
involved in writing activities? 
00 0000000 00000 00 000000 0000 000000 00 00 00 00 000000 0000 00 000000 00 0000 00 0 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
0-5 hours 23% 13%(2) 
6-10 hours 50% 61%(9) 
11-15 hours 20% 20%(3) 
16-20 hours 5% 7%(1) 
21-25 hours 2% 0 
-231!.·. 
APPENDIX ll(C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interviews 
Analysis~·· Teachers' organisation of writing activitiesj' the use of 
resources and how activities are monitored and developed" 
Question 2B ~ -· How are your chU dren organised when they are involved 
in writing tasks? 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Class 6% 0 13%(2) 
Ability groups 17% 13%(2) 20%(3) 
Social groups 4% 0 0 
Mixed ability groups 0 0 0 
Varies according 62% 73%(11) 61%(9) 
Individual 11% 13%(2) 7% (l) 
Question 2A~- In a typical week how many hours will the children be 
involved in writing activities? 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
0-5 hours 23% 13%(2) 7%( 1) 
6-10 hours 50% 61%(9) 73%(11) 
11-15 hours 20% 20%(3) 7%(1) 
16-20 hours 5% 7%(1) 13%(2) 
21-25 hours 2% 0 0 
. ·?.35·. 
A2P):<:NDIX J 1 (D) 
Research Group 1 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis:·· Teachers' 
organisation of writing activities, the use of resources and how 
activities are monitored and developecL 
Initial Intervievv Question 2B~· · Row are your children organised cvbcm 
they are involved in w-riting tasks? 
Final Interview Question 2 ~ .. How are your chidren organised for 
writing activities? The numbers indicate the responses given to each 
beading. 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Class 0 0 
Ability groups 2 3 
Social groups 0 0 
Mixed ability groups 0 0 
Varies according 11 10 
to task 
Individual 2 2 
Initial Interview Question 4A~L· When your children are engaged in 
writing activities is this generally, on an individual basis, or as a 
member of a group, or as an individual doing a class task? 
Final Interview Question 17~- When your chidren are involved in 
writing activities using the microcomputer are they organised as 
i:ndividuals/groups/or as a class? 
00 00 00 00 Oo 00 00 0 0 00 00 00 00 00 00 1>00 0 000000 0000 00 000000 00 00 00 00 000000 000 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Individual 1 2 
Group 0 5 
Varies according 4 6 
to task 
Individual doing 4 2 
a class task 
Individual doing 6 0 
a group task 
APPEJ'iJD:CX ll (E) 
Research Group /. Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~·· Teachers' 
organi£aLion of writing activi·i:iesv -t.he use of resources and how 
activities are monitored and developedQ 
Tni_·bal lntc:rvic~tv QCJestion /.B~· · How a~ce your children organised when 
they are involved in writ:.:i.ng tasks? 
F:i na J Interview Quesb.on 2 ~ · · How are your chidren organised for 
writing activities·? The numbers indicate the responses given to each 
heading·" 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Class 2 0 
Ability groups 3 2 
Social groups 0 0 
Mixed ability groups 0 0 
Varies according 9 12 
Individual 1 1 
Initial Interview Question 4A~- When your children are engaged in 
writing activities is this generallyv on an individual basis, or as a 
member of a groupv or as an individual doing a class task? 
Final Interview Question 17~- When your chidren are involved in 
writing activities using the microcomputer are they organised as 
individual s/groups/o:r: dS a class? 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Individual 1 1 
Group 0 7 
Varies according 11 6 
to task 
Individual doing 3 0 
a class task 
Individual doing 0 1 
a group task 
Ai?PENDIX 11 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Interviews Analysis~·· 'l'eachers' 
organisation of writing activitiesv the use of resources and how 
activj.ties a~ce monitored and developedo 
Final Interview Question 2; ·· How a~re ym1r chiclren o:cganised for 
writing activities? The numbers indiccrte the responses given to each 
headingo 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Class 0 0 
Ability groups 3 2 
Socia 1 groups 0 0 
Mixed ability groups 0 0 
Varies according 10 12 
Individual 2 1 
Final Interview Question 17~- When your chidren are involved in 
writing activities using the microcomputer are they organised as 
individuals/groups/or as a class? 
00 "" 00 00 00 oo QQ 00 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 0 0 000000 0 0 00 oooo 00 ooo 0 00 00 oo 00 0000 0 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Individual 2 1 
Group 5 7 
Varies according 6 6 
to task 
Individual doing 2 0 
a class task 
Individual doing 0 1 
a group task 
. ·::238·-
Al?PENDlX l2(A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~-- Teache~cs' organisation of w:dting 
activitiesr the use of x-esourcesr and how activities are monitored and 
developed" 
Question 20 ~ · · can you describe how you gene raJ l y int:coduce w-:c::_tjng 
tasks" 
The miTnbers j ndtcate the responses given to each beading" 
2nd hand exp. 
eg .books vstories vTV 
1st hand exp. 
eg.visits,objects 
Group discussion 
Class discussion 
Teacher initiated 
tasks 
Vocabulary support 
Children's initiatives 
100 sample 
48 
24 
7 
63 
45 
16 
18 
Question 2E~-Are there any resources which you often use in supporting 
writing activities? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. 
100 sample 
Pictures 67 
Craftwork 32 
Computer 41 
Music (records,tapes) 33 
Stories 70 
T.V. ,radio,films 61 
Text books 43 
Visits etc 15 
Objects 10 
Blackboard/workcards 19 
/.39 
A::?P:t;NDIX U(n) 
100 Sal11ple Questionnaire and Group 1 Initial Interview Analysis~·· 
Teachers' org-anisation of writing activities, the use of resources, 
and how ac-tivities are monitored and developed. 
Question 2D:- Can you desc:ribe how you general J. y intxod11c:e writing· 
tasks" 
The nurrbers indj.cate the responses given tD euch heading. 
2nd hand exp. 
eg.books,storiesrTV 
lst hand e}..'P· 
eg.visitsrobject.s 
Group discussion 
Class discussion 
Teacher initiated 
tasks 
Vocabulary support 
Children's initiatives 
100 sample 
48 
24 
63 
45 
16 
18 
Research 
Group l 
ll 
6 
l 
11 
10 
2 
3 
Question 2E~-Are there any resources which you often use in supporting 
writing activities? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
Pictures 67 8 
Craftwork 32 0 
Computer 41 3 
Music (records,tapes) 33 1 
Stories 70 5 
T.V. rradio,films 61 9 
Text books 43 8 
Visits etc 15 3 
Objects 10 3 
Blackboard/workcards 19 3 
APPEl\lDIX 12 (C) 
100 SampJ.e Questionnaire and Groups 1 &, 2 Initial Interview Analysis~·· 
TectdH=.( b' ors-Jctn:; sat ion of wri"l .. :i.ng· acti vi·ties, the usP o·F ~resources, 
and how activities aTe moniton:d and dc:'velopecL 
Qu.es·U.on 2D ~ · · Can you describe how you generally irrcroduce w:d tinq 
taskso 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
100 sample Research Research 
Group l Group 2 
2nd hand expo 48 11 7 
egobooks,stories,TV 
lst hand expo 24 6 3 
egovisits,objects 
Group discussion 7 1 2 
Class discussion 63 ll 14 
Teacher initiated 45 10 9 
tasks 
Vocabulary support 16 2 2 
Children's initiatives 18 3 4 
Question 2E~-Are there any resources which you often use in supporting 
writing activities? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each headingo 
100 tlample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Pictures 67 8 9 
Craftwork 32 0 3 
Computer 41 3 6 
lfrusic (records,tapes) 33 1 2 
Stories 70 5 10 
ToVo,radio,films 61 9 3 
Text books 43 8 7 
Visits etc 15 3 2 
Objects 10 3 1 
Blackboard/workcards 19 3 9 
. 2(\J.·. 
1\J?PEi\JDIX 12 (D) 
Research Group 1 Initial and Final Interview Analysis~-- Teachers' 
organisation of writing activitiesp the use of resourcesf and how 
activities ;:=n:·e TllOn.i toreCJ. nnd OPVPJ oped" 
Initial interview Question 2Dz · Can you descc:i.be hmv you g·eneral ly 
introduce writing· taskso 
Final Interview Question 5 ~- · How do you i_njtj_ate writing act.i vi ties/ 
how do the children become involved in v.r.citing activities? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
2nd hand expo 11 13 
egobooksfstoriesfTV 
lst hand exp" 6 5 
egovisitsfobjects 
Group discussion 1 5 
Class discussion ll 10 
Teacher initiated 10 12 
tasks 
Vocabulary support 2 4 
Children's initiatives 3 3 
Initial Interview Question 2E~-Are there any resources which you often 
use in supporting writing activities? 
Fina I Interview Question 4 ~ ·- Are there any resources which you 
regularly use to support writing activities? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each headingo 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Pictures 8 5 
Craftwork 0 2 
Computer 3 11 
Music (recordsvtapes) 1 0 
Stories 5 7 
ToVo fradio,films 9 7 
Text books 8 9 
Visits etc 3 4 
Objects 3 4 
Blackboard/workcards 3 5 
APPEi\l])IX 12 (E) 
Research Group ~ Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~·· •reachers' 
organisation of writing activities, the use of resourcesr and how 
activities are monitored and develop2rL 
Initial Interview Question ?.D~· · Can you describ:~ hmv you qeneraJ ly 
:introduce ~,,;riting tasks 0 
Final Interview Question 5 ~ ·· How do you initic;tc ~v:-ci ting ucti vi ties/ 
how do the children become involved in writing activities? 
The numbers indicate the responses given to each headingo 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
2nd hand expo 'I 10 
eg.books,stories,TV 
lst hand expo 3 9 
egovisits,objects 
Group discussion 2 5 
Class discussion 14 3 
Teacher initiated 9 7 
tasks 
Vocabulary support 2 5 
Children's initiatives 4 7 
Initial Interview Question 2E~-Are there any resources which you often 
use in supporting writing activities? 
Final Interview Question 4~- Are there any resources which you 
regularly use to support writing activities? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each headingo 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Pictures 9 6 
Craftwork 3 5 
Computer 6 9 
Music (records,tapes) 2 4 
Stories 10 7 
T.V.,radio,films 3 2 
Text books 7 5 
Visits etc 2 7 
Objects 1 5 
Blackboard/workcards 9 4 
APPEND IX l /. ( F' ) 
Research Groups l & 2 Final Interviev-m Analysis~·· Teachers' 
organisation of writing activitiesr the use- of resourcesr and hovJ 
activities are monitored and developecL 
Final Int.erviev-7 Question 5:; Ho\•7 do you inib_ate ~vrit.:i_ng act.ivit:ies/ 
how do the childien become involved :in v/r:-~t:ing activities? 
The numbers indicate ·[-:he :(esponses given to each heading. 
2nd hand exp. 
eg.booksrstoriesfTV 
1st hand exp. 
eg.visits 1 objects 
Group discussion 
Class discussion 
Teacher initiated 
tasks 
Vocabulary support 
Group l 
Interview 
l3 
5 
10 
12 
4 
Children's initiatives 3 
Group 2 
Interview 
10 
9 
5 
3 
7 
5 
7 
Final Interview Question 4~- Are there any resources which you 
regularly use to support writing activities? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Pictures 5 6 
Craftwork 2 5 
Computer ll 9 
Music (records 1 tapes) 0 4 
Stories 7 7 
T.V. ,radio, films 7 2 
Text books 9 5 
Visits etc 4 7 
Objects 4 5 
Blackboard/workcards 5 4 
APPB!\lD IX 13 (A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~·· Teachers' organisation of ~vd·ting 
a.ctivitiesr the use of resourcesv and how activities are monitored and 
developecL 
Question !':A~-· When yom:- children <n·e enga.gPd in vr.ci·ting act:iv:iti.es, is 
this generally on an indjv:i.CiuaJ ba~:;j_s, or as a member of a g-roup, or 
as an individual doing a class m· qroup task? 
100 sample 
Individual 3% 
group 1% 
depends 66% 
on task 
individual doing 19% 
class task 
individual doing 11% 
group task 
ooogoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooQooOGoooo 
Question 4B~~ Do your children take part in collaborative writing 
activities? If the arJSWeL· .is YES what sort of activities do they do? 
o 0 0 C 0 00 o o 00 00 00 oO OQ QO 00 0 oooO o 00 oO 00 gOO 0 0 gOO 00 00 00 0000 00 0 0 00 0 o oo 00 00 0 
Yes 
No 
100 sample 
59% 
41% 
00 oo oo co 00 0 0 co 00 00 oooo 00 oc 00 00 00 0 0 00 oooo 0000 0 0 oo 0000 00 00 00 oo 0000 0 0 0 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading, 
Reports 46 
Plays ll 
Stories 30 
Magazines 16 
Computer work 8 
Poems 26 
Project/Topic work 19 
. 205· 
A.Pl?8ND!X l3(B) 
100 Sample Questionna:ixe and Group 1 Initial Interview Analysisg· · 
Teachers' organisat.ion of writing activities, the use of resources, 
and how act:ivities are monitored and deveJopedo 
Question !J,A. ~ · · When your chi 1 dren are engaged in 1 • .vriting acti vi tiGs 7 j_ s 
this gene:ra]!y on an :i.nd.ividua:t basis, or as a rr:errber· of a group, or 
as <m individual doing a class or g:coup t-.ask? 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
Individual 3% 13%(2) 
group l% 0 
depends 66% 27%(4) 
on task 
individual doing 19% 27%(4) 
class task 
individual doing 11% 33%(5) 
group task 
Question 4B~- Do your children take part in collaborative writing 
activities? If the answer is YES what sort of activities do they do? 
100 sample 
Yes 59% 
No 41% 
The numbers indicate responses 
Reports 46 
Plays 11 
Stories 30 
Magazines 16 
Computer work 8 
Poems 26 
Project/Topic work 19 
given to 
Research 
Group 1 
6./% (l 0) 
33%(5) 
each heading. 
6 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
5 
APPEi\lDJX J. 3 (C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interview 
Ana 1 ysis ~ · · Teachers ' organisation of writing activities r the use of 
resotF·ces, and how activities are monitored and develop2d" 
Question 4:A~· · ~1\The:o youT children are engaged i_:o \'7r:i.ting ac-t.ivities, is 
this ge:oerall y on <m i:ooj v:i dua 1 basis; m as a member of a group 9 or 
as an individual doing a class or group task? 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Individual 3% 13%(2) 7%(1) 
group 1% 0 0 
depends 66% 2"l%(4) 73%(11) 
on task 
individual doing 19% 27%(4) 20%(3) 
class task 
individual doing ll% 33%(5) 0 
group task 
Question 4B~- Do your children take part in collaborative writing 
activities? If the answer is YES what sort of activities do they do? 
100 sample 
Yes 59% 
No 41% 
The numbers indicate responses 
Reports 46 
Plays ll 
Stories 30 
Magazines 16 
Computer work 8 
Poems 26 
Project/Topic work 19 
given 
Research 
Group 1 
67%(10) 
33%(5) 
to each heading. 
6 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
5 
Research 
Group 2 
47%(7) 
53%(8) 
4 
2 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
APPENDIX l3(D) 
Research Group l Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~-- Teachers' 
organisation of writing activitiesu the use of resources, and how 
activities are monitored and developecL 
Initial Interview Question 4B~·, Do your children take part in 
collaborative w.citing activities? If the answer is YES what soJ~t of 
activities do they do? 
Final Interview Question 18 ~-- liil"hat do you find is the best way of 
organising the use of the microcomputer? Why? 
Initial Interview 
Yes 10 
No 5 
The numbers indicate responses given to the headings. 
Reports 
Plays 
Stories 
Magazines 
Computer work 
Poems 
Project/Topic work 
Individual use 
Group work 
Class (for 
introducing work) 
Varies according 
to task 
6 
l 
3 
l 
l 
l 
5 
Final Interview 
2 (Helps remedial and special needs) 
6 (Supports collaborative work) 
3 (All 3 teachers then said they usually 
had groups) 
6 
-248-
APPENDIX l3(E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~- Teachers' 
organisation of writing activities, the use of resources, and how 
activities are monitored and developed. 
Initial Interview Question 4B~- Do your children take part in 
collaborative writing activities? If the answer is YES what sort of 
activities do they do? 
Final Interview Question 18~·· What do you find is the best way of 
organising the use of the microcomputer? Why? 
Initial Interview 
Yes 7 
No 8 
The numbers indicate responses given to the headings. 
Reports 
Plays 
Stories 
Magazines 
Computer work 
Poems 
Project/Topic work 
Individual use 
Group work 
Class 
Varies according 
to task 
4 
2 
2 
l 
4 
2 
l 
Final Interview 
4 (Helps remedial and special needs) 
9 (Supports collaborative work) 
0 
8 
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APPENDIX 13 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis:-
Teachers' organisation of writing activities, the use of resources, 
and how activities are monitored and developed. 
000000000000000000000000'!t00000000<;1100'000D000000000000000'0000000110DDOO 
Initial Interview Question 4B:- Do your children take part in 
collaborative writing activities? If the answer is YES what sort of 
activities do they do? 
Final Interview Question 18:- What do you find is the best way of 
organising the use of the microcomputer? Why? 
oooooooaaooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
Yes 
No 
Initial Interview 
Group 1 
10 
5 
Initial Interview 
Group 2 
7 
8 
The numbers indicate responses given to the headings. 
Reports 6 
Plays 1 
Stories 3 
Magazines 1 
Computer work 1 
Poems 1 
Project/TOpic work 5 
Final Interviews 
Individual use 2 
(Helps remedial and special needs) 
Group work 6 
(Supports collaborative work) 
Class 
Varies according 
to task 
3 
6 
4 
2 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
4 
9 
0 
8 
. ·2j0-
APPENDlX 14(A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Analysis~-· Teachers' organisation of writing 
activities 1 the use of resources, and how activities are monitored and 
developed. 
Question 5C ~ -· How do you respond to chD dren 's writing? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. 
100 sample 
Discussion 68 
Written comments 79 
Verbal comments 7l 
Marking 63 
Grades 5 
Display 75 
Read to others 28 
Question 4F~- Do your children review 1 edit 1 and re-write their 
written work? 
100 sample 
Nevor 5% 
Always ll% 
Occasionally 42% 
Quite often 34% 
Rarely 9% 
. ·251·. 
APPENDIX 14(B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group l Initial Interview 
Analysis~-· Teachers' organisation of writing activitiesr the use of 
resourcesr and how activities are monitored and developed" 
Question 5C~· · How do you respond to children's writing? 
The number·s indicate responses given to the headings 0 
Discussion 
Written comments 
Verbal comments 
Marking 
Grades 
Display 
Read to others 
100 sample 
68 
79 
7l 
63 
5 
75 
28 
Research 
Group 1 
10 
8 
10 
10 
0 
7 
8 
Question 4F:- Do your children review, edit, and re-write their 
written work? 
100 sample Research 
Group 1 
Never 5% 7%(1) 
Always ll% 0 
Occasionally 42% 40%(6) 
Quite often 34% 20%(3) 
Rarely 9% 33%(5) 
··252-· 
Al?PENDIX l4(C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interview 
Ana 1 ysis g · • Teachers' organisa·tion of writing activities r the use of 
resourcesr and how activities are monitored and developed, 
Question 5C ~ · · How do you respond to chi J dren 's writing? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading, 
00 0000 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 oO 00 00 0 0 0000 oO QO oo 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 0 DO 00 00 Oo 00 0 0 0 0 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Discussion 68 10 5 
Written comments 79 8 4 
Verbal comments 71 10 5 
Marking 63 10 14 
Grades 5 0 0 
Display 75 7 1 
Read to others 28 8 2 
Question 4F:- Do your children review, edit, and re-write their 
written work? 
100 sample Research Research 
Group 1 Group 2 
Never 5% 7%(1) 20%(3) 
Always 11% 0 7%(1) 
Occasionally 42% 40%(6) 20%{2) 
Quite often 34% 20%(3) 27%(4) 
Rarely 9% 33%(5) 33%(5) 
-253·. 
APPENDIX 15(A) 
100 Sample Questionnaire Ana 1 ysis ~- 'I'eachers ' organisation of writing 
activitiesr the use of resourcesr and how activities are monitored and 
developed. 
Question SB~·· How do you monitor children's progress? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. 
100 sample 
Discussion 51 
Observation 73 
Marking 80 
Tests 43 
Individual records 48 
Work sampling 24 
Own knowledge 0 
Comparisons 0 
No monitoring 0 
APPENDIX 15 (B) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Group l Initial Interview 
Analysis~- Teachers' organisation of writing activities, the use of 
resources, and how activities are monitored and developedo 
Q Q Q QQ Q 0 00 0000 0 0 00 0 0 00 00 0 00 0 0000 00 OQQO 0 0 QOQQ 00 0 000000 0 00 0 D <:><;> {' Q C C Q V Q 00 
Question SB: .. How do you monitor children's progress? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each headingo 
Discussion 
Observation 
Marking 
Tests 
Individual records 
Work sampling 
Own knowledge 
Comparisons 
No monitoring 
100 sample 
51 
73 
80 
43 
48 
24 
0 
0 
0 
Research 
Group l 
5 
2 
9 
0 
3 
2 
2 
l 
l 
. 255·. 
APPENDIX lS(C) 
100 Sample Questionnaire and Research Groups 1 & 2 Initial Interviews 
Analysis~- Teachers' organisation of writing activitiesr the use of 
resources; and how activities are monitored and developed. 
Question SR~ .. How do you monitor children's progress? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading. 
100 sample 
Discussion 51 
Observation 73 
Marking 80 
Tests 43 
Individual records 48 
Work sampling 24 
OWn knowledge 0 
Comparisons 0 
No monitoring 0 
Research 
Group 1 
5 
2 
9 
0 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Research 
Group 2 
7 
3 
10 
0 
6 
2 
0 
0 
0 
APPENDIX 15 (D) 
Research Group 1 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~-· Teachers' 
organisation of writing activitiesr the use of resourcesr and how 
activities are monitored and developed" 
Initial Interview Question 5B~· · How do you monitor children's 
progress? 
Final Interview Quesbon 19~· · When the children are writing what sort 
of things do you do? What is the nature of your involvement with the 
children as they are writing? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading" 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Discussion 5 7 
Observation 2 3 
Marking 9 4 
Tests 0 0 
Individual records 3 0 
Work sampling 2 0 
OWn knowledge 2 0 
Comparisons 1 0 
No Monitoring done 1 0 
Encourage and support 0 7 
Help with difficulties 0 5 
Work with children 0 2 
Question 4F~- Do your children review, edit, and re-write their 
written work? 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Never 1 0 
Always 0 0 
Occasionally 6 8 (with micro) 
Quite often 3 3 
Rarely 5 4 
. 257·· 
APPEi\'DIX 15 (E) 
Research Group 2 Initial and Final Interviews Analysis~- Teachers' 
organisation of writing activitiesr the use of resourc.."esr and how 
activities are monitored and developed, 
0 DO 00 000 0 00 OOOOOOOOOOOOOO 000 000 oo 0000 00 00 0 00 o 00<:><><>" <'0 00 vV Ouo o oo oo oo 0 
Initial Interview Question 5B~·· How do you monitor children's 
progress? 
Final Interview Question 19~- When the children are writing what sort 
of things do you do? ~tilhat is the nature of your involvement with the 
children as they are writing? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each heading, 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Discussion 7 8 
Observation 3 7 
Marking 10 2 
Tests 0 0 
Individual records 6 0 
Work sampling 2 0 
OWn know 1 edge 0 2 
Comparisons 0 0 
No Monitoring done 0 0 
Encourage and support 0 8 
Help with difficulties 0 6 
Work with children 0 6 
Question 4F~- Do your children review, edit, and re-write their 
written work? 
Initial Final 
Interview Interview 
Never 3 0 
Always 1 2 
Occasionally 2 5 (with micro) 
Quite often 4 5 
Rarely 5 0 
2S8 · 
APJ?)~;NOIX 15 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & /. Initial and Final Interview Analysis~·· Teachers' 
organisa·tion of w:d ting acti vi'cies f the use of resourc..<es f and hov-1 
activities are monitored and developedo 
lnj_tic:ll J:ntendew Question 5B~ How do you rwnito:c children's 
progTess? 
Final Interview Question 19: · ~Vhen the children are writinq wha·i:: sort 
of things do you do? What is the nature of youx- involvement with the 
children as they are writing? 
The numbers indicate responses given to each headingo 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Discussion 7 8 
Observation 3 7 
Marking 4 2 
Tests 0 0 
Individual records 0 0 
Work sampling 0 0 
own knowledge 0 2 
Comparisons 0 0 
No Monitoring done 0 0 
Encourage and support 7 8 
Help with difficulties 5 6 
Work with children 2 6 
Question 4F~~ Do your children review, edit, and re-write their 
written work? 
Group 1 Group 2 
Interview Interview 
Never 0 0 
Always 0 2 
Occasionally 8 5 (with micro) 
Quite often 3 5 
Rarely 4 0 
?5S 
APP:Fillf)IX l6(D) 
Research Group l Final Interview Analysis~·· The advantages or 
disadvantages in using the microcomputer as a ~cesourc-e o 
Question Sl ~ · ·Which programs have you used? Numbers indicate numbe:c of 
teache:cs \vho bave used the progYam o 
Cartoon 
Storyline 
Tracks 
Martello Towers 
Mallory 
irilordplay 
Front page 
irJi iter 
Prompt 
Folio 
Pendown 
Tray 
News Bulletin 
15 
15 
l3 
5 
9 
15 
15 
15 
2 
2 
2 
12 
0 
Most of the teachers had used 
additional programs which were 
based on language activities 
involving spelling/' vocabulary, 
punctuation 1 comprehensionv puzzlesr 
word matching etc 
Question 10~ .. Is there a particular program you have liked or found to 
be more useful then the others? What do you feel are the benefits from 
the program? The numbers in brackets indicate responses to each 
headingo 
4 teachers chose Cartoon for~-
pl anning and structuring of work ( 4) ; ideas for creative writing ( 4) ' 
writing stimulus (2); motivation (2); group work (2)1 discussion (3) 
5 teachers chose Front Page for~·-
planning of work (2); presentation (3); writing stimulus (3!1 variety 
of different sorts of vrri ting ( 2) ; group wurk ( 2) ; motivation ( 4) ; 
display/print out (5); inagination (2); links with other curriculum 
work (3) 
2 teachers chose Mallory for~-
planning of work (2); writing stimulus (2); reasoning (2); group work 
(2); collaborative work (l); supports different kinds of writing (l); 
imagination (2); links with other curriculum work (2) 
1 teacher chose Storyline for:-
planning of work/ collaborative work; developing a logical story, 
good for remedial help; vrriting stimulus 
3 teachers chose Writer for:-
pl anning of work ( 2) ; editing ( 3) ; reviewing ( 2) ; re-·wri ting ( 2) ' 
content freer application across the curriculum (3); motivation (3); 
encourages children to concentrate on content (l); collaborative 
writing 2); display/print out (3), different styles of writing (2), 
awareness of audience (1) 
APPEl\IDIX .L6 (:;~) 
Hesearch Group 2 Final Interview Analysisg· · The advantages or 
disadvantages in using the microcomputer as a resourceo 
Quest :Lon 9; · ·Which programs have you usccl? Num.b2rs indicate Dumber of 
teachers ~vho have used the p:cogTi::llTI o 
Cartoon 
Storyline 
Tracks 
Martello Towers 
Mallory 
Wordplay 
Front page 
Writer 
Prompt 
Folio 
Pendown 
Tray 
News Bulletin 
1:> 
15 
14 
8 
11 
15 
15 
15 
6 
ll 
6 
15 
5 
Jl!.iost of the teachers had used 
additional programs which were 
based on language activities 
involving spelling¥ vocabularyr 
punctuation, comprehension, puzzles, 
word matching etc 
Question 10;·- Is there a particular program you have liked or found to 
be more useful then the others? What do you feel are the benefits fron1 
the program? The numbers in brackets indicate responses to the 
headings. 
2 teachers chose cartoon for;-
planning and structuring of work (2), writing stimulus (2), 
motivation ( 2) 1 collaborative work ( 2) , discussion ( 2) , reasoning. 
4 teachers chose Front Page for;-
planning of work (4)1 presentation (4), writing stimulus (3), variety 
of different sorts of wdting styles (4) 1 group work (2), motivation 
(4), display/print out (4); collaborative work (4), links with other 
curriculum work (3) 
l teacher chose Tray for~-
collaborative work, children can appreciate language techniques, 
develops understanding of written language, content free, adaptable 
for children at different stages. 
8 teachers chose one of the following word processors Writer/ Folio/ 
Pend own for ; · · 
planning of work (6)1 editing (8), reviewing (8), drafting (8), 
content freef application across the curriculum (8), motivation (5)1 
collaborative writing (8), display/print out (5); different styles of 
writing (8), awareness of audience (8)1 developing writing skills (2), 
presentation (6). 
·-·261· 
Research Group l Final Interview Analysis~·· The advantages or 
disadvantages in us:i.ng the micTocornpute:r as a resource., 
QueRb on J?. ~ · · Do you fee) any asr:;eec.s of your vT..citing provision hc;vc 
been supported by the 1..wc of the microcomputer·? 
Numbers indicate responses to each headingo 
Print out aids display work l3 
More collaborative work 7 
Provides different writing stimul ii ll 
Motivates children to write 8 
Aids editing, reviewing of work 3 
Children can correct spellings etc 5 
and produce corrected work easily 
Encouraging for children with co-ordination 4 
difficulties 
Story books and newspapers etc for 3 
others to read can be produced more easily 
Question 14~- Have you changed or added anything to your writing 
provision since you started using the microcomputer? 
Numbers indicate responses to each heading. 
More displayed work 
More collaborative work 
Teacher can observe children 
writing 
Children can help each other 
write 
Children do more varied 
types of writing 
Children edit and review 
work more 
Teacher is more involved 
in writing with the children 
8 
4 
3 
2 
3 
3 
l 
. ·262 
APPENTIIX 1'1 (:;<;) 
Research Gr·oup 2 Final Inter view Analysis~·· The advdntages or 
disadvantages in using the microcomputer as a resourceo 
00 0 0 00 00 
oooc 
0 0 00 0 0 0000 00 
co oo oo oo oo oo oo oooc en no no or> 0" "" o,.. "0'=~ 00 ~c 00 :;:; 0 '-
Question 12g· · Do you feel any aspects of yom wr:i.tins provision have 
been supported by the use of the microcomputer? 
ooc-n<.>oooooooocooooaoooooocoooGoooccoocoooooogooooooooooco~;~occooooooco 
Numbers indicate responses to each headingo 
Print out aids display work 15 
More collaborative work 10 
Provides different v-rri ting stimul ii 12 
Motivates children to write 4 
Aids editing; reviewing of work 10 
Children can correct spellings etc 5 
and produce corrected work easily 
Encouraging for children with co-ordination 2 
difficulties 
Story books and newspapers etc for 2 
others to read can be produced more easily 
Question 14~- Have you changed or added anything to your writing 
provision since you started using the microcomputer? 
Numbers indicate responses to each headingo 
More displayed work 
More collaborative work 
Teacher can observe children 
writing 
Children can help each other 
write 
Children do more varied 
types of writing 
Children edit and review 
work more 
Teacher is more involved 
in writing with the children 
10 
6 
7 
6 
7 
8 
5 
·-263-
APPENDIX 1"7 (F) 
Research Groups 1 & 2 Final Interviews Analysis~-· The advantages or 
disadvantages in using the microcomputer as a resource. 
0000 00 00 00 00 00 00 nn no~Q ~0 00 00 00 CIOOO go 0:;: 00 CCI 0 000 00 UO Ol)<lO Q u UO oO a 000 0 D OQ OC 
Question 12~·· Do you feel any aspects of your writing provision have 
been supported by the use of the microcomputer? 
Numbers indicate responses to each heading. 
Group 1 Group 2 
Print out aids display work l3 15 
More collaborative work 7 10 
Provides different writing stimulii ll 12 
Motivates children to write 8 4 
Aids editing, reviewing of work 3 10 
Children can correct spellings etc 5 5 
and produce corrected work easily 
Encouraging for children with co-ordination 4 2 
difficulties 
Story books and newspapers etc for 3 2 
others to read can be produced more easily 
Question 14~- Have you changed or added anything to your writing 
provision since you started using the microcomputer? 
Numbers indicate responses to each heading. 
Group 1 Group 
More displayed work 8 10 
More collaborative work 4 6 
Teacher can observe children 3 7 
writing 
Children can help each other 2 6 
write 
Children do more varied 3 7 
types of writing 
Children edit and review 3 8 
work more 
Teacher is more involved 1 5 
in writing with the children 
2 
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APPENDIX 18(D) 
Research Group 1 Final Interview Analysis~- The advantages and 
disadvantages in using the microcomputer as a resource. 
Question 22;- Do yuu feel the use of the microcomputer is an advantage 
or disadvantage to your writing provision? 
Advantage 15 
Disadvantage 0 
Advantages (Numbers indicate responses to each heading)~-
Produces work for display 13 
Children write together more 
Added stimuli for writing 
Source for different styles of writing 
Motivates children to write 
Word processing supports writing process 
Word processing encourages children 
to be more critical of their writing 
Print out of work makes children 
feel more successful 
Disadvantages mentioned:-
Creative writing range was limited 
Collaborative writing was of dubious value 
Low ability children find keyboard 
difficult to operate 
High ability children can write 
better stories without microcomputer 
8 
12 
3 
6 
3 
2 
4 
3 
4 
3 
2 
Question 23~- Are there any difficulties in using the microcomputer in 
the classroom? 
Numbers indicate responses to each heading. 
Lack of regular access/ more micros needed l3 
Programs which go wrong 4 
Lack of printer facilities 3 
Organisation to make sure all children have access 5 
Monitoring of work 3 
Children using microcomputer demanding 5 
too much attention 
Fitting microcomputer work wih other 2 
classroom work 
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APPENDIX 18 {E) 
Research Group ?. Final Interview Analysis~- The advantages and 
disadvantages in using the microcomputer as a resource. 
00 00000 0 0 0 00 00 0 0 0 0 OQ 00 00 00 COCCI 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00000 0 0000 00 QO 0000 0000 00 
Question 22~- Do you teel the use of thP microcomputer is an advantage 
or disadvantage to your tvri ting provision? 
Advantage 15 
Disadvantage 0 
Advantages (Numbers indicate responses to each heading)~-
Produces work for display 15 
Children write together more 
Added stimuli for writing 
Source for different styles of writing 
Motivates children to write 
Word processing supports writing process 
Word processing encourages children 
to be more critical of their writing 
Print out of work makes children 
feel more successful 
Disadvantages rnentioned:-
Creative writing range was limited 
Collaborative writing was of dubious value 
Low ability children find keyboard 
difficult to operate 
High ability children can write 
better stories without microcomputer 
11 
9 
8 
5 
6 
5 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Question 23:- Are there any difficulties in using the microcomputer in 
the classroom? 
Numbers indicate responses to each heading. 
Lack of regular access/ more micros needed 3 
Programs which go wrong 5 
Lack of printer facilities 0 
Organisation to make sure all children have access 0 
Monitoring of work 2 
Children using microcomputer demanding 2 
too much attention 
Fitting microcomputer work wih other 0 
classroom work 
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APPENDIX 18 (F) 
Research Groups l ~' 2 Final Interviews Analysis~- The advantages and 
disadvantages in using the microcomputer as a resource. 
Question 22 ~ ·- Do you fee 1 the use of the microcomput.er j_ s an advantage 
or disadvantage to your writing provision? 
All of the 30 teachers thought that using a microcomputer was an 
advantagef although 5 teachers in Group 1 felt the advantages were 
limited in some areas. 
Advantages (Numbers indicate responses to each heading) ~-
Produces work for display 
Children write together more 
Added stimuli for writing 
Source for different styles of writing 
Motivates children to write 
Word processing supports writing process 
Word processing encourages children 
to be more critical of their wTiting 
Print out of work makes children 
feel more successful 
Disadvantages mentioned:-
Creative writing range was limited 
Collaborative writing was of dubious value 
Low ability children find keyboard 
difficult to operate 
High ability children can write 
better stories without microcomputer 
Group 1 
l3 
8 
12 
3 
6 
3 
2 
4 
3 
4 
3 
2 
Group 
15 
ll 
9 
8 
5 
6 
5 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
Question 23:- Are there any difficulties in using the microcomputer in 
the classroom? 
Numbers indicate responses to each heading. 
Lack of regular access/ more micros needed l3 3 
Programs which go wrong 4 5 
Lack of printer facilities 3 0 
Organisation to make sure all 5 0 
children have access 
Monitoring of work 3 2 
Children using microcomputer demanding 5 2 
too much attention 
Fitting microcomputer work wih other 2 0 
classroom work 
*********************** 
EXAMPLES OF TEACHER 
INI'ERVI£W, OBSERVATION AND RECORD SHEETS 
and 
CHILDREN'S WORK 
from 
RESEARCH GROUP ONE 
Pages 267 to 294 
************************ 
Gene~al Information: 
l.A. Length of teaching Experience in years? 
l.B. Status? 
Number of children in cluss? 
l.D. Age range of children in class? 
• 1,_. I 
' ~ \ - 1 c ,'._ 
r~ . 
:'{,._ '{ ~ .,..: ~- '_ .J t\0 -. \1 (,; '" \ ~- I 
(.i;, Ov\(J> 
.. 
How are children generally arranged for work? 
As a Class? In pairs? 
In ability groups? In social groups? 
Other, 
;,._ _______ ~·-
1. F. Have you ever attended a course/project on writing? 
No 'Within the 
, ___ last year 
Within the 
last 3 years 
Over 5 
years ago 
If you have attended a course/project where was it based? 
within L.E.A. Outside 
L.E.A. 
School 
---1 
I 
::no. typica.l v:ee·~., h:Jh' often v'ould you sc_y you.;:· child:r:en 
are engaged in w~lling activities? 
Sever.al times day? Once a week? 
Da :i.J. y? I T\.;ice a week? 
---
When they need to? !_j Other 
2.8. Generally how are the children organised when they are 
involved in the writing tasks? 
Individually? Pairs? 
Group? I I. Class? l_j . 
'. 
' 
., 
need?j __ l
f I Varies depending on Other? 
2.C. In a typical week what specific writing tasks do the 
children do? 
Stories/Creative Writing ! I Formal language work 
News/diaries 
I 
Poetry 
···-----
Recording an activity 
1 
Other 
1-----"l 
I I 
LJ 
2.D. Can you describe how writing tasks are generally introduced? 
i.e. What does it involve 
,-----, 
Teacher initiated I Use of resources 
Child initiated I ___ J Varies 
Introduce via discussion ~~~_j Via Practical work I I \ I ~-_j 
~- 2 .. 
2.~. Are th2~e ?ny ~eq~urces which you use in supporting writing 
a ci.:. 5. v ::_ t i e .s ? 
P.:i,ctures Work cards 
r----l 
Computer 
Mus i c a ~- s t i m u l j_ j_ 
[-l 
,--, 
j ___ _l Other 
Stor:i_es 
Video/Film/T.V. Radio 
Text boo~-;:s 
----
0 
I 
L. I 
... ---~ ~- ~- ------~-~-------------~~~~ 
2.F. In your everyday teaching acttivities, are there curriculum 
areas which you feel you quite ~egularly link to writing 
activities? 
... ,,,! l Art & II I-=_} P.E. Drama 
-----.... -.. 
Craft Science 
D Stories/ I l II R.E. Poems Maths Env. Studies 
Music D Other CJ 
... ] --
3"~" !f asked by a par-ent why chil~~e~ need to ~earn to w~1te, 
what would you s2y? 
Expressing ideas & attitudes 
Enjoyment --, j _ _l 
Shm-1 t·22.cher. what they knot·! 
., 
--=r 
---------·- --· 
Cotnmun i c2. t ion 
Soci.al 
Othei:-
,---, 
I I 
·---, 
-~~--­
L ----' 
3.8. Can you think of a child in your class, who you would describe 
as a qood writer, and say what qualities he/she has which 
makes--yo-u think tl1 is? 
Stories have structure 
Writes in sentences 
~---1 
j 
-----
Good range voca. 
Good punctuation 
Good spelling 
' I . 
Writes,in a variety of styles j Good expr-ession 
S tori e s con t a i n feel i n g I _ _I vJ r i t e s a 1 o t 
Writes with meaning 
Other 
3.C. What do you feel 
your class? 
Lack of ability to 
relate experiences 
Poor co-ordination 
Cannot concentrate 
Poor spelling 
Other 
----·--1 Enjoys writing 
Imagination 
are the main featur-es of a poor 
r---~ Poor- range voca. 
Writes little 
---~ Poor motivation 
Poor reader 
---1 ~----~--___[ Poor- speech 
r---~~~J Poor- obser-vation 
writer- in 
I I 
-----
.___1 
I 
, __ __, 
~--r 
~=~~=~ 
~-----~ 
3.0. What per-centage of your class do you teel has a satisfactory 
standar-d of wr-iting for their age? 
Under 25% I I 25-SO% !_ ___ _ 50 - 75% over- 75% I _I-
Organisation and Content of writing tasks. 
4.A. When your children are engaged in writing tasks, is this 
generally on an individual basis, or as a member of a group, 
or as an individual doing a class writing task. 
Always as individuals 
Always as a group 
Depends on task 
Ll 
LJ 
D 
Mainly as a individual 
doing a class task 
Mainly as an individual 
doing group tasks 
Quite often as an 
individual 
Other 
D 
u 
4.B. Do your children take part in collaborative group work? 
Yes ~~ No u 
If YES what activities do they do? 
Produ.cing plays 
~---
Experiments with language I 
·---
Producing an article 
.D 
Other 
Producing stories 
Producing Reports 
Adventure programs 
I I 
D 
4.C. Do the children plan what they write or do they just get 
on with it? 
Regularly Plan Sometimes plan (written) 
Never Plan Sometimes plan (verbally) 
r-···--·j 
Always Plan 
D 
Cl Other ( J 
't> 
- 5 -
1!:oDn :~.:.> ·:-.~le c~.-:ildi.'~~1 (~\/_::· cil .. t • .'.Lf2 \-J:!dl. L"ley hc.ve \~·.L_;_cL:~ L~.i.t.> ot-.~e::· 
l_) :_ ~ ~ :~ e ? 
Y2'S ~-----'- No I ____ I 
If YES then with whom? 
P2ers ' 
I 
i------
,~---/ 
I I 
,. ___ l 
-----
1 I , 
I I L __ , Ot!:;er ___ _1 
4.E. Is there any written work ~isplayed in your cla~3room t~is 
moment? 
Yes i \ 
L--- ---
1\o 
If YES then what? Hand~Vriting 
Ind i v idu.:.l v-ror k Class books 
Descriptions of activities Other 
4.F. Do your children ever rewrite things that they have written? 
Never l __ Rarely 
-----
Always 
!_ __ _ 
Occasionally 
Quite Often 
4.G. What proportion of total writing activities is given to 
fictional Hark? 
0% Under 25% 
50%-75% L_jover 75% 
r---, 
I I 100% 
4.H. What is the other % devoted to? 
Formal Language Work 
Factual work/ [_J 
Environmental Studies 
6 
Handwriting 
Other 
L -l (2~ t (! ~ L~ 
D ;i_ s c u s .:; j_ o n 
I 
_l_j l'ia ~king 
i I , 
' ___ j 
---
--1 I li?r:·itlen comments\ __ _ Other:- 1 Ve :::-be..'. .:..:cromen t s 
F e a c o u t a l c u ;.J 
S.B. Do you h2ve a school policy for writing develop~ent? 
!---j 
Yes L_l No 
S.C. How do you assess children's wr:-iting developmert? 
For:-mal s~hool system Observation 
Per:-sonal for:-mal system Scores Grading 
Marking None 
Discussion ' I Ll Other 
- 7 .. 
;==~c.-~ 
\ i 
-·~---·---
~I L_ ____ i
~-"D. 'JC~ J:; Tr' ':"' .~ rJ 2 2 -· . .:l_]. .-_--. ·:- 0 ~,;· ;_ -~ ~- C '_ : . ....; ·- L. I _j_ ~ :::~ """: e ..--1 0 :·-= ,.· .:- f --; .. _- _·_ 
2 ;:J .: 1_ i t _i_ 2 3 .-~ 
Re~. to pooc chi!~:~n 
Yes 
17. e f .. to h ~- i g h, ~- c: 1~ .. J d j_- c n 
I 
E~-: i_ ::·u ins',-_ ruct i :::-: '""; 
"- 1 . ' . ' . 
•'-CC l:;:lC:aL:J.On oi task I l ______ _j 
Other-
I I 
1 __ 1 
~-----: 
Differen~ ~p~ro~ch to 
S.E. Do you keep personal records ot childrens written achieve~e~t? 
Yes No 
If YES then what? 
Develcpment chart 
---·------
;--, 
I ! 
, ____ _/ 
ScoJ:es 
Samples of 
\·IOL'K. 
,---~ Other 
L--
S.F. Do you receive o~ pass on records on writing achieve~2ntR? 
Yes 
,-, [_ .. __ _ No 
If Y~S then what? 
I--Jritt2:1 records V2rbal c:Jmmeni:'.s 
Gccdin;s 
l 
I I 
--------~ 
i-·------, 
i _____ j 
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PROGRAM RECORD 
Teacher Reference Number.o •• o Initial 
. 
lo How did you introduce the program? 
2o How many children were involved in using the program? 
3o What was the ability of the children (e.go average, mixed ability etco 
4. What were the children's reactions/attitudes to the program? 
So How long were the children involved in using the program? 
6o Comment on any difficulties encountered by the children. 
7. What skills/knowledge did you feel the children might develop by using 
the program? 
8. Comment on any difficulties encountered by you. 
9o If you continue to use the program what kind of development do 
you think this would involve. (i.e. organisation, skills, extended 
activities etc.) 
reache~s Reference Number .... 
- --=-- ~· ______________ .. --· ·-. 
---~---- ----- ------------~-----
10. What do you feel was the best method of organisation you t~ied? 
ll. What (if anything) did the children p~oduce? 
(a) at the computer b) away fl':"om the comrut.er) 
.2. What skills/knowledge etc. did you feel the children developed/ 
acquired? 
3. With reference to the way you usually provide for the development 
of the above skills etc., was the use of the computer an 
advantage/disadvantage? 
4o Can you comment on any observations/incidents relating to yourself 
or the ·children which you feel have any significance? 
5. In relation to the skills etc. experienced what do y0~ feel 
would be an extension or development of the program. 
-.~ 
--
~Co, (/ v ~ ~Fee~©J~~- d, )J, 
Investig~ion into the potential of the Microcompute~-
Observation Sheet 
as an aid to teaching a 0\oc--;,e:TvP.~' '7::> ite.ucher 
Group"-=-~~~R=e~L =~?-"---~·-~'o ,,",\~ ~,-;,..,~ r •. .)hcc\: 
Ru.-.-,c.c..l·ci>, (~.---vv•p 
Organisation 
Teacher involvement 
Teacher Comments 
Children's involvement 
Organ1sat1on 
Teacher involvement 
Teacher Comments 
Children's involvement 
"'~A ((<0= tf\~pe r'ldl n ~ 
the Microcomruter 1nv_e3tigation~ into the ~~tential of 
Observation Sheet 
Organisation 
C: .. A.c...s "' '""\::-ro 
Teacher involvement 
c! V"\. ~ f <C \. \ \ ""'" otj S 
'- c"\ <::>u.. ~ ~.,.,\.A-t-
Teacher Comments 
Children's involvement 
Organ1sat1on 
Teacher involvement 
\-e.v..<. ~e.- b~\k..evl 
Teacher Comments 
Children's involvement 
c ~.\cA .. (¥\ vV'o ,-\.:::e ,( bo~)el:...._.._,..., 
•""'- \ ¥ -e. ct ..,__\,;},\,\-.';) j I<> ~'1 
... 
lc"'-.<2. .-..a '> \:; 0 o\. 0""'-. V\ C< \:, <2...c.l 
,, 
~roup Ref o No o I 
c...._l9 I \' ~ J <"""-.> •-q~P C p. ·::, 
e:-..~ c.:.-_ C L L'VI...'-"-\- 0 ~- 01..... 
'(1"'-~C\:-~c-,<l;) ·'\ 
c"' "\:::<? ~ !t 
-.J '-'> \ \;-
""""...,. e l " ("' . 
' 
\ 1.; 
b. 
rl <". ......- s. (J "'- (' <2 ;-
\2-..,e ..... \;;' 
o...\t_'lr..o~'n'-' 
'"" 
0\. 
h\~'\._ , .... \o l\., ~I c.."'-,\. cil..t'-<2 
"'"' 
Teacher Reference 
f' • t • . C t -'--.,... qn (i /t/1. &'q /. 1/.A .· . ~~ r 1 .1 n g a e g 0 r y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v: 0 0 0 0 0 ~0 Q 4: 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 
Program Name o o o o o o c ~.&;;·0~ '! ~"\ o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o··o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Initial period of program use 
(1) How was program introduced? 
[lLt 'Z,o ~ ~ ~ f ~ "~ ~ alt{ daM (~#Cu 
oJ,l ~ ~fl./) ~ ~ /2_~ ~- ~rf~~. ~f~ 
~~ ~JC(2_Jl. ~\Jr~ ~~~-----------~~-
( " \ ~) Size of group? 
(3) Children•s ability i.e. above or /below /average 
~~ 
(4) Leng~h of involvement time? 
(5) What (if any) skills/knowledge etco did you feel the children 
used/developed? ' 
(L'U- db ~ fe~ 
~~ ~h;'-ev( ( ~(!~ ~j $~5&J_($ 
~~ ~~~~(;~ ~(r~ WlVJ ~'tffe-'-~-7 
(6) Comments on difficulties encountered by: 
Children o -o a a o o o a o a'" a a o o o o o o. o .. o o a • ., a a o o o o o o o o o a a., a o a o 
Teacher ••••• 'J:O. -~~-~- .. p. -~ ... c1., .~ .Yfic. J.--- C-- je-J 
\ 
~~~LJ ~~ 
(7) Comments on children•s reactions/attitudes 
«Mrlo...$~ 
(8) What (if anything) did the children actually produce/accomplish? 
~Z!v{--· 0 , {(~ · ~CArt~ 
A~~@Acll\ ~ ~~-Subseq~ent periods·of program use. 
(9) Comments on organisation regarding use of program (groups etco) 
~ ~~ u} ~~~ ~ ~J-\ (~c£fr 
~t ?-c s~. ~ ~fLJo 
~~~ Cf~~ 
(10) Brief comments on how the use of the program was developed. 
r. "t~ ~~ z. ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~'<­
~~~~ ~rr~ ("c--~J ~ t-.. ~ 
3. f M cJ~ ([ ~ r:-:.,rr~ t.t-, S'rr~ o--. ~c 
;; ~ {... d~ "" (, ... C{ "' v .-""4 ;; ~J._ ~'Ub.. i-
~'lfr~''"~ 
rtsJ; ~r ~~~, 
~ w-JA 
(12) With reference to the way you usually provide for the development 
of the ~bo~e skills --- was the use of the computer an advantage/ 
disadvantage etc. 
(13) Comments and your views on how the use of the program could be 
extended/improved/applied. 
... 
- ~· 
~ 
-
L ___ -~· ~--
-
---
·~- ; \-~-~~--
l't 
-··--
\9 
----··---
~ace (oc;~e~ \aunt~in~ ... 
inSi.d.L... ~-~· . ~Q~@ :~f,@~~®i 
_Q~~-=-:..c rQS~ ~"3~~3 ~ b\o~ v 
~~'~----· ohl~t oo wl~ Fd~&~ 00 
J 5 _ __L 
- .. ·----PO 
---
' 
.~f-~'~-- mcm ""4 ros:k~L~­
~~.:._:~~~-. ~~~~~ - ------- ----- \Q- -- ----__ -- =t ___ . . .. -~-
-
1 
--· --
vq ~1.!?~------~n~ r~l Gtoo.ste. ~---
1 
---· --~ 
-
\ __ L~=--
-
._Joditin~ \ ~ 
-- -- ·-·-v 2 '·" . 
·------ ------
1--· 
-~gs, __ _rgJ~ 1!-lo~~- __ 
--~l~t.ta lO .. -~~e_~ 
~:-Sp-a~~L .. -~f. • .M».tb ., ~~-~~~ 
_. __ 5f~.C.~..::. k et __ _ 
~------~+---~-
___ .. 
.-----
...---- --· ·--'~"'"- ~·-- ... -·--
> .• 
·~'----·-·-------------
('. ~:... .;.. ..... _. __ ........ _ ..... ___ ........... ________ _ 
.£. ·.---.--.. .......__ ___ ...,.. _______ _ 
/ 
~ ... ----·----------·-· ... ~· --··---·-~- ... -- .. ·--- -·-~--
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--
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- --
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EXAMPLE OF CHILD'S WORK FROM RESEA~CH GROUP I 
USE OF PROGRAM 'CARTOON 
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EXAMPLE OF CHILD'S WORK F~OM RESEARGH GROUP I 
USE OF PROGRAM STORYLINE 
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APPENDIX 28 
EXAMPLES OF CHILDREN'S WORK FROM RESEARCH GROUP I 
USE OF PROGRAM 'CARTOON' 
I IJ 
~~@Wo ~,._.,!@.~~~....,. 
0 0 j: ~-~~-~·-~ _··-_--.--~-~ ·-~
-- -----· 
:lOP 
I --·-18aba86 ~ ~-
PEOPLE RRE ~OW SAYING THAT THE TWICE 
R WEEK SOAP nn ERSTE~WERSu ARE CO PIERS~ 
THEY THI~K THAT THERE COUlD BE ~ FIRE 
~T T~E DD~UEEH UIC 10 JUST AS THERE WAS 
AT THE DDRo~ERS RETm{H 01 A~ID THAT 
RNGIElTHE COCKNEY BARMAID Will DIE 
IHSTEMD OF COMING BACK I~TO THE SORP 
liKE BET l Y~CH Of DD ROVER 1 S RETU R~~, nn 
l~E ~!RECTOR ~f nnERSTENOERS 0" BRIAN ~~AlSH SAYS nn ~~E ARE tWT COPY tNG 1 ~~E JUST liKE THIE IDIEA 80 In THAT 1 S All a 00 SO, R~E THEY REAllY COPYING? 
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HISSRN LAUNCHES CRR OF TODAY 
NISSAN OF WRSHINGTO~ TODAY UNUEILED 
ITS HEW CRR ~~Ati1ED THE o• TRIOn ~miCH 
Will TAKE T~E BISI[;iJIT H~ FA~11ll Y 
~SALOONS. 59 80® JOBS Will BE CREATED 
IH MAHUFACT6RI~G THE CAR WHICH Will BE A. GREAT BOOST FOR THE NORTH-EAST~ · BUT THE CRm~CH WILl C0~1E NEXT ~lEEK 
W~Eti t1AHAGE~IEHT DECIDE THE COLOUR a CHOCOLATE IS A FIRM FAUOURITEa THE 
PlUSH INTERIOR SEATS ARE MADE FROM UElUETa IT HAS A POWERFUl 2~8 liTRE 
ENGINE~ A~D 6 SPEED GEAR BOX! 8-60 IN 9u3 StCSu ALTOGETHER R UfRY NICE 
CAR I PRICE £6 I 5®1B I 
;" 
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\0) , 
D 
= 2-ot\ = .. ·. -Ae'pe nd,-.,c ~o 
. Teo..c.ke..C"' ~-~ord ~h.ee\:; . 
Teacher 
· J / Re'"ti€-CA-r Gt-ro v..p \ 
Reference NOoaoooooooooo/oooooooooooooooooooo r7~ J 
: ' . v 
Categ.or ~Ct.Qt""-a.~~ / . Yo o a o a o o o o o o o ,.~ o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 o o o o a Writing 
Program C czr-~ .· Name 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 G Gee 0 0 0 Cl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 G G 0 Q 0 0 
Initial period of program use 
(1) How was program introduced? 
. I skwol at{ 6~ ~~s . /w -~/V)( lorf!Jcs. ea~·. :) 
~ cf'sc~SRcl /,z.;:'t;l <Yo !r.l:R t((~ /"o ~~hs~~. q- s-kTi-fJ' //ot:v .111~:::7. 
u/la.Jky ll~ .. /~~vrvr4 , /"'o-tdd/e j. ~:cl. /X, 'I rc,:n.-, (e/ ~fu.,...,... -lc 
'l)rzt,/2:E;_~ /o 4·c8 er_/- _1!it ff.a,v<-< 1~ ~ A..e_,_. =~~=~-~ .......... =~= I I ; ......, =~ 
( 2) Size of group? {Jio~ c /ass. 
(3) Children's ability iae. above or /below /average 
rn-txetl 4~~y-
(4) Length of involvement tiine? tfJAe, Ac-ul' - t-n{rockchCYt ~ '!k~cJ;-~ 
~c~ '!'kn. /A/7'-r(i:~ -1 ciratNWZ__J. S'/tPJ c~/4 ~o.l k~u-~--
(5) What (if any) sk~lls/knowledge etc. did yo~ feel the children 
used/developed? -
;-;6-w fi; hrJy""-i c~;u-t.r ~ .:uu oG.J"W'eol ~ 
o.b.£vVct.4.;,.._ ·" . H.-:"{1 ;_~~~ , ~rctzr :;1~,_/s . 
ort~.,( . dt.s ~u.rstrr--. ve/'jlvr:/ (9---'~ · a'Yt£~.~~rf ~J~ c~ 
:!~~. 
(6) Comments on difficulties encountered by: 
Children ••• ~).e;JW . . llf!~c/.. -~ .. $W. ft:·f: ?:O?K/;~~o/.. p(krs ; . " C01""-,0ku~cl -1/.a-1- --/~ t:c'uld~/ ~-I~ i'c,.u~:.J. 
Tea c he r • • • • • • • #.D.~~~· • • • .. • • • • • • • ,, • • • • • • • r ~ n " ,, n ... r ~ ' . 
/ 
--------------------~------------·~···---
(7) ;omrnents on children's reaction~/atti.tudesL . '6 ·/ 
J'l: aitt.J ~t-J _ -lky k-ed -f/e c&za-1 o~~ /ecru*~ .-
--IJ:t ~ ,~~ 7fr /f/cr-1- . -- .. ~-. 
(8) What (if anything) did the children actually produce/accompl!sh? 
r.~k~ s~ --1 ;>c~~/~S 
aAlLJ/kf" tJ7L(. 
•I 
,, 
((e_ f2 .. t ' .. ':'~~~-~ 
Subsequent periods·of program useo c o>.. -1' 1-o ~-/' 
(9) Comments on organisa~ion regarding use of. progr~m (groups etco) 
8 n:ht' · · w-~cl OV\.. p ~J. ;C?U/t/ Q/7ZrrLco-~ 
?.-i£c/-ecl h~~' -/. /v-o. b. s-/o~) .ft-t.cd s 01-u ... d il(-ft;.cfs 4..-t'c/ d?e::h!Jel.f 
e--!.A4-r<..C{ f.tcl-uNS . ?~ £&_,.... _I i"_._c> C(JW(d n-0-/- :J~f --1~ '*"a c.~ 
, ~ct;rc/, · ~t.!~/-/crv\ (I ,.Gv&,. r2--.xjh.., ... c.h,, .. .' .. V ).vi>.) P&- c_nt-!c/ /4:. 
'trn.t ___ ).t~f a-f. -1"-t ffi~ a ...,fyte.N,,clflt1 brob-!t.,~, e;.... c k? ~J' -I~,..L . 
. ( 11) Observations on value 
skills etco 
} .?u-~-,,__fol . .: t...r..c 
J 
u~.vy -e.-ct .. &~ 
of program regarding development of writing 
t.·t· /.:> 
c ;{,. ;;,(r .. l.(' ··--· 
----------~~-~~~=---=~~----~~~=~-~----~·--
(12) With reference to the way you usually provide for the development 
of the above skills --- was the use of the computer an advantage/ 
disadvantage etc. · 
. -- ~ / // /' / ' ' -' '-.' )' - c ,. -~·1/' ,, !'··( ..... ,--
:...- ::'1,..- >Vfrit,r-e't--· ,;;)/'-\. /-' r~ v"·( ,_...,-·'_, " ·,' ,. ''·(. . v1.•· ( . ''-( '' '· • 
v:·~ t.IV\..e...dt. ·et-·f-~ , _. 
------------------------------------=--=----------~·--=----------------
(13) Comments and your views on how the use of the program could be 
extended/improved/applied. ./ 
~~ ~-.r ~ . .shw : . a u~~= , "" .S:.fij~, 
or- 01... 'o/o-,vt~ f-cv(k '1-o S~(UrS / ~st:M.al (!:1?~. 
u';, c~j>~'t.IJ 
tJI/u- ~w.:./. 
·-· ~ ... _...._._ __ ... _..._.. ___ ... _ _.._-
Teacher Reference Numberoo~~ Initial 
3o What was the ability of the ch~ldren (eog. average, mixed ability etc. 
. . l11i1~p\ 
4. What were the children's reactions/attitudes t~ the program? 
~/ttJh'C. 
~- Ho~ long were the children. involved in using the program? ~'wir-· {19 J~ - uJ-iJ cf-- fer uo.-1-Lo-u.J ~
6. Comment on any difficulties encountered by the children. 
ti'I4J .. ;.-us VL o f) r-f /u,_ ~ f-,._._,o ~.is ~c..( 
............ ~- ~r--e_f:H>:fJ'l ~ a.. , o-r ) .•. ~~ a--5 ~ 
8. Comment on any difficulties encountered by you. 
,, 
9. If you continue to use the program what kind of development do ·· 
you think this would involve. (i.e. organisation, skills, extended 
activities etc.) 
-· ... . lftr~ca-G~ ~o ~ ~~re-H 1 ·ft.e 
. ~uJd!., _ floF, f-o -V-t-e-~12 el-i ~ ~tr ~~t:Jt:h ~T;i;;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h sWt& 11 v-tduJ~bliJJI/-U1t'd\t !o 
~Wf1)~ <-e§ RC{~t-t& b~5 ' 
~> . ~~p~ftd~p. ~ll 
1 --=~<S(J~= I __ A __ _ ~achers Reference Number~. Extended use of p~ogram. · •••• w:,v;:-y~ , · j 
----------------~~--------------------------------------! ). What do you feel was the best method of organisation you tried? i 
1 
2. What skills/knowledge'etc. did you feel the children developed/ 
acquired'? 
3. With reference to the way you usually provide for the development 
of the above skills etc., was the use of the computer an 
advantage/disadvantage? 
11- bMJ.- culv~v-t 
4. Can you comment on any observations/incidents relating to yourself 
or the ~hildren which you' feel have any significance? 
5. skills etc. experienced what do you feel 
extension or development of the program. 
-:r: 1-L k (( w,e 1 r~ ;2 (I &Lf ( r-
tf w ,'5 ~ Jl'f-c.e_[~(- tAh-e;. 1-o u.Jf c-L.:t~ ··1. ''h~S rr { <-etj- u'Uk~~'Z-R-~r~,t) 
~J ~. ek~/ra_0(~o- I- k rf tS 
tM. & 11~3 J ~~ ' ~~~ ~ fh}ct<.<!~ 
"' zJttvL erU-t 7 Ul luw ll. tt- u (::! / ) 
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Al?PENDIX 32 
QUESTION SHEET 
(Guidelines for appraisal of writing project) 
lo What was the writing task/experience? 
2o What was the specific objective(s) for your observations? 
3o What organisation was involved before initiating the task? 
-----------
4o How was the task initiated? 
-----~----
5. What resources were usedand how were they implemented? 
6. What were the children's reactions to the task? 
APPENDIX 32 
7, What problems/difficulties arose during the lessson? 
----- -- ~----
8, What was actually produced? 
~~~--------------~--~ - ~------~~------
9. What was your assessment of the writing experience and 
children's/teacher's interaction? 
---------
10. Comment on any future development that you can forsee or 
would like to happen. 
----------------------~~ 
' 
I 
1: 
~ 
-; 
I 
' = 2,961.= 
QUESTION SHEET 
~~p~trad Q v~ ~ '32 : 
A \!7~·~;~ ~© ~-Jn~ . 
C=( G=u=i=d=e=l=i=n e=s=f=o=r=A~p~p==r=a=i=s a=l=o=f=W;;;,r:~!.· t;,;i~n~g=P r.=. o="'J~· e=c~-t.)-T ©~~ -\i~= 
~ = wt2o'10v=AGi' '61)oA.A~ ~ ~ A 
~uAl!<6p 
2a Wh~t w~s th® ~pacific abj®ctive(~) for your observation? 
~ 1[D U'6(t£~ A.,_AD ff.tEPrt2; '1iJ.fre V~«cn..A'S 5bu~0?.3 
( A~o ~ JrJ A 'fowG=JJ ·~ 0£VE.D-DpuNC« VOCA~. 
~~"'t=O 10 Dlff~ r St?uc...Jos . 
3o What organisation was involved before initiating the task? 
~~£QA1._ wo~ ---:?' ~R-Dwtv-la ~~~ -FOe LA'S( 
4 vv~, .. ls-l 11te row~.~ 
4 .. How was the task initiated? /t-J 
AJ-Ju£LA ~>< IV\'f6BL-f. Gi\vt~ 
"ICMf,_l OQ.UAR£, 
~ ~Dup6'. 
eoN.Ou~ foue ot:-
, 
DJ~u5'51D-ll ra'-1..-C)wE.c 8/-}G.G" AI 6'~ , 
S.··what resources were used and how were they implemented? 
50~~ - .. ('1-t£ ~(t:=:.,..J,,...za WAL-t:: ... 1,.4-rkbowe.«,...Ja 
Voe.AI3~ 12tE.4-Afi,..J{;q '10 5:/U ,.Jt::>S. V'/G ~ C:Ufi"SIOE, 
6o What were the children•s reactions to the task? 
£:,t-JJO '/ 1\/15-J-r ; 
I..JI~QG'f5( "' '51-¥/~t"r-1 
Q6Ae1'10~"5 £f(:J • 
fbAD~5'. 
~ \:.t'\P\-\f\S\5 ON 
Ck\ '\..0 @.E:N MORE-
oest.~\Jf\1\0~. 
VO\ W f\Rf, 0~ 
..... ' 
~~Cl\<\ tJ c. '\H-E 
·-r\-\ ;,\ R 
. '~. 
7. What p~oblems/difficulties a~ose du~ing the lesson? 
_oB~ous 11-tAu ~ Dfrli~E~· 0110 NC>r ~~ ~ 
ifOeA_Bg,.uARtf . lO ~B.E: ~t2 fi.X~te1EPJC£8. 8 r 
~~;;, A 6o(~Araa~ wHE~ ~u W'Aa V!St2r1 
~ I 
D~~~~T !NO'f' ·10 ·' pur WD$2.0"6' d;J. "DHe.u$2. MOUOH'6 
~ NOT' WHAI [ 8FWG~ p 81$ f@ Aor..J\f" 6f ~tGRqe 
~ f: Ate</\~ '~Do ~-tu::~r"H~ 'rOD ~,.J • 
8. What was actually produced? 
x ~e.~ OF' 1}tE ~Vlk>oNNl~( 
.-"1 Ge-ft::~ AV\fi . 
Ar-J I N\PC2DVG:.N\t:-t--1'"f 
·~-top~E:f-UL-L--1 /! 
VoeAeLJ.A~ EJ<.~1Tol'-l ~IE. ~-lop tJ'AN'lE.~ : ~N1os( 
&A-r~e.. B~, ~~E-~S,.J~t2 , 
A LJTTI-G. vv'tZf ft,.Ja . 
9. What was your assessment of the writing expe~ience and 
' . ~children • s/teacher •S interaction~ 
(, 0 5CW"e.WHAr f012cto - A J+\~EO 5lf"LAA1lo.-.J · 
~ Wlf'I-M,...J -rH£•12 Lltv1 rj.A'Tfo,..,rs ~,Q.. 
· Fo uo "", t<-Ja oA..., / Pt<oo u o-t:=.D 5oN'1~ 
,. 
"',;··. 
10. Comment on any future development that you can foresee or 
would like to happen. 
CO,.Jr;,.JuA(.o~ 4 OEVlELDf'JVlENr 6F U~tNQ-
5t:At-L-::5 
..... . . 
·----- -·- -·· 
=:~.~-~~.:_-~·.--··-:·~:·?:~];:~:~ ~~:~:~-,-~:?:; ·:··~:_:·~~~~[~.~ ~--!~:.· -~fif_ni.· ~~~~: -~ / .. , .. ~-. '} ~~'~;-~·_;: ~:,:~;?2?~~~~l-::-~13;t~':·'·:· :-·~rJ·' :·; 
._., •• ••'-..,_·--0•'"''•"• .. • • .....,. . .._ ... •. 
___......__.,. ~~---v--v-.. ~>=====~== 
:?_.e-;j e.arcJn · G.:c-Qv..(J ?- : _f\_iJ~\Fi)cQd~~ ~~ 
I eC\.Lher __ N'\Q·~tlco r:_·..-.-~ ~--:~ ~,ee \:. QUEST YON · · SH~E~ \f~~~'ts ~© . ~h~ . 
. . n' 
· iSt~)lcl®1 lift®~ g(}~ App~a!~~! o~ ~~~ll ~!ft9 J?r.;~j®e~I@@,~\R/'U 
0 1\~~o~e.e\= 
d1a Wf!.gg ~el<® tR'il® 
WMJr.-::n . <J>~ 
~~·'ij~ 
B~kg£n~ ~~gk/®~P®~!®ft©®~ 
. ('\... • ,;rv., ~ ~ to: .b&a. rt~ 
1 ~~ f~~ ~ 
2a OOh~g ~agJ 
To. '1M... f 
gh® @~®§!&!©,©©j®©t!v®~8» go~ yo~~ ob£®~vg~io~~ 
. t4 ~ "c.onJJ. ti'Uh,.J ~ 
d4o~ ~ 
~ -t~-
~ \A. DIM. ~~.~It h ~e. e\_ 
-~ ~- Me.~"'\· 
.· 
4o aow wa~ ~h® ~ssk initiat~d~ 
·&4_ ~~· ~ ~-, -~ ~ 4J ~ ~yf' ~ ~ 
~ ~- . ·.w ('~. . l:t4. ~ .JL..., \-m_.k._, ~ 
• . I ~ ~ ·, ~ ,,;-d~ /l!U/~ • 
Se·What ~e3~U~Ce3 w~re used an~ how we~e they imple~en~ed? 
.. ·. 
6. What were the children's reactions to the task? 
~ ~ ~w ~ 
~ 4 ·J~~ hl 
\~I ~~. 
/ 
/ 
. '. 
';>--
'*••·'c-==""~.O~<>~C:::I ~o:::::.=:,~toQQOP-e>"'oO~Q.O.;~ •• o ~· o •G-=:>••-=c::><=OII''' 
• . . ' ~f~·@;~@loo~ -~~ . 
7o Wb~@ &~Qb~ern~/di&f!§ul~i&~ m~©8® ~u~~ng 
Jl· ~')- -M M ~ kc ~ hJ· 
. lhn .. ~ ~ . hJ ~ ~·"'*· 
.J~ fcii·-~ ~. .. 
-8o'M ~~ W'w? ~ ~ 
<>-t>~~ .,~ww- ,- .-, 
'· 
\Sb® :!®&l~GH'll'3l 
~-ovM~ 
~~t·~~ 
~ ~ 
So Wha~ wa~ a~~ual1~ p~odu~ed? 
€o-.l._ ~'"""'/' W),..A · .,J,.,...i- whvt ~ · 1.-.-.l ~ ~) ~ ~ ~ ~¥· 0~ (}~ ~ ~ J..nft-. 
"'"'- - lk- <:~~ C"" i'\.~) &.J.-_. ~ ~ (J v.r 
~ ~ v-hl \:h., ~~ ~ .. ~J ck 
;& tfY'IL ~ 'l~ J1tv, '~"'-) . 
. ,_ 
10. Coo~ene on any future development that you can fo~esee o~ 
would like to happen. 
J rkvvl. ~ ~~ 1 ~-? ~ ~ vvb.-k' ~ ~ r"-U.. J 
to (_C'v-rl.-Ji/or ~ . ~ J....L~ ~~ •. ~ ~ 
~ ·~ ~ ~- 'Wf(~· . ~ \ ~ (_~.. ()....A~~ 
CL"'YJ~ _ /) ~ c_.,..,.,...4{ ~ _c;~ ~ .,__ ·1-4. s~ 
~- ~ (L~ ~. ~ ~.).._ w-e_ ~ ,. "-eN~ 
~~ wVb( . ~~- ~ f~ ~- r~r 
ibj.-. ~ ~ ~ .. 
. ~ .. 
Teo..c.."-'.e.r Rec..v·.-c!l 'Sh.eeb 
.la Wha~ 'Wa~ ~he wgoiting task/experience? ~Q~-e.~~~e~o.~-,-c..-h~c;.~-u\.-p---2-
To Wi-1\"e. <Moov...t "' A u.'Cv..Yn~ it-. \he. Pru-ie.: 
2a Wh~t 'Wa~ ~h® ~pe~ifi~ objec~ive(~) fogo yo~go Ob$erva~ion~ 
~ov.> h.o...ol ~'ne. C.~lc\..~ ~~~ \-ht_\( et!j:>-eA-iW.C ~ ~ to VS1~t~ 
V\A.Oirt e.?<F\~ \: ·s· ~;~ c&l}e.c..f.-1~ 1~...... d.e.stN1'loi~ cSlo)ec:-1;.; · ~e~ . 
3o What organisation was involved before initiating tne task? 
4o How was the task initiated? 
' Se·What ~e$ources were used and how were they implementedJ 
1k'e · wJ-'wuJ. ~o~~ ,~ Wl;rekuol f?u-i. Rre b~ '\-' iclu.U~ ~'O.uV twM ~ P ut.t~·e.-a . 
6e What were the children's reactions to the task? 
L~ \M.W"v ~l<ul-c.ol .. i~rw ... ir~u 
wt.U- \M.~v(]..Ject d 
"" ..... 
-- ---· -- ·- -.-
- . 
-~-~·-·-·--_, .... ..,...---.--.. ·-~-·· ....... 6 ....... - .............. ·- -·- .__ 
1l:.e.. ck~ L...l._ "'- s'-\- Sf""- 1. e.w.<u.J:Uu-t..__ ~· 
\A)~. ~ ~- h? told ~'c.lc- ~- ~.~c.e-k. ~o-- i-lL 
\\.WkW• 
~ So What was actually produced? 
b~ ~ ~~~ ~ avwt(. 
UMecL ~ ~ e,~\uA.M;\J~ , 
\le c~\~ ~ \M.~ \ "'-~\o~\-eot 
'NA. b\~0 'ft~ 
9.· What was your assessment of the writing experience and 
children 1 s/teacher's interaction? 
~~r\A-~ \e~ 
~~tl ~rea- h 
~\~ ouX 1 \o~ 
6\o~~-~. 
lO. Comment on any future development that you can foresee or 
would like to happen. 
We. --~ r.o1· e-..11~-c }b .W.C6"''-"~f 1-l..e. d ... ;ld.>et.. 
'"'- cu.,l "-o \> e..c-1-$ o ~ ~a.hv~ cl~1Mc.v<-l':' 
'f t>\C w£. ~~~ "'\\~£n ~o w~v·re 
~~G~ 1''-A'-~\~G:. ~eou-r oSSEVi.\J A--ftoWS 
\NCU\.PO \~'A\JE, ~(! '£:N S ~V:~\C\.6N-T 
'-. 
-
.- .. -.. 
~ v 3 __ ... S~---- ......... .. = ~-~ ~---~-·-~ .......... : ..... ~·, --~38.-.q. /Ut)rf!: 
QUESTION SHEET 
~~-=---- -~-~ 
:JR/ q I <i(o 
Af~<3vcu@ ;~ ~~. 
(Guidelines fo~ Appraisal of Writing P~oject) 
\·e~e• r.t.ec_orcl\ ';;;>~e-e'c 
lo What was Ut® Hld,ting task/expe~ienc®? · Rese~rc.V\ ·0-n:H..-;,.p- 2.--
-7o IAJid~ 0\ sfuy wdi'l«oo "~ btvhj~(;1;1;iWStUW. .. -c--
==========~ ====================~============ 
~~~~~@;~ ~~ 
dass q. IUt ~" If 
So What w~s actually p~oduced? 
A Wrdtf,"'"' s~ ~ at prokire · 
Wt\~ w~s ~\s? '-· 
\1\\~ ~ v,~c~ 'S~vrweEw \JE~e~~ ~ee..c:v~~ 
~NO W~\~'f'GN : .;.:·· ~u\1\rrS--
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EXAMPLE OF CHILD'S WORK FRQM RESE~RCH GROUP~ 
USE OF PROGRAM WRITER 
APPENDIX 37 
Dr~f't I 
dav~d was at the seas~de and he went 
f~~h~ng h~ tr~d~d to each §Om~ f~sh 
h~ had his we~ ~es on th~ water w~nt 
in h~s we~ ~~s th~ wat~r w~nt [n his 
·w~~ ~~s oh he s~d th~r~ is a crab h~ 
~ 0 
took h~s we~ Jes off 
~ ver~ deep ho~e and he swam to shaw 
1nd he went back to the vi ij ige that 
,e ~ ives ~n and when he took h!s 
Nel ~es off he got a shock he opend 
~~s eyes w~de and put his hand in to 
~es we~ ~es to see whot ~t was he 
~cremd very lowd ow ow ow ow and he 
~ticke his hand in to his we~ les and 
he pu~ led out a crab oh he cr~d i 
have found a crab ~n one boot and a 
sn~~ ~n another boot he acked his mum 
ijf he cou~d keep th~m and sh~ sed y~s 
if you keep them out of my way as 
-306~ APPENDIX 38 
EXAMPLE OF CHILD'S WORK FROM RESE~RCH GROUP IT 
USE OF PROGRAM 'WRITER 
... . ._.)···: : :-: ... ~ ':: ·. 
, ... : .. ; 
1. ..... ; .· 
.. 0c-r ~)e vn be \0 
~:·· Ne#s 
• :·.;r-
... · 
.... • .. 
.... ~ ... - -
- ,. c 
~---. 
.. 
' . .. 
... -.. ... 
.. .. 
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A terrible tragedy has struck our 
town.Millions ol people have been 
kill~d due to a freak flood. Noah 
says. that it i.~~~~s (;od ~\~h'J ,c;inlsed the 
f,l ood u ~oah ~~~~s ]. t ~~as b~~·cause peop 1 
are so eu1l.Noah was saued by 
~building an ark. It took Noah ages. 
. His f f.ff~~i l ~ have b12•N'n saved as ~~~ell~ as 
two of euery kind of aniMal.When I 
asked Noah what it was like in the 
ark I was told he found it very 
craMped.Many a faMily have been 
saddened by this terrible 
tragedy.Perhaps we should all try to 
Mena our ways so this terrible 
tragedy doesnt happen again, 
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EXAMPLE OF CHILDREN'S WORK FROM RESEARCH GROUP II 
USE OF PROGRAM 'WORDPLAY' AND 'WRITER' 
' 
At tka east~r service there was a 
competition to write a letter about 
mums which 204 children entered but 
only 3 couid win out o different age 
groups • a boy won for the juniors 
and 2 girls won for the lower end If 
you win you get a bunch of flowers 
for your mum. A man from the national 
provincial building society came and 
presented the prizes he was cal led 
Mr. bestford. the letter had to say 
why you th i nk your· mum is the very 
best mum. the letter had to be in by 
March ~7th and the prizes got 
presnted on the 3rd of Apri I. 
jolly and everyone felt happy again. 
There was a competition to write a 
1 et ter· about mums which 204 chi I dr·en 
entered but only 3 could win from 
-· 313 .. APPENDIX 45 
EXAMPLE OF CHILDREN'S WORK F~OM RES~ARCH GROUP II 
USE OF PROGRAM WRITER 
~bout saf~iy ? in the design ciub we 
were asked to invent something about 
sign-post that could move down to the 
ground and up in the a i r·. It was 
powered b~ underground cables. The 
vn, !OUt.. ~ou 
could clip on lots of different 
sign-heads. For e~ample in icy 
weather you could put a sign head on 
saying "BLACK ICE AHEAD". 
Col in and Ian 
would be powered by underground 
cables. The sign-post had no signs 
on, but you could clip on lots of 
different sign-heads. For example in 
icy weather you could put a sign head 
on saying "BLACK ICE AHEAD". 
These are the things we would 
need, wire, poles, wood, glue, nai Is, 
paint~ ruler, saw. 
-~ 
~;-it i n_9 __ P;o j e~c_~ 
First Term 0 s Co--or~_i_~2~tor~~Ref?~~r;:_~, 
Once the idea of a w~iting project had been discussed with the 
teachers, I set about the task of looking at ways of tackling the 
tasku working with teachers who were unused to working in a team 
called for careful planning, not only in terms of classroom organisation, 
but brought into being the subject of relationships. I had to ask 
myself the following questions:-· How would I figure in the classroom? ••• 
To lead? To listen? To support? All three at different times 
perhaps. Teachers must not feel I was there to judge but to support 
and research with them into what is effective practice. 
How can we improve as a working team is a very important 
question? How far is the success of the team work in a school related 
to curriculum structure and progression in the school? Is the team 
work important? The climate had to be right before we moved forward. 
Once relationships were established I felt we were in a position 
to think about the following questions which we must address, 
What is good writing? 
How do we achieve good writing? 
Have we established writing for different purposes and 
different audiences? 
Do we have to change our existing practices? 
Where do we start? 
Having had a number of team meetings a continual comment ''there 
seems to be a total lack of imagination", "stories seem to be 
stilted and lack imagination". 
Was there some reason for this? 
a) Were we using resources to best advantage'? 
b) Were we using a variety of resources? 
c) Was the task matched to ability levels? 
d) Was vocabulary being extended? 
e) Was the task sufficiently stimulating? 
f ) Did the room invite a lively imagination? 
Therefore I felt that to look at stimuli and the use of resources 
would give teachers an insight into what strategies produced 
better quality writing. I wanted teachers to recognise that to 
produce writing of good quality a vehicle was needed to be 
established acting as a springboard. 
I therefore proposed to the teachers that in the first term of our 
project we investigate 
i) How we decide on the writing tasks we arrange for the childreno 
>) How do we initiate writing taskso 
:) What kinds of stimulus do:_ we provide o 
I) What use do;. we make of resources o 
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We began by looking at the whole process of writing and asking 
ourselves such questions as~­
Why do children write? 
For whom do they write? 
What does writing development mean? 
We were concerned with our understanding of writing developmentu and 
its relationship with experience, continuity and progressiono 
We felt we needed to be aware of the stages of development that 
children pass through to match the work we gave to them and to 
present meaningful writing situationso We felt it essential that 
we, as sensitive teachers are aware that a child's use of language 
is indicative of a stage of development, we must match our 
expectations to that level and not 1 force feed' them, or allow work 
to be stilted and boringo A child's use and understanding of 
spoken language does not, in fact, help towards an appreciation of 
the senseso Perhaps this is why staff were disappointed with some 
of the children's written accounts as compared with their verbal 
accounts a 
Supportive strategies are vital if the child is to be gently 
moved along the line of developmento Meaningful intervention has 
a vital part to playa There is nothing to be gained by rushing 
headlong into writing tasks which create failure for childreno 
A considerable amount of time was given to the identification 
of strategies for interventiono We wanted to heighten the awareness 
of children learning to: alter, adjust, revise, re-write, reshape, 
cut and supplement to achieve greater quality and effectivenesso 
However, we had to decide on the purpose of 'alteration 1 , why is 
reviewing and re-writing important? what did we want the children 
to gain? We felt that children (and teachers!) had to be helped 
to see that the success of a piece of writing must be judged on its 
effectiveness in relation to the purpose of the writingo Children 
had to be helped to acquire ways of·looking at their writing and 
adjusting it until the purpose was achieved, not until a page of 
writing had been achieveda 
We decided that our next stage of research should be the 
provision of writing experiences to serve different purposes, with 
:onsider~tion· to children's development and the fulfilment of writing 
purpose a 
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EXAMPLE OF CHI WREN 'S WORK FROM RESEARCH GROUP II 
USE OF PROGRAM 'PENDOWN' 
1 is silent except the sentl~ lappons 
the sea against our shape 
hear a foghorn ~n the d~stancee 
5 deep moan sounds l~ke the 
~ing of the sea doge 
is so qu~et that we can hear sounds 
<e the creak of the shsp that normalli~ 
e lost gn the sound of the seae 
e swirl~ng fog changes shape 
equentlye 
rst a erect howling grey wolf then a 
rmaid on a misty swirle 
loud shrill cry from the crows nest 
hoes in the damp cold mornsng air 
8 s i t a n i ght .. 
r everything is the same in the fogQ 
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Writing Ptoject K€.<.J~""'.o..r•c)t") G~-ro<.Ap ? . 
Third Term 0 s Co~ordinator 0 s Report -
As we moved into the third term we explored the ways and means 
by which children should be encouraged to write. It was recognised 
that writing experiences in school should provide a combination of 
activities supp-orting different styles of writing, and that children 
should acquire tho skills and understanding to use the styles 
effectively. 
Over the last term we have investigated ways of supporting 
literary, factual, and personal writing styles. _Factual writing 
opportunities were found to be the easier to provide, control and 
develop. Literary writing was an area that most teachers were 
familiar with but needed expanding beyond story writing. Personal 
writing was found to be difficult for most teachers. May~e this 
demanded the most knowledge of what children thought and what they 
were able to relate. Getting children to know what they think and 
say what they think proved to be very difficult, (has this implications 
for other areas of the curriculum?) 
Teachers should always be aware of the right stimulus for the 
writing to take place. Children should write about things they 
know and can relate to, they should understand the purpose of the 
writing and then be helped to develop their writing to achieve 
the purpose. Opportunities for children to discuss with other 
children and adults before and as they write were found to be 
important to many writing tasks. Although in some cases children 
need to be alone to explore and review for themselves in respect of 
their own writing. Situations for writing can arise from :m~st of 
the curriculum areas, and when this happens, the different styles 
of writing are more likely to become obvious to the children. 
Teacher intervention is important if children are to acquire 
critical skills and learn to judge the effectiveness of their writing. 
Group writing activities were found to be helpful in encouraging 
children to look at their own and other people 1 s writing critically. 
Teachers need to be aware of the development of writing skills and 
the demands of different writing styles. 
Children do not acquire skills by being told of them they can 
only gain them through relevant experiences. Whatever the writing 
experience being presented the actual writing process will be the 
same. Children will need to prepare the content, structure it 
and review it to see if it meets the purpose. 
.-, 
The distr.ibution and pr.esentation of the wor.k is impor.tant if 
childr.en ace to feel their. wr.iting is wor.thwhile. Wr.iting should 
not be confined to childr.en's books or. solely to the child and the 
teacher.. Wr.iting is to be shar.ed with other.s, it is to be talked 
about and r.ead. 
Wr.iting is not something that just develops thr.ough pr.actise, 
it needs teaching in a positive and str.uctur.ed way. 
to be used and used to lear.n. 
j 
/l I 
,.:MO,JJ;\ CA. 
cj 
It can be lear.ned 
Objectives = Lower school 
'-=> ~4~= 
j@:U.n~ . 
2) Initial wri~ing pat~erne to encourag® co~reat use of peneilo 
3) Alphabet and numbe~ io ~raceo 
4) Tracing and copying nameS~ from cardaa 
5) Traoing and copying wo~de and later sentence~ underneath teachers writingo 
6) Copying words 9 then simple sentences from the blackboard 
7) Beginning to write own news and etorieas 
8) Individual dictionaries to help written warko 
9) Writing accounts of olass or individual aotivitieso 
10) Use of talking diotiona.cy (language masrter) to help \lll'rlti®n worko 
J\.1) Wori UBil@lo 
Q_~i !-~L!JJ = ~slr !:)©h~! 
1) Coniinu0 ~n~ d®VG1©prn®n~ ©f l©~G~ ochoo! ~X'ko 
M<ll. 'l!!%l ©~ ~pplN>p~~e;{;Ql t:ro~d.Bl i:I'A otm &i ~in~o 
)) C©mp~shs~~i©~ ~Z®~©ie~~ ~i 1®V®1 ~Gacha&o 
4) 
5) 
8) making sto~ book~ to~ oih0X' ©hildX'en i© ~®a~o 
9) Factual note~ foX' ~iu~ ~~ko 
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